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1. Introduction 

André Kostolany, a successful stock market investor, made the well-known remark that facts account 

for only 10 percent of the reactions on the stock market; everything else is seemingly driven by 

psychology. He believed strongly in this investment philosophy and became one of the most renowned 

and successful investors of the 20th century.  He was an early anticipator of the great Stock Market 

Crash of 1929 and maintained his successful investment career for nearly 70 years. Despite that the 

Internet already existed when Kostolany died in 1999, objective data about his investments were not the 

key to his success. His decision-making process most likely depended, to a large part, on intuition and 

hard-earned experience.  

André Kostolany was not the only person interested in the psychology of markets in earlier days. The 

possible influence of mood and sentiment on financial markets also caught the attention of John 

Maynard Keynes (1936). The intuition of both men became measurable with the rise of the Internet and 

new technologies that evolved with it. One of these technologies is “social media,” generally comprised 

of online spaces in which people exchange information and data digitally. In the sections that follow, 

the material of that exchange is referred to as User-Generated Content (UGC)1 as a more general 

representation for social media content.  

Social media and UGC are examples of data, the 21st century’s most important resource. As British 

mathematician Clive Humby put it in 2006, coining a new phrase, “Data is the new oil.” We live today 

in a data-driven economy. Data are being created all the time without us even noticing it. Much of what 

we do each day now takes place in the digital realm, leaving an ever-increasing digital trail that can be 

measured and analyzed. According to the Global Web Index, individual Internet users have 7.6 social 

media accounts, on average.2 We Are Social Ltd and Hootsuite Inc. state that social media users grew 

by 320 million between September 2017 and October 2018. In a 2011 study, AOL/Nielsen showed that 

27 million pieces of content were shared every day in social media.3  

Using mobile devices, shopping online, reading online news and blogs, employing GPS services, using 

voice control systems, and optimizing every part of our lives with apps is now typical for almost all of 

us. A larger consumption of data also means a larger provision of our own data. People like to share 

data in social media, whether they are consumed from external sources or, in many cases, personal data. 

Often, people are affected by emotions based on the data they consume (e.g., Guillory et al. 2011, 

Hancock et al. 2008, Kramer et al. 2014). Sharing these particular data creates new emotions for other 

                                                           
1 The working definition of UGC for this thesis is the definition given in the OECD report by Vickery and Wunsch-

Vincent (2007, p. 18). 
2 https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-day/internet-users-have-average-of-7-social-accounts/ 
3 https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/amazing-social-media-statistics-and-facts/ 
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people (e.g., Kramer 2012), creating a cycle in which data create emotions and new data are generated 

by sharing these emotions – for example, through social media or UGC.   

Financial markets are especially dependent on data. Having information in advance can increase the 

return on investment that is realized. For example, a stock’s price is often viewed as the result of all 

information available at a certain point in time, with new information being priced in rapidly as it 

becomes available. Communication behavior in the financial industry, as in many other industries, has 

changed radically in recent years, driven by technological developments. Related information and data 

are, to a large extent, shared via the Internet and, eventually, through social media. Since financial 

markets are characterized by fast-flowing information, “emotional data” extracted from these types of 

sources seem to have a high potential predictive value. 

There are many examples of Twitter4 being used to broadcast information that triggers widespread 

emotions almost instantly. A recent and quite prominent example comes from Elon Musk, founder and 

CEO of Tesla Inc. On August 7, 2018, Musk tweeted that he was “considering taking Tesla private at 

$420. Funding secured.” At the time, Tesla’s stock was trading at around US$370. Musk’s tweet 

received a lot of immediate attention. People who follow him on Twitter re-tweeted his original tweet 

and numerous news outlets published the message on their websites. Figure 1 provides a detailed 

description of the example. 

In the Musk example, a simple tweet created a high degree of attention in a very short period. After 

quick initial reactions, many people – stock market participants in particular – were discussing the 

potential impact of Musk’s tweet on Tesla’s stock price. Most of the discussion was speculative given 

the lack of objective information. Hence, the content of the discussion was mostly subjective and 

emotional opinion, and the reaction of Tesla’s stock price was strong and immediate, with increases in 

both volatility and trading volume. The NASDAQ market ended up halting trading of Tesla stock for 

more than an hour – a very rare event. 

After a short and sharp increase of the stock price very soon after the tweet, the price dropped in the 

following days, as most people anticipated that Elon Musk could not simply take his company off the 

stock market. Later, the Financial Times reported the real reason behind Musk’s tweet.5 Regardless of 

that reason, though, the example illustrates the tremendous impact a single bit of information in social 

media can have on the stock market.   

                                                           
4 Twitter (https://www.twitter.com) was founded in 2006 and has experienced exponential growth over the past 

few years with respect to the number of users and published messages. The latter, called “tweets,” are short text 

messages (maximum 140 characters in length at first; now 280 characters). In 2018, about 500 million tweets 

were sent per day. Beginning around 2008, Twitter also became relevant to the financial market as users tweeted 

opinions about stock prices and the market situation. 
5 Financial Times: “Saudi Arabia’s sovereign fund builds $2bn Tesla stake”, 

https://www.ft.com/content/42ca6c42-a79e-11e8-926a-7342fe5e173f, downloaded on March 11th, 2019 

https://www.ft.com/content/42ca6c42-a79e-11e8-926a-7342fe5e173f
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Figure 1: Tweet by Elon Musk: development of message volume and stock price 

As the Tesla example shows, people’s emotions can influence their decisions. Over the last 30 years, 

behavioral finance researchers have shown that financial markets are influenced by investor emotions 

and psychology. Nofer and Hinz (2015) showed that the mood levels of social media participants can 

predict share returns. Well more than a decade earlier, Daniel et al. (2002) provided an extensive 

overview of research about the impact of psychological effects on the stock market. The movement of 

a stock price is an example of those effects, showing that emotions shared via social media can have 

real-world effects (e.g., Nann et al. 2013). 

This fact was a major motivation for the studies presented here and was a primary influence on the 

research conducted in some of the individual contributions of this dissertation.  

There are many more examples that illustrate how significant new digital forms of communication and 

connection via social media can be for real-world events. Sources are not limited to Twitter; other social 

media or social network platforms may have similar effects. It is possible to draw conclusions based on 

the network structures of the users of social media platforms, as in the case of the German digital 

community Xing, which connects peers and companies and provides a large digital social network (Nann 

et al. 2009, Contribution III). Ubiquitous global digital networks and a continuous exchange of data 

make the spread of news and tweets possible at a speed unimaginable ten years ago. As a result, huge 

amounts of publicly available data offer new possibilities for evaluation and interpretation that go far 

beyond the possibilities that existed during the 20th century and during the earliest part of this century.  

The term “Data Intelligence” has become increasing prominent in this context. Data mining technologies 

and the increasing power of today's computers support analysis of at least portions of the growing flood 

of data in real time. Academics and practitioners want to know how much meaningful information can 

be derived through algorithmic analyses and how the predictive value of this information can be 

determined automatically to promote better decision making. The next section discusses “Data 

Intelligence” and a framework for “Emotional Data Intelligence” in more detail. 
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We will never know, but André Kostolany and John Maynard Keynes may well have dreamt of such 

methods to measure the psychology of the financial markets. It was their conviction that stock markets 

depend strongly on psychological effects, mood states, and people’s emotions. Perhaps they asked 

themselves how it might be possible to capture and analyze those emotions and psychology. We do 

know, however, that social media, UGC, and huge amounts of (digital) data have combined to make it 

actually possible. 

Both academics and practitioners have paid considerable attention to data accumulated on social media 

platforms in the last ten to fifteen years. Empirical tests of André Kostolany’s intuition became possible 

at the beginning of the current century, when social media facilitated the large-scale collection of 

emotion-based and sentiment-related data suitable for financial modeling. At the same time, it became 

possible to quantify and test phenomena from other business fields with the newly available data in 

social media (e.g., Egger and Lang 2013).  
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2. A Framework for Emotional Data Intelligence 

A comprehensive search yields no relevant academic studies that discuss “Data Intelligence” or 

“Emotional Data Intelligence” with respect to information system (IS) topics.  

Some online sources do, however, provide definitions of “Data Intelligence.” Techopedia, for example 

states: “Data intelligence is the analysis of various forms of data in such a way that it can be used by 

companies to expand their services or investments. Data intelligence can also refer to companies' use of 

internal data to analyze their own operations or workforce to make better decisions in the future. 

Business performance, data mining, online analytics, and event processing are all types of data that 

companies gather and use for data intelligence purposes” (Techopedia). 

The following paragraphs offer working definitions for this dissertation of both “Data Intelligence” and 

“Emotional Data Intelligence.” 

“Data Intelligence” refers to the collection and analysis of large amounts of data to uncover relationship 

between and among different data points in a meaningful way for the purpose of promoting better 

decision making. The methods and tools of “Data Intelligence” focus on understanding data, uncovering 

alternative explanations, resolving issues, and identifying future trends to improve decisions. User-

Generated Content (UGC) comprises a substantial part of communication via social media. In this 

dissertation, UGC that carries and facilitates the exchange of emotions is referred to as ”emotional data.” 

When the methods and tools of “Data Intelligence” are applied to data that transport emotions, it can be 

referred to as “Emotional Data Intelligence.” 

People ”produce” emotional data, that is, they express their emotions via tweets, forum posts, blogs, and 

so on, or they ”consume” it by being influenced by sentiment, feelings, opinions, and the like expressed 

by others. People are often affected by emotions based on the data they consume (e.g., Guillory et al. 

2011, Hancock et al. 2008, Kramer et al. 2014). As stated earlier, sharing these data creates new 

emotions for different people (e.g., Kramer 2012), creating a cycle in which data create emotions and 

new data are generated by sharing these emotions. Decisions often depend on these shared emotions and 

data – which again lead to new data because decisions may change behaviors or results. “Emotional 

Data Intelligence” ultimately seeks an answer to the question of how all the different emotions expressed 

in public online sources influence decision-making processes.  

Figure 2 introduces a theoretical framework for the interplay of data, society, financial markets, and the 

interaction between emotions and decision-making processes in the financial markets domain. Of 

course, the production and consumption of UGC is not limited to financial markets, but is typical in 

many domains. Thus, the “Financial Markets” row in Figure 2 could easily be substituted with rows 

devoted to domains such as e-commerce, social networking sites, and so on. 
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Figure 2: Framework for Emotional Data Intelligence 
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3. Definition of the Research Scope 

Signal or noise: Do network structures and emotional sentiment data extracted from digital social 

networks contain predictive information, or are they just noise?  

This question outlines the main research topic of this dissertation and serves as the primary question for 

all contributions of this dissertation. It is also the central question that guides a considerable amount of 

work in recent computational analysis and data mining. There is a unifying theme of studies that examine 

whether sentiment indicators help in forecasting returns and volatility in global financial markets. 

Sentiment indicators are often appealing to investors since financial markets are known to be influenced 

not only by economic fundamentals but also by emotions. The concept “behavioral finance” is often 

used to explain the mood effect on the stock market (e.g., Daniel et al. 2002, Nofer and Hinz 2015). 

Behavioral finance and investor sentiment theory have established that the behavior of financial market 

participants can be shaped by whether they feel optimistic (bullish) or pessimistic (bearish) about future 

market values (Bollen and Mao 2011). The work of Antweiler and Frank (2004) is a key text about 

investor sentiment and a combination of sentiment analysis and predictive analytics theory. It has also 

been the basis for the stock market-related articles of this dissertation. Three contributions – Gloor et al. 

(2009), Nann et al. (2013), and Janetzko et al. (2017) – use different combinations of network metrics, 

sentiment analysis methodologies, and predictive analytics approaches to study whether social media 

and sentiment indicators help explain future developments of prices on the stock market.  

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is another important research theory of this dissertation. SNA is also 

the oldest research field compared to the other research streams of this dissertation (see also section 7.3). 

Bavelas (1950), Bavelas and Barrett (1951), and Leavitt (1951) introduced important elements of 

centrality in network analysis. Freeman (1979) and Wasserman and Faust (1994) also provided detailed 

discussions of the concept of betweenness centrality. Centrality measures and related questions of 

network analysis are central components of some research contributions of this dissertation. Krauss et 

al. (2008) studied the influence of social network metrics and sentiment analysis on movie success. 

Gloor et al. (2009) provided a general model based on SNA to predict trends in different domains based 

on sentiment analysis and the computation of network centrality measures. Using methods from SNA, 

Nann et al. (2009) investigated whether online social networking structures can be used to predict 

entrepreneurial success. 
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4. Literature Overview 

This literature review is organized into two parts. The first part categorizes research related to sentiment 

analysis, predictive power/analytics of UGC, and SNA. The focus is on literature that forms the basis of 

the individual contributions of this dissertation. The second part aims to draw as complete a picture as 

possible of the literature in the field during the last 15 years. While not every paper is discussed in detail, 

the presentation of the papers in chronological order (clustered by years) and showing how the content 

of studies was adapted over time aims to demonstrate the steady and rapid development of the field. 

(Studies published after the papers that comprise this dissertation are summarized in the second part.)  

4.1. Main Literature of Individual Contributions of this Dissertation 

Sentiment analysis is a broad research field applied in many different domains (Berger et al. 1996, Pang 

et al. 2002, Whitelaw et al. 2005, Abbasi et al. 2008, Boiy and Moens 2009, Choi et al. 2009, Lin and 

He 2009, Narayanan et al. 2009, Mizumoto et al. 2012, Fang et al. 2012, Serrano-Guerrero et al. 2015). 

The predictive power/analytics of UGC research stream is much broader and also applies to many 

different domains. Chintagunta et al. (2010) and Dellarocas et al. (2007), for instance, found a 

relationship between online consumer reviews and movie success. Zhu and Zhang (2010) examined the 

prediction of video game sales. Heimbach and Hinz (2012) looked at music sales. Chevalier and Mayzlin 

(2006) explored book sales. 

Both research streams are closely related: large-scale, automated analysis of UGC is possible only with 

sophisticated sentiment analysis approaches. Therefore, many studies consider both research streams. 

Antweiler and Frank (2004), Das and Chen (2007), Bollen et al. (2011), Bollen and Mao (2011), Mao 

et al. (2011), Zhang and Swanson (2010), and Sprenger and Welpe (2010) are but a few examples of 

early works that examine the relationship of sentiment, UGC, and stock returns. Other studies related to 

these research streams evaluate the potential of traditional and editorial news to help predict future stock 

returns. Cohen and Frazzini (2008), Schumaker and Chen (2009), and Dion et al. (2011) are a few 

examples of papers in this particular area.  

An extensive literature research reveals that the earliest publication about using UGC for financial 

forecasting is a 2001 study by Tumarkin and Whitelaw. The authors examined the possible link between 

sentiment and posting volume recorded on a major financial message board. They were also searching 

for correlations with stock returns and trading volume. They found that message board activity and stock 

returns were related on days of abnormal message board activity, a key insight. However, the data did 

not indicate significant predictive value for stock returns or trading volume based on message board 

activity or sentiment; rather, the findings suggested that developments on the stock market prompted 

discussions on message boards.  

The work of Antweiler and Frank in 2004 is a major milestone in this research field. The study, published 

in the Journal of Finance, showed the relevance of analyzing UGC for the financial market. Similar to 
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Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001), Antweiler and Frank (2004) investigated whether Internet message 

board activity or sentiment is predictive for stock returns or market volatility. They analyzed 1.5 million 

messages from Yahoo! Finance and Raging Bull, at the time the largest dataset for such analysis, and 

found that stock messages help predict volatility on stock markets. The effect of stock messages on stock 

returns was statistically significant but economically small.  

A number of other studies have also found predictive evidence of UGC on stock returns (Bagnoli et al. 

1999, Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001, Jones 2006, Gu et al. 2006, Das and Chen 2007, Sabherwal et al. 

2008). 

Since its establishment in 2006, Twitter has captured a high level of interest in the academic world. It 

has turned out to be a very valuable source for large-scale, data-driven empirical studies that were never 

before possible. Twitter also provides fairly simple access to its data via a public application 

programming interface (API). Straightforward access and public data are surely major reasons that so 

many academic studies in the years since Twitter’s founding have focused on analyzing the real-world 

effects of tweets. Asur and Huberman (2010), for instance, investigated the predictive power of tweets 

for box office returns, analyzing 2.89 million tweets related to the topic. Twitter has since been widely 

used to measure the effect of emotion and mood on the development of stock prices.  

Bollen et al. (2011) can be seen as a “first-mover” in analyzing a large-scale dataset of tweets with a 

focus on the stock market. Their work suggests that some public mood states expressed on Twitter are 

predictive of changes in Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) closing values. In another study, Bollen 

and Mao (2011) used Twitter for market prediction and public mood analysis. Mao et al. (2011) 

compared the value for financial prediction of a range of online datasets (Twitter feeds, news headlines, 

and volumes of Google search queries). Like earlier researchers, they focused on indices and volatility 

measures such as the VIX (U.S. market volatility index). While they found that Google search queries 

and Twitter investor sentiment have predictive value, they identified only lagging indicators of the 

financial markets for traditional surveys.  

Oh and Sheng (2011) examined approximately 72,000 microblog postings from Stocktwits 

(https://stocktwits.com: a Twitter-like social media platform where users post about financial markets 

in particular), extending over a three-month period, to predict stock price movements. Applying 

sentiment analysis, they found microblog messages predicted future stock price movement. They also 

briefly evaluated potential return on investments, finding that simple (not adjusted returns) delivered 

better results than market-adjusted returns. Sprenger and Welpe (2010) and later Sprenger et al. (2014) 

found that stock microblogs may contain alpha information, that is, information that is not yet reflected 

in price levels on asset markets, thus leading to future movements in line with the efficient market 

hypothesis (Malkiel and Fama 1970). Rao and Srivastava (2012) used financially relevant tweets and 

Google search volume to predict stock returns, trading volume, and volatility of different asset classes.  
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While research in the pre-Twitter era found that discussion mostly follows market movements (e.g., 

Bagnoli et al. 1999, Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001, Das and Chen 2007), many studies based on large-

scale datasets comprised of tweets have clearly detected predictive value in online data for stock price 

changes, for instance Bollen et al. (2011), Mao et al. (2011), Sprenger et al. (2014), Zhang and Swanson 

(2010), Oh and Sheng (2011), or Xu et al. (2012), Nofer and Hinz (2015). 

Until 2013, most studies focused on a single source and short time series to build prediction models 

(e.g., message boards, blogs, editorial news, or Twitter). Nann et al. (2013), which is also a contribution 

of this dissertation, extends this earlier research by aggregating data from multiple sources (Twitter, 

several online message boards, and traditional news). Furthermore, historical data over a six-month 

period were considered, one of the longest time periods and granularity analyzed compared to research 

that preceded this work. The subjects of prediction were daily stock price movements from the Standard 

& Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500). Most research concerned with stock market predictions based on UGC 

to that point had been mainly theoretical in nature and did not take into account real-world limitations 

such as broker fees, bid/ask differences, and liquidity. To demonstrate the potential practical application 

of the findings of the contribution, a description of a simple trading model based on the predictor, 

considering commission fees, transaction costs, and stock liquidity was given. 

Compared to stock market predictions, only a relatively small number of studies make use of sentiment-

based indicators to predict exchange rate movements. Work by Papaioannou et al. (2013) and Janetzko 

(2014) on predictive modeling of the EUR/USD exchange rate and a study by Crone and Koeppel (2014) 

that harnessed sentiment indicators as explanatory variables to predict the AUD/USD currency pair 

provided evidence of sentiment indicators’ potential for correct predictions in more than 50 percent of 

out-of-sample tests. Twitter has also been used to extract sentiment and building prediction models for 

commodity markets and currency rates (Rao and Srivastava 2012). 

Janetzko et al. (2017), the most recent contribution of this dissertation, was motivated by the lack of 

research into the relationship between UGC and the exchange rate market, the need for comparability 

between sentiment sources, and by questions of robustness and varying predictive value across different 

sources. Whereas the majority of previous research was concerned with stocks and indices, this paper 

contributed by studying sentiment-based predictions for currencies. 

SNA and applications of network centrality measures have been used to identify trends before they 

become recognized by the rest of the world (Kleinberg 2008). Dodge and Kitchin (2000) and Dodge and 

Kitchin (2002) introduced systems for the static visualization and analysis of the link structure of the 

Web. In a related stream of work, researchers sought to predict the hidden linking structure based on 

known links (e.g., Adar et al. 2004, Al Hasan et al. 2006). In Gloor et al. (2009), a contribution of this 

dissertation, research focused on a similar application – tracking the strengths of concepts over time. 

The authors used a tool called Condor to conduct SNA-related analysis (Gloor and Zhao 2004). 
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Extensive network analysis research has also investigated the effect of network structures on the 

performance of individuals (e.g., Ahuja et al. 2003, Bulkley and Van Alstyne 2006, Cross and 

Cummings 2003, Gloor et al. 2010, Moran 2005, Sparrowe et al. 2001), groups (Balkundi and Harrison 

2006, Brass 1985, Mayo and Pastor 2005, Reagans and Zuckerman 2001, Sparrowe et al. 2001) and 

organizations (Ahuja 2000, Podolny and Baron 1997, Powell et al. 1996, Raz and Gloor 2007, Uzzi 

1996). Mayer and Puller (2008) analyzed friendship networks on Facebook of university students and 

found that sharing the same university, race, and interests were the strongest predictors of friendship. 

Other studies analyzed group network structures and found that increasing centralization of group 

leaders improves group performance (Levi et al. 1954) and that teams that occupy a central position 

within an inter-group network perform better (e.g., Raz and Gloor 2007, Cross and Cummings 2003, 

and Balkundi and Harrison 2006). The hypotheses in Nann et al. (2009) were motivated primarily by 

these studies. 

4.2. Overview of the Literature, Clustered by Years 

It is not difficult to see that the number of publications on “Investor Sentiment,” “Predictive Analytics,” 

and “Big Data” has been growing. In the last ten years in particular, one can observe a positive 

relationship between increased use of social media and the number of academic studies about the impact 

and consequences of UGC.  

As already stated in the introduction, the general idea that the emotions and psychology of investors 

influence the development of stock prices predates the rise of Twitter and other social media channels. 

Daniel et al. (2002), for instance, argued before Twitter existed that investors are human beings and 

make major systematic errors. They stated further that psychological biases and emotion have a 

substantial effect on stock market prices. While their arguments came from a more theoretical 

perspective and were not based on large empirical data analyses, the past 15 years have seen many 

academic studies in which their arguments are confirmed through large-scale analyses of data from 

Twitter and other social media.  

Antweiler and Frank (2004) kicked off a string of publications – perhaps even a completely new stream 

of research – that followed in the next decade. Brown and Cliff (2004) or Qiu and Welch (2004) were 

also early contributors with their studies of investor sentiment and the stock market.  

Nofsinger (2005) made a major contribution to the field with his publication on social mood and 

financial economics. Brown and Cliff (2005) extended their research with another study about the 

relationship of investor sentiment and asset prices. Das et al. (2005) and Whitelaw et al. (2005) were 

also among researchers contributing to the field during this time.  

Baker and Wurgler (2006) presented another study in the Journal of Finance about investor sentiment 

and the cross-section of stock returns. Different papers anchored in behavioral finance were contributed 

by Bono and Ilies (2006), Tseng (2006), and Barber et al. (2006). Das and Chen (2007) presented a 
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widely cited paper in 2007 in Management Science. Other studies began to use Twitter (Java, 2007), 

and a growing number of papers looked more closely at investor sentiment, such as Tetlock (2007), Ku 

and Chen (2007), Baker and Wurgler (2007), Leskovec et al. (2007), and Mitchell and Mulherin (2007).  

In 2008, the number of publications increased markedly. De Choudhury et al. (2008) and Sabherwal 

(2008), for example, looked at the relationship of online talk and stock market activity. Despite that 

Twitter had been founded two years earlier, most empirical studies focused on blogs or message boards 

(e.g., Pang and Lee 2008, Krauss et al. 2008). That year also saw many papers published on sentiment 

analysis and based on online communication (Abbasi et al. 2008, Tetlock et al. 2008, Barber et al. 2008).  

The year 2009 revealed clearly increased interest in sentiment analysis and more sophisticated text 

analysis approaches to extract content from UGC (e.g., Melville et al. 2009, Boiy and Moens 2009, Choi 

et al. 2009, Lin and He 2009, Narayanan et al. 2009, Schumaker and Chen 2009). New media sources 

such as Twitter and Stocktwits became more popular for researchers such as Zeledon (2009). However, 

large empirical studies were still rare.  

Researchers that same year began to look into this topic more seriously and worked with the new 

datasets. Prominent papers by Asur and Huberman (2010) about the predictive value of social media, a 

working paper by Sprenger and Welpe (2010) that resulted in a full paper in 2014, and a study by Bollen 

et al. (2010) of Twitter sentiment and socioeconomic phenomena were published. Then, in 2010, the 

number of papers that used Twitter and tweets as the central research element increased significantly; 

examples include Sriram et al. (2010), Bifet and Frank (2010), Ye and Wu (2010), Zhang et al. (2010), 

and Yang and Count (2010). Boyd et al. (2010) collected 720,000 tweets to study re-tweeting behavior 

on Twitter. There was also research into the number of followers of Twitter users and their influence 

(e.g., Cha et al. 2010, Kwak et al. 2010). Other papers focused on different sources, such as news and 

blogs (e.g., Gilbert and Karahalios 2010, Zhang and Swanson 2010). Deeper research into concrete 

trading models based on UGC was presented by, for example, Zhang and Skiena (2010) and Schumaker 

and Chen (2010). 

In 2011, Bollen et al. (2011) presented their prominent and widely cited paper on how Twitter mood 

predicts the stock market. They collected approximately 9.85 million tweets and found predictive value 

for the DJIA. This was the largest Twitter dataset that had been used to date, and the work reverberated 

widely not only in academia but also in the finance industry itself. Another work by Bollen and Mao 

(2011) utilized Twitter to draw conclusions on stock predictions. Mao et al. (2011) compared the value 

for financial prediction of a range of online datasets (Twitter feeds, news headlines, and volumes of 

Google search queries). Oh and Sheng (2011) presented influential work at the ICIS conference on the 

predictive power of stock microblog sentiment. Notably, the focus in 2011 shifted slightly from 

empirical and more descriptive studies to papers that looked deeper into the specifics of the data and 

that applied more sophisticated text analysis approaches. For instance, Dion et al. (2011), Wang et al. 
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(2011), Chen et al. (2011), and Groß-Klußmann and Hautsch (2011) all presented new text mining 

approaches to understand better the sentiment in online messages. Others showed that text-based 

communication can spread emotions among group members (Guillory et al. 2011). Many authors were 

interested in a better understanding of the causality of new media on the stock market (Engelberg and 

Parsons 2011) and trading models based on the new datasets (e.g., Wang et al. 2011, Kara et al. 2011, 

Chan and Franklin 2011, Groth and Muntermann 2011). Others focused more on understanding the 

impact of influencers or experts on the quality of predictions (e.g., Bakshy et al. 2011, Hill and Ready-

Campbell 2011).  

The popularity of research into the effects of Twitter on the stock market continued in 2012, with papers 

by, for example, Brown (2012), Xu et al. (2012), Giannini et al. (2012), Valerius (2012), Ruiz et al. 

(2012), Tirunillai et al. (2012), and Vu et al. (2012). Interest in employing more in-depth sentiment 

analysis methods to explain the value of online talk on the stock market also remained high, as reflected 

in papers by, for example, Krauss et al. (2012), Brown (2012), Fang et al. (2012), Mizumoto et al. 

(2012), Schumaker et al. (2012), Rao and Srivastava (2012), and Vu et al. (2012). Kramer 2012 took a 

slightly different spin and researched the spread of emotions via Facebook. Other researchers 

investigated the Twitter network structure in more detail. Lerman et al. (2012) stated that followers, 

friends, and re-tweets lead to a large social network in which news stories and other content can easily 

spread. 

Researchers began in 2013 to explore more specific hypotheses. Contribution IV Nann et al. (2013), for 

instance, used longer time series than in previous research to build a trading strategy on intraday 

sentiment indicators. Prior studies had looked only at daily values. Papaioannou et al. (2013) also used 

intraday prices to build a forecasting model for exchange rates. Hagenau et al. (2013) and Makrehchi et 

al. (2013) applied advanced sentiment methods, such as using context-capturing features and event-

based approaches, to extend prior research. That same year, seven years after Twitter was founded, some 

researchers published critical studies about the quality of Twitter data and its users (D’Onfro 2013, Lee 

2013).6 Alternative sources became popular to find correlations with the stock market. Xu and Zhang 

(2013), for example, looked into the impact of Wikipedia on market information environment. Moat et 

al. (2013) analyzed Wikipedia to find usage patterns before stock market moves Preis et al. (2013) used 

Google Trends to quantify trading behavior in financial markets. Gagnon (2013), Siering (2013), Li and 

Li (2013), Alanyali et al. (2013), and Oliveira et al. (2013) also contributed to the research that year.  

The number of papers in the field of predictive analytics based on social media and UGC hit a new high 

in 2014. There were many studies about Twitter and stocks, such as Rao and Srivastava (2014), Sprenger 

et al. (2014), Chen et al. (2014), Nofer and Hinz (2014), Li et al. (2014), Si et al. (2014), Ding et al. 

                                                           
6 http://www.businessinsider.com/5-of-twitter-monthly-active-users-are-fake-2013-10 or AP Twitter account 

hacked in market moving attack. Bloomberg. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-04-23/dow-

jones-drops-recovers-after-false-report-on-ap-twitter-page. Accessed 24 April 2013. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/5-of-twitter-monthly-active-users-are-fake-2013-10
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-04-23/dow-jones-drops-recovers-after-false-report-on-ap-twitter-page.%20Accessed%2024%20April%202013
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-04-23/dow-jones-drops-recovers-after-false-report-on-ap-twitter-page.%20Accessed%2024%20April%202013
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(2014), Li et al. (2014), Curme et al. (2014), Kim and Kim (2014), Ammann et al. (2014), Q. Li et al. 

(2014), de Fortuny et al. (2014), and Geva and Zahavi (2014). There were also studies about the 

predictability of exchange rates, including Crone and Koeppel (2014), and Janetzko (2014). Christakis 

and Fowler (2014) and Kramer et al. (2014) presented comprehensive studies about the detection of 

emotional contagion in social networks. Other authors focused on text mining and sentiment analysis to 

find evidence of the predictive value of news or messages posted on social networks; these include, for 

example, Luo et al. (2014), Nassirtoussi et al. (2014), Zheludev et al. (2014), Q. Li et al. (2014), Jiang 

et al. (2014), Ammann et al. (2014), X. Li et al. (2014), Kearney and Liu (2014), Z. Li et al. (2014), 

Yang et al. (2014) and Gottschlich and Hinz (2014).  

Measured by the number of publications, the research trend continued in 2015. Ranco et al. (2015) 

explored the effects of Twitter sentiment on the stock market. Thakkar and Patel (2015), noting that 

number of papers dealing with sentiment analysis was already fairly high in 2015 and remained quite 

popular among researchers, presented a summary of different sentiment analysis approaches on Twitter. 

At the same time, it became apparent that a growing number of Asian researchers were working on this 

research topic – a trend already hinted at in 2014. In 2015, there were papers from Zhou et al. (2015), 

Yuan (2015), Nguyen et al. (2015), Ding et al. (2015), and Liu et al. (2015), for example; they 

contributed significantly to the research topic. Other studies based on innovative extensions of earlier 

research dealt with the predictive value of Twitter and news on the stock market. For instance, Nofer 

and Hinz (2015) considered social interactions of Internet users to show the relationship between mood 

level and stock returns, which had not been done in detail before. Lillo et al. (2015) looked at a very 

specific subset of data to investigate the role of  news  in  the  trading  and  investment  decisions  of  

individual  investors – a difficult area of research given the availability of microdata about the activity 

of individual investors. Liu et al. (2015) demonstrated that firms with official Twitter accounts have 

much higher comovement than firms without such accounts. They proposed a novel model to identify 

homogenous stock groups and predict comovement with respect to firm-specific microblogging metrics 

such as the firm’s number of followers and the number of tweets sent.  

There were further developments in using UGC or data from Twitter to explain movements on the stock 

market in 2016. Papers became more specialized as researchers focused on applying previously unused 

methods or using new sets of subdata (e.g., Q. Li et al. 2016, Dimpfl and Jank 2016, Shynkevich 2016) 

or included specific techniques or summaries (e.g., Kharde and Sonawane 2016, Kumar and Ravi 2016).  

Significant research by McLean and Pontiff (2016), published in the Journal of Finance, raised the 

question: “Does academic research destroy stock return predictability?” Considering the number of 

publications on the topic over the previous decade and the relatively high number of different methods 

that had been applied to sentiment analysis and text mining approaches, their question was definitely of 

high interest to researchers. McLean and Pontiff (2016) identified 97 characteristics and used them to  

explain  cross-sectional  stock  returns  in peer-reviewed  finance,  accounting,  and  economics  journals. 
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They found portfolio returns were 26 percent lower out-of-sample and 58 percent lower post-

publication. The out-of-sample decline was an upper-bound estimate of data mining effects. Their 

findings  suggested  that investors  learned  about  mispricing  from  academic  publications. 

In 2017, one of the contributions of this dissertation was published in the proceedings of the ICIS 

conference in Seoul (Janetzko et al. 2017). With a focus on a predictive model based on different sources 

for EUR/USD trading, the paper made contributions unlike any in previous research. Other papers from 

2017 were similarly to papers from 2016, focusing on specific features, sub-datasets of techniques, and 

methods that had not been applied the same way before. For example, Song et al. (2017) used learning-

to-rank algorithms, Yang et al. (2017) used genetic programming to optimize for a sentiment feedback 

strength based trading strategy, and Deng et a. (2017) adapted sentiment lexicons to domain-specific 

social media texts.  

Based on the literature review, it can be seen that the number of papers decreased after 2015. The general 

direction of papers in 2018 aimed to provide a broader and more in-depth understanding of investor 

sentiment (e.g., Mahmoudi et al. 2018). Feuerriegel and Gordon (2018) focused on longer-term 

forecasting models based on regulatory disclosures. The same authors also presented a paper on news-

based forecasts of macroeconomic indicators (Feuerriegel and Gordon 2019). Li et al (2018) reviewed 

systematically some 229 research articles on quantifying the interplay between Web media and stock 

markets from the fields of finance, management information systems, and computer science. Their stated 

goal was to clarify then current cutting-edge research to understand fully the mechanisms of Web 

information percolation and its impact on stock markets from the perspectives of investors’ cognitive 

behaviors, corporate governance, and stock market regulation. Other papers published in 2018 may not 

have been available at the time of this literature review.  

The next section provides a brief overview of the company StockPulse and its relationship to this 

dissertation. It is followed by a historical comparison of the papers presented here, in chronological 

order, and the aggregated number of news and messages from social media collected by StockPulse over 

the course of the last decade. The aim is to show the positive relationship between the increased usage 

of social media and the number of publications in the field of sentiment analysis and predictive analytics 

focusing on data from social media.  

In addition, there is a detailed description and more in-depth explanation of the data, some of which was 

precluded from the contributions presented in this dissertation primarily because of page and format 

restrictions. Nevertheless, it is important to shed greater light on this to obtain a better understanding of 

the basic functionality of the data and their value for further use and application. How the data are 

analyzed is also a major underlying component of some of the papers (Janetzko et al. 2017; Nann et al. 

2013). 
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5. StockPulse and the Relationship to this Dissertation 

In a 2007 Master’s seminar on “Collaborative Innovation Networks” (COINs) at the University of 

Cologne, Jonas Krauß and Stefan Nann, the author of this dissertation, were both assigned to the same 

working group. The goal was to find an online source that provided public data that could be used to 

derive predictive insights, and the two men settled on the Internet Movie Database (IMDb, 

https://www.imdb.com/) and, more specifically, IMDB’s community message boards. On these message 

boards, IMDB users discuss movies, actors, potential Academy Award winners, and many other topics 

related to movies and Hollywood.  

The seminar work focused on a particular sub-message board, “Oscar Buzz,” where people were talking 

very specifically about the chances of given movies and actors winning an Oscar at the upcoming 

Academy Awards. The project involved collecting more than a year’s worth of messages, applying text 

analysis methods to those messages to identify mentions of movies, and determining a numerical value 

for every movie based on that sentiment analysis. This resulted in an aggregated value for every movie, 

which could then be compared with others to create a ranking. Nine of the top-ten ranked movies actually 

won an Oscar at the next awards ceremony. Eventually, the seminar work was extended to a full paper 

that was published in the proceedings of the European Conference on Information Systems 2008 held 

in Ireland (Krauss et al. 2008). A more detailed introduction to this work appears in section 7.  

Based on this success, the research scope extended to other areas. Financial markets seemed to be a 

promising field in which to confirm the insights from the “Oscar paper” that remained a bit blurry. 

Krauss and the author of this dissertation have worked closely on the topic ever since, finding success 

along the way both academically and professionally. For instance, the present author’s diploma thesis 

in 2008, “Prediction of Stock Prices by Analyzing Digital Social Networks,” looked specifically at stock 

trader message boards on Yahoo! Finance (https://finance.yahoo.com/). The work was done at a time 

when Twitter and other stock microblogging channels had not been widely adopted by users or for 

academic research. The key results and findings of this diploma thesis encouraged both men to follow 

this path and further develop methodologies, software programs, and other applications.  

After some more research in related areas, including at the Center for Collective Intelligence at 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge – research that did not focus on financial 

topics (e.g,. Gloor et al. 2009, MIT working paper by Nann et al. 2010), the present author founded the 

company StockPulse (https://www.stockpulse.de/) to concentrate on the key idea for financial markets.  

StockPulse specializes in Emotional Data Intelligence. The core idea is to improve and support data-

driven decision making for institutional financial investors by collecting and analyzing alternative data 

from social media, with a particular focus on financial markets. While raw and unprocessed data provide 

only isolated and limited pieces of information, emotional data match and connect the dots and – most 

importantly – make it possible to measure emotion that is inherent to the information. Web crawlers are 
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continuously scanning thousands of different Internet sources for relevant financial topics and 

communication and collect several million tweets, chat messages, message board posts, news articles, 

and comments to news articles each day. Unstructured text documents are processed with methodologies 

from Natural Language Processing (NLP) and more advanced sentiment analysis methods to extract 

topics, for instance, with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).  LDA is a generative probabilistic model 

which has been used to extract abstract topics from text documents. It investigates the hidden semantic 

structure from large amounts of text (Blei et al. 2003). NLP is done in German, English, and Chinese.  

StockPulse clients come from different geographic and business areas and include top-tier hedge funds, 

asset managers, banks, stock exchanges, private equity companies, financial publishers, online brokers, 

news portals, research companies, and universities. They use the data for different purposes; for 

example, hedge funds are seeking trading signals or trading models that will allow them to extend their 

existing portfolios. Stock exchanges use the data for trading surveillance or market watch. Private equity 

companies want to find new investment opportunities based on alternative data that are not yet accessible 

to everyone. The data can be accessed in various ways to improve decision-making processes, such as 

via an application programming interface (API) or a Web-based dashboard.  

Two of the individual contributions of this dissertation (Nann et al. 2013 and Janetzko et al. 2017) used 

large-scale datasets and analyses from StockPulse. Section 7 describes these studies and the datasets 

used in more detail.  
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6. Data Specifications and Analytics 

6.1. Comparison of Published Research and Social Media Activity 

Figure 3 illustrates the number of publications on sentiment analysis and investor sentiment as described 

earlier in the literature review. While it is in no way meant to imply a complete picture, as it is possible 

some relevant papers were missed in the literature search, the chart does show the increasing interest of 

academics over time. What began with only a handful of publications in 2004 and 2005 increased 

steadily over the following ten years. It clearly peaked in 2014, a year in which close to 40 publications 

were identified. It is surely the case that academic conferences and journals adjusted their tracks and 

workshops to account for the growing interest for the topic.  

The strong decline after 2014 shows a saturation of the topic. In the last few years, there have been fewer 

publications, but their focus has been more specific. Note that papers published beginning in 2018 may 

not be represented because they were not yet available when this analysis was completed. 

 

Figure 3: Number of publications based on the literature review 

Figure 4 shows a historical distribution of messages collected by the StockPulse crawlers. Since the 

beginning of 2011, the crawlers have run nearly continuously, without major interruptions. Therefore, 

it is possible to get a good overview of the increased activity of financially relevant discussions in social 

media over that period.  

While the crawlers found only 10,000 messages per day in early 2011, today there are more than 

1.2 million messages each day. StockPulse is always improving the quality and capacity of these 

programs, which means that larger spikes may be due to new or improved crawlers. In addition, new 

data sources are regularly discovered.  

Although, one cannot directly compare the time scales of the two charts with each other (the time scale 

of figure 4 is shorter and more granular than that of figure 3), we can see that there is a positive 
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relationship between the increasing number of publications from 2011 until 2014 and the increase in 

messages during the same time. 

 

Figure 4: Number of messages collected by StockPulse since 2011 

 

6.2. Data Description and Specifications 

Page restrictions in the published papers precluded detailed specifications of the data and more thorough 

explanations of the sentiment analysis methods applied. This section compensates for those restrictions 

and provides a more detailed description of all main processing steps and special adaptations of the data 

to build the backtesting model in Janetzko et al. (2017) and the trading model in Nann et al. (2013).  

Crawling many different unstructured sources on the Web requires sophisticated software routines –

StockPulse has built and optimized processes over the last ten years. The StockPulse systems monitor 

worldwide online communities for more than 40,000 financial instruments, stocks, major indices, 

foreign exchange rates, commodities, or crypto currencies. The systems include complex matching and 

filtering processes to assign a text document (e.g., a tweet or message board post) to a financial 

instrument. Before the final sentiment values are calculated, another step aggregates filtered and 

classified text documents in different time frames. The following paragraphs provide short descriptions 

of the different steps.  

6.3. Web Crawling 

Web crawlers are programs designed specifically to access online sources and collect text documents 

(StockPulse’s crawlers access only publicly available sources and data). There are some technical 

differences in how data from different sources is accessed and obtained. Twitter, for instance, can be 

accessed via a publicly available streaming API, whereas other sources, such as specific trading message 
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boards, must be accessed with individually adapted scraping programs that extract relevant information 

(e.g., name of the user or author, timestamp, and article content).  

6.4. Filtering 

Sophisticated matching algorithms detect ticker symbols, stocks IDs such as ISIN codes, Bloomberg 

and Reuters tickers, company names, and derivatives of company names. This method assigns every 

document to one or more entities, which is an important step because the quality of the calculations that 

follow depends on messages being correctly assigned. The system also maintains comprehensive 

identifier-mapping tables for financial instruments and indices worldwide. Identifier-mapping is the 

assignment of relevant identifiers to a document based on recognized entities; for example, a news 

document discussing an analyst’s upgrade of automobile manufacturer Tesla would be tagged with the 

Bloomberg ticker TSLA:US.  

In a next step, a spam filter algorithm scans all messages for insulting words or phrases (so-called “rants” 

or “flames”). Most posts of this kind can be identified by their scurrilous or nasty language. There is 

also a more advanced approach that analyzes relationships between users (e.g., in the case of Twitter, 

analyzing the follower network of users or monitoring interactions such as likes, mentions, or re-tweets) 

and calculates a reputation rank or “author score” for every user. The impact of every message is based 

on this internal author score. There are manually curated and verified social media users (financial 

experts or renowned news agencies) who carry a higher author score by default. Elon Musk, Warren 

Buffet, and the Bloomberg news agency, for instance, are assigned to this category because their tweets 

typically have a higher impact compared to the posts of lesser-known users.  

Bag-of-words and Naive Bayes approaches are used in the natural language processing task to identify 

positive and negative connotations of a document. Both positive and negative bag-of-words are curated 

and maintained manually by people with a deep understanding of financial market-related 

communication. Both bag-of-words consist of several hundreds words each. Text analysis has been 

developed specifically for communication in financial markets, including for the informal language that 

is often used in UGC. For example, the words “long” and “short” have specific meanings in financial 

markets: “long” refers to buying a stock and “short” refers to selling. Because both words have different 

meanings in other contexts, the NLP task reduces noise and mismatches by focusing on context-specific 

analysis (Krauss et al. 2012). It is optimized to understand better the mood reflected in social media 

about stock market-listed companies. The NLP task also automatically identifies different languages; at 

present, it understands German, Chinese (traditional and simplified Mandarin), and English. This sub-

task is very important since it translates words into numbers, which are again used in subsequent 

calculation processes.  

Another task in the NLP module is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Generally, LDA extracts topics 

from a given text document and ranks them by different importance weights. LDA posits that each 
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document is a mixture of a small number of topics and that each word’s presence is attributable to one 

of the document's topics.  

6.5. Aggregation 

All messages obtained through previous processing steps are summarized on different time scales. The 

term “report” is used in the following subsections to describe the aggregation of multiple message 

statistics for a certain time frame. Reports can be classified into three main categories that define their 

aggregation level and weighting.  

6.5.1. Unweighted Reports  

Unweighted reports summarize the number of posted messages: 

 Raw Volume Reports: These are messages collected and assigned to a specific title. There 

are three different types of raw volume reports: (1) “Raw Total” define the absolute and 

total number of messages per title without sentiment; (2) “Raw Positive” define all messages 

identified with a positive sentiment score; and (3) “Raw Negative” define all messages 

identified with a negative sentiment score. 

6.5.2. Exponentially Weighted Reports 

Exponentially weighted reports use exponential smoothing to model the fact that a message has a certain 

“half-life” (explained in 6.6, below).  

 Smoothed Volume Reports: These are exponentially smoothed messages based on raw 

volume reports. As in the previous category, there are three different types of these reports: 

(1) “Smoothed Total” define the smoothed total number of total messages; (2) “Smoothed 

Positive” define the smoothed positive message aggregations; and (3) “Smooth Negative” 

define the smoothed negative message aggregations. 

 Median Smoothed Volume Reports: These are exponentially smoothed messages based on 

the median of smoothed values: (1) “Average Smoothed Total”; (2) “Average Smoothed 

Positive”; and (3) “Average Smoothed Negative. 

6.5.3. Normalized and Weighted Reports 

Normalized and weighted reports use exponentially weighted reports to determine relative measures. 

 Weighted Volume Reports (Buzz): Buzz measures communication intensity, a weighted and 

relative measure for the current volume of messages compared to the median of smoothed 

volume. Based on Buzz, different titles are comparable with each other, for example, as a 

proxy for current market attention.  

 Weighted Tonality Reports (Sentiment): Sentiment is a weighted and relative measure for 

positive and negative message counts compared to their median smoothed volume. 
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Not all reports are necessarily equal with respect to how much they aid in building prediction models or 

determining valuable signals. In some contributions of this dissertation, especially Nann et al. (2013) 

and Janetzko et al. (2017), different reports and their predictive values were used for data analysis. 

Figure 5 summarizes the process of crawling, filtering, and aggregating documents from social media 

and news sources.  

 

Figure 5: Crawling – Filtering – Aggregating messages from social media 

6.6. “Half-life” of a Message 

Figure 6 compares Raw Positive and Raw Negative reports from the beginning of the data coverage in 

2011 until the end of 2018. It uses an average for all index constituents of the DJIA. One can observe 

that the number of average positive messages tends to be higher, on average, than its counterpart of 

aggregated negative messages. The same behavior can be observed for other titles and reports. It is 

important to be aware of this information when working with the data. Depending on the use case of the 

data, it may be necessary to apply measures to adjust the negative messages (e.g., to use a factor to 

weigh negative messages higher).  

 

Figure 6:  Average positive and negative messages for components of the DJIA  

The number of users who only read social media messages is larger by far than the number of actively 

contributing users who write messages and tweets. However, it may be the case that all passive users 
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make decisions based on the comments they read. Once a message is published, it takes some time 

before it comes to the attention of the majority of interested (active or passive) users. After reaching an 

attention peak, the chance that a given message will draw more attention from additional readers 

declines. Messages move down on lists of “recent” posts over even a short time and eventually they 

become largely unseen by readers. Thus, a message has a lifecycle of potential to influence the decision 

making process. This phenomenon can be referred to as the “half-life” of a message. 

Typically, the peak of attention is reached quickly while its decay takes longer. Usually, the older the 

message, the less attention it will receive and the less its potential to influence decision making. 

Researchers have explored this phenomenon. For example, Chen et al. (2003) proposed an aging theory 

to model the lifespan of news. They found that a news event becomes popular with a burst of news 

reports and fades away with time. Lu et al. (2019) did similar work on the lifespan of news events on 

Twitter. 

The half-life of the potential for influencing decision making is reflected in the sentiment indicators. 

Exponential smoothing is a common measure to represent this fact mathematically with a formula. One 

important part of exponential smoothing is the “alpha”-factor (not to be confused with ALPHA 

information in financial markets), which is used to decay older input exponentially. Alpha, the case of 

financial markets, can be understood as a measure to weigh individual events in time according to their 

age or weigh a message’s potential to influence decisions depending on when it was published. Low 

alpha means that the potential of more recently published messages is weighted lower; high alpha means 

that the potential of newer messages receives higher weight. In other words, high alpha means that more 

recent messages in social media are more relevant. While calculating the reports in the aggregation 

phase, the exact timestamp of every message is considered and the time difference of a given message 

to the calculation time of the respective report is used to decay its potential over time. 

Figure 7 shows hourly sentiment data over time and compares high (0.66) and low (0.0561) alpha values. 

It aggregates the smoothed number of total messages for the German benchmark index DAX from 

January 2016 through December 2018 on an hourly basis (“Smoothed Total Reports”). Reports with 

higher alpha values tend to be higher than reports with lower values, which is depicted in the chart with 

consistently higher blue bars (blue time series = alpha of 0.66). For lower alpha values, messages from 

the past are weighted higher, which means that aggregated reports are smoothed stronger, resulting in 

lower values on average.  
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Figure 7: Comparison of hourly data with different alpha values for DAX Index 

Spam filtering, context-specific NLP, aggregation, exponential smoothing, and consideration of half-

life of text documents are important factors for the high quality of the sentiment indicators that were 

major components in different contributions of this dissertation: Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008), 

Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013), and Contribution V (Janetzko et al. 2017). 
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7. Summary of Individual Contributions 

7.1. Overview 

This section starts with an overview of the individual contributions of this dissertation, see table 1 for 

the complete list. For every contribution it provides the list of co-authors, the title of the work, and the 

publication type. The articles are sorted in ascending chronological order of their publication date. All 

articles were created in collaboration with co-authors. In section 7.2 there is a more detailed description 

of the work with co-authors and the contribution of the author of this dissertation for every paper. Section 

7.3 presents an overview of the research topics and how the individual articles are embedded in this 

context. In the following section 7.4 there is a presentation of every contribution. It starts with a 

summary of every article, its requirements, results, and conclusion. Furthermore, there is a description 

of the position and contribution of every article to the overall research context.   

Table 1. Overview of individual contributions 

 

Contribution Authors Title (Year) Publication Type 

I Jonas Krauß 

Stefan Nann 

Daniel Simon 

Kai Fischbach 

Peter A. Gloor 

Predicting Movie Success and 

Academy Awards through 

Sentiment and Social Network 

Analysis (2008) 

European 

Conference on 

Information 

Systems (ECIS) 

Completed 

Research 

Paper 

II Peter A. Gloor 

Jonas Krauß 

Stefan Nann 

Kai Fischbach 

Detlef Schoder 

 

Web Science 2.0: Identifying 

trends through semantic social 

network analysis (2009) 

International 

Conference on 

Computational 

Science and 

Engineering 

(IEEE) 

Completed 

Research 

Paper 

III Stefan Nann 

Jonas Krauß 

Michael Schober 

Peter A. Gloor 

Kai Fischbach 

Hauke Führes  

Comparing the structure of virtual 

entrepreneur networks with 

business effectiveness 

(2009) 

 

and 

 

The Power of Alumni Networks - 

Success of Startup Companies 

Correlates With Online Social 

Network Structure of Its Founders 

(2010) 

Collaborative 

Innovation 

Networks 

(COINs) 

 

and 

 

MIT Sloan 

School of 

Management; 

MIT Center for 

Collective 

Intelligence  

Completed 

Research 

Paper 

 

 

and 

 

Working 

Paper 

IV Stefan Nann 

Jonas Krauß 

Detlef Schoder 

 

Predictive Power on Public Data 

– the Case of Stock Markets 

(2013) 

European 

Conference on 

Information 

Systems (ECIS) 

Completed 

Research 

Paper 

V Dietmar Janetzko 

Jonas Krauß 

Stefan Nann 

Detlef Schoder 

Breakdown: Predictive Values of 

tweets, Forums and News in 

EUR/USD Trading (2017) 

 

International 

Conference on 

Information 

Systems (ICIS) 

Completed 

Research 

Paper 
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7.2. Work with Co-Authors and Contribution of the Author of this Dissertation 

This dissertation consists of five individual contributions. The author of this dissertation is Stefan Nann. 

Jonas Krauß and Stefan Nann, who also founded the company StockPulse (see section 5), worked jointly 

on all articles. The order of the authorship of Jonas Krauß and Stefan Nann are interchangeable since 

the work was evenly shared between both with regard to an individual contribution. Stefan Nann has 

been first author of two of five individual contributions. Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008) has five 

authors. Stefan Nann came up with the idea, literature research, data collection, construction of the 

methodology, and writing major parts of the article. Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009) has also five 

authors. Stefan Nann came up with the idea for the second part of the article, the correlation of Web 

buzz with share prices. He also contributed to obtain results with network analysis software Condor, 

supported to organize literature research, and writing of the article, especially in the second part. 

Contribution III (Nann et al. 2009) has six authors. Stefan Nann had the idea, contributed to literature 

research, programmed Web crawlers to collect the data, developed data analysis methodologies, and 

wrote major parts of the article. Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) has three authors. The idea is from 

Stefan Nann and Jonas Krauß. The data was collected with Web crawlers created by Stefan Nann and 

Jonas Krauß. Stefan Nann contributed to literature research and both designed data analysis 

methodologies and came up with the trading model presented in the article. The text was collaboratively 

written by Stefan Nann and Jonas Krauß. Contribution V (Janetzko et al. 2017) has four authors. Stefan 

Nann contributed to the general idea, literature review, data collection, and writing of the article.  

7.3. Context of the Research Theory  

This section explains the research context and underlying research theories. The main research streams 

are set in relation to each other and the individual contributions are located in the relation matrix (figure 

8). All contributions of this dissertation can be positioned in the theories of Social Network Analysis 

(SNA), sentiment analysis, and predictive analytics.  
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Figure 8: Main research streams and position of individual contributions 

Social Network Analysis is the oldest research field of the research streams illustrated in figure 8. It has 

its theoretical roots in the work of early sociologists such as Georg Simmel (Simmel 1950) and Émile 

Durkheim (Durkheim 1960), who wrote about the importance of studying patterns of relationships that 

connect social actors. Bavelas (1950), Bavelas and Barrett (1951) and Leavitt (1951) introduce an 

important element of centrality in network analysis. Freeman (1979) and also Wasserman and Faust 

(1994) base their work essentially on this pioneering work and conduct a detailed discussion of the 

concept of betweenness centrality. Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008), Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009) 

and Contribution III (Nann et al. 20109) use the concept of betweenness centrality as a major element 

to identify trends based on SNA. Erikson (2013) states that the popularity of the idea of “networking,” 

beginning in the late 1970s, and the rapid proliferation of social networking websites in the twenty-first 

century have magnified public awareness and interest in social network research. 

By conducting a computer-assisted literature review Mäntylä et al. (2016) found out that initial research 

in sentiment analysis dates back to the beginning of 20th century. However, the outbreak of computer-

based sentiment analysis only occurred with the availability of subjective texts on the Web. 

Consequently, 99 percent of the papers have been published after 2004. This is also confirmed by the 

literature review of this dissertation and the number of articles presented in the clustered literature 

review (section 4.1). All individual contributions use methodologies of automated sentiment analysis to 

underpin their findings. Especially, Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) and Contribution V (Janetzko et 

al. 2017) use advanced methodologies of context-specifc sentiment analysis to build trading or 

backtesting models for financial predictions.  

The field of predictive analytics is the youngest stream of research compared in this context. Although, 

its roots are dated back to the 1940s (SalesChoice 2016), the field moved into focus with the continuous 
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growth of stored data, combined with an increasing interest in using data to gain research and business 

related insights. Antweiler and Frank (2004) provided a key article about investor sentiment and a 

combination of theories of sentiment analysis and predictive analytics. The article has also been the 

basis for the stock market related articles of this dissertation. While Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008) 

and Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009) are using basic methodologies of applied predictive analytics, 

Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) and Contribution V (Janetzko et al. 2017) build more sophisticated 

trading and backtesting models to create insights about the relationship of emotional sentiment data and 

stock (Nann et al. 2013) or forex (Janetzko et al. 2017) market movements. 

Figure 8 also illustrates the development of each research stream over time. While SNA remains at a 

steady popularity among researchers from social and computational sicences over time, the fields of 

sentiment analysis and predictive analytics receive an increasing attention over time. Particularly, over 

the last decade both fields have a prominent and growing standing in IS research.   

The next section presents every article in more detail. It starts with the general idea of each article, its 

requirements, data collection approaches, data analysis methodologies, and short presentation of 

obtained insights. Eventually, the position and contribution of every article in the overall research 

context is elaborated in more detail. 

7.4. Contribution I  

Krauss, J.; Nann, S.; Simon, D.; Fischbach, K. and Gloor, P.A. (2008) “Predicting Movie Success and 

Academy Awards through Sentiment and Social Network Analysis” was published in the proceedings of 

the European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS) as a completed research paper. 

7.4.1. Summary 

Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008) resulted from a course about Collaborative Innovation Networks 

(COINs) in the winter semester 2006/2007 held at the department of Information Systems and 

Information Management at University of Cologne. The goal of the course was to identify an online 

source which can be used to predict trends based on methods from SNA and sentiment analysis. The 

seminar work was extended with additional research after the course. Two online sources built the center 

of the analyses: the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and “Box Office Mojo” 

(https://www.boxofficemojo.com/). Before IMDb closed its message boards on February 20, 2017 it 

was the largest community for movie and cinema related communication in the Internet. According to 

Big Boards the website had over 4 million users in 2007 and at least 15 million monthly unique U.S. 

visitors (Compete 2008). The webpage Box Office Mojo was used to extract fundamental data about 

analyzed movies, e.g., movie release dates and show times.  

Contribution I follows two main hypotheses. Firstly, it assumes that the chances of a movie to win an 

Oscar can be determined by the communication structure of the IMDb community. The second 
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hypothesis assumes that there is a relationship between the communication intensity about a movie and 

the performance of the movie at the box office (Krauss et al. 2008). 

The approach of the article was twofold. By mining text documents, i.e., message board posts from 

IMDb the discussion content was analyzed. A theoretical model based on three components was 

constructed: discussion intensity, positivity, and time. The content analysis was combined with 

information about the structure of the social network formed by users of the IMDb community. SNA 

tool Condor was used to analyze network structures of IMDb users. The software tool creates graphical 

static link views of the communication between users in a Web forum and calculates an actor 

contribution index, which delivers clues about the relevance and importance of key actors contributing 

to the communication (Gloor et al. 2003). Furthermore, Condor supports content analysis of terms being 

used in unstructured text documents. 

Regarding the content analysis three indices were introduced: the “Intensity Index,” the “Positivity 

Index,” and a temporal noise factor, the “Time Noise Factor.” The Intensity Index counts mentions of a 

specific movie in the text documents. The construction of this index followed the approach of Antweiler 

and Frank (2004) who found a significant correlation between the amount of messages being posted 

about stocks in finance-related online forums and their volatility. The Positivity Index used the software 

Condor for text analysis in order to identify whether  the discussion about a movie was associated with 

positive terms. The terms have been determined by ranking potential phrases with regard to their 

betweenness centrality (Wasserman and Faust 1994) with Condor’s content processing function. The 

third component is the Time Noise Factor. It considers the fact that some movies are released earlier in 

the year than others. Research has shown that it is a common industry practice to delay the release date 

of a movie until late in the year to improve its chances winning an Oscar (Nelson et al. 2001). The final 

“Oscar Model“ is a combination of all three indices.  

The results suggested that movies that are being discussed in a positive way in the message boards have 

a high probability of getting a nomination for the Academy Awards. Furthermore, results indicated that 

users who are participating in the communication are movie enthusiasts who value similar criteria in a 

movie as suggested in the Oscar poll. 

Based on the positive results of the content analysis further research about the correlation between movie 

success and community communication structures has been conducted. The goal was to develop an 

appropriate metric to measure communication behaviour of the community regarding movies. In order 

to achieve this goal, a new index has been introduced: the “Trendsetter Index.“ This new metric was 

combined with the previously created Intensity and Positivity Index to form the final “Buzz Model.“  

The Buzz Model indicated that positive discussions about a movie in the message board have strong 

relationship with higher revenue of the movie at the box office. Robust support was found for the second 

hypothesis that higher movie success correlates with higher communication intensity (Krauss et al. 
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2008). It could also be observed that most influential users who had the highest betweennes centrality 

measures led discussions in the IMDb message board. 

7.4.2. Contribution and Position in Research Context 

Contribution I provides an extension of the research on the influence of online communities on the 

success of movies. It uses a combination of communication (sentiment) analysis and methodologies 

from SNA to build a model for the prediction of movie success. Figure 8 illustrates that Contribution I 

has a major overlap for the fields of sentiment analysis and SNA which has not been widely adopted by 

previous research in this field.  

While IMDb has been frequently used as a basis to predict movie success by other researchers (e.g., 

Eliashberg and Sawhney 1996, Jensen and Neville 2002, Pardoe 2005, Simonoff and Sparrow 2000, 

Dellarocas et al. 2007, Kaplan 2006), little research has been done prior to the publication of 

Contribution I in using communication behavior and social networking structures of an online 

community as a determinant of movie success at the box office or as a predictor for Oscar nominations. 

For instance, Awad et al. (2004), analyze the influence of online movie ratings on box office success 

and developed statistical models based on these ratings to forecast movie revenues.  

Contribution I extends prior research by considering social networking structures of an online 

community and by measuring discussion content with sentiment analysis rather than movie ratings. The 

measurement of the discussion content was done with text mining algorithms of software tool Condor 

(Gloor and Zhao 2004). The approach also involved a context-specific construction of sentiment words 

(bag-of-words) that describe the event of a movie winning an Oscar. This specific approach has also not 

been used in a similar way in this research domain before.  

Findings of Contribution I have been the basis for parts of Contribution II which suggests a general 

model for the correlation of Web buzz and real world effects.  

7.5. Contribution II 

Gloor, P.A.; Krauss, J.; Nann, S.; Fischbach, K. and Schoder, D. (2009) “Web Science 2.0: Identifying 

trends through semantic social network analysis” was published in the proceedings of the International 

Conference on Computational Science and Engineering (IEEE) as a completed research paper. 

7.5.1. Summary 

Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009) introduces a general model that maps buzz on the Web to real world 

events. The article proposes innovative methodologies, supported by Condor, to mine different sources 

on the Internet, e.g., news, blogs or forums and aims to identify trends and people launching these trends 

by applying algorithms from SNA and sentiment analysis.  

The main goal was to built a “Web Buzz Index” for different topics that enables prediction of the 

popularity of the topics in the future. In the article the Web Buzz Index was applied to different concepts, 
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such as measuring the changes in popularity of brand names and famous people, e.g., movie stars, 

politicians, or business executives. Eventually, it was also used to spot correlations with stock prices.  

The Web Buzz Index was constructed in a three-step process (“What – Who – How”). In the first step 

(“What”) the betweenness centrality of the linking structure of a communication network was calculated. 

In the second step (“Who”) the social network positions of the “actors” of a specific source were 

determined and added to the model that constructs the index. The third step (“How”) applied text mining 

to the communication in order to understand its semantic context. The third step required the application 

of methodologies from sentiment analysis.  

Analyses were supported by SNA software tool Condor (Gloor & Zhao 2004) which was originally 

developed to mine email networks to automatically generate dynamic social network movies. Condor 

includes algorithms to determine temporal network centrality measures, visualizing social networks as 

Cybermaps, and a semantic process of mining and analyzing large amounts of text documents (Gloor et 

al. 2003).  

The first step (“What”) measured temporal betweenness of concepts. Betweenness centrality in social 

network analysis tracks the number of geodesic paths through the entire network, which pass through 

the concept whose influence is measured (Gloor et al. 2009). As access to knowledge and information 

flow are means to gain and hold on to power, the betweenness centrality of a concept within its semantic 

network is a direct indicator of its influence (Wassermann and Faust 1994). Importance of concepts in 

a given context or information sphere can be determined by calculating their betweenness centrality. 

Betweenness centrality is usually represented as numerical values, ranging from zero to one. Zero 

indicates that there is no importance of the concept in the information sphere, a value of one indicates 

high importance. The article commenced with various examples of measuring betweenness centrality 

scores in a political context, i.e., the US presidential elections in 2006.  

The “Who” step was based on the idea that certain people in a network or group possess a higher impact 

than other participants of the same network or group. The betweenness was used as an approximation 

for their impact. “Nodes” in a newtork are generally referred to as “actors.” An actor can be a website, 

a blog, or a user in a message board.  

The third step, coined „How“ in the article, considered the semantic content of online-mediated 

communication. More specifically, it looked at positive and negative emotions in the discussion. Condor 

includes effective text analysis methods. Through its content process functionality the software 

automatically can identify most frequent words and word pairs in large amount of texts (Gloor et al. 

2009). Different methodologies to extract the sentiment from text documents were applied in further 

steps, e.g., a bag-of-words approach, entity extraction and co-occurrence, or use of regular expressions. 

Sentiment analysis was conducted for finance-related documents which were collected from sub 

message boards that have been concerned with single stocks from Yahoo! Finance.  
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The Web Buzz Index is the combined measurement of the three steps. In order to test the predictability 

of the index it was applied to a finance-related use case. An algorithm that determined correlations 

between the index and actual stock price developments was implemented. Generally, final results have 

shown that a relation between Web buzz and stock price movements exist.  

7.5.2. Contribution and Position in Research Context 

The main goal of Contribution II was to construct a general model to show that buzz on the Web mirrors 

real world effects. Separating the Web into different sources and using metrics to determine the impact 

of actors on the Web permits to discover trends, in many cases before the real world has become aware 

of them (Kleinberg 2008). Figure 8 shows that Contribution II mainly builds on theories of SNA (Gloor 

and Zhao 2004). It also uses methods from sentiment analysis which have been adopted and developed 

further based on the findings of Contribution I. The second part of Contribution II about the correlation 

of Web buzz and stock prices also uses approaches of predictive analytics which is depicted with an 

overlap with this research field in figure 8.  

The construction of the Oscar Index in Contribution I has been the basis of the Web Buzz Index that has 

been introduced in Contribution II to combine the general three step approach (“What – Who – How”) 

to measure general Web buzz. It has been applied to stock market data in order to determine a correlation 

between Web buzz and stock price developments.  

The type of building the Web Buzz Index has not been used in research before the publication of 

Contribution II. Especially, the adoption of different Web sources (websites, blogs, and forums) and the 

combination of network measures such as the concept of betweenness centrality with sentiment analysis 

approaches led to a unique model that revealed significant relationships between Web buzz and real-

world developments. 

7.6. Contribution III 

Nann, S.; Krauss, J.; Schober, M.; Gloor, P.A.; Fischbach, K. and Führes, H. (2009) “Comparing the 

structure of virtual entrepreneur networks with business effectiveness” was published in the proceedings 

of the conference on Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINS) as a completed research paper.  

Major work for this publication was done during a research program at MIT. The article is also officially 

listed as a MIT Sloan School of Management working paper under the title “The Power of Alumni 

Networks - Success of Startup Companies Correlates With Online Social Network Structure of Its 

Founders”. 

7.6.1. Summary 

Contribution III (Nann et al. 2009) studies entrepreneurial success of alumni of major German 

universities based on methods from SNA. The focus lies on a relationship network of entrepreneurs as 

it was represented on the German social networking site Xing (http://www.xing.com). The study 
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investigated if online social networking structures predict entrepreneurial success. Additionally, basic 

semantic matching algorithms were applied to classify user profiles and extract information about 

universities and professional occupation of entrepreneurs.  

The article is based on four hypotheses. First two hypotheses focus on a network or group level and 

follow the assumption that the structure and position of a university alumni network have effects on the 

success of its entrepreneurial activity. Hypotheses three and four conduct observations on an individual 

level and are based on the assumption that the structure and position of individual entrepreneurs are 

important factors for their success.  

The hypotheses that are based on a network level are motivated by research of Mayer and Puller (2008). 

The article expected to find cliques of alumni from the same university in the German founder network 

(old-boys networks). Mayer and Puller 2008 analyzed friendship networks on Facebook of university 

students and found that same university, race, and interests were the strongest predictors of friendship. 

Other studies analyzed group network structures and found that increasing centralization of group 

leaders improved the performance of the groups (Levi et al. 1954) or that teams which occupy a central 

position within the inter-group network performed better (e.g., Raz and Gloor 2007, Cross and 

Cummings 2004, and Balkundi and Harrison 2006). 

On an individual level (hypotheses three and four) the article was mainly influenced by the study of Raz 

and Gloor (2007) who have shown that CEOs of startups are more successful if they communicate more 

with their peers. The article further assumed that entrepreneurs who are well embedded into the old-

boys network of their university are more successful. Ahuja (2000) or Burt (2004) for instance have 

shown that people connecting structural holes are more successful. Murray (2004) suggested that 

academics who start biotech firms use their social capital to recruit collaborators through their local 

laboratory networks (Nann et al. 2009). 

Data were collected with proprietary programmed Web crawlers from publicly accessible profiles from 

social networking platform Xing. Xing is the leading German business networking website, similar to 

LinkedIn. In total the crawlers collected 654,193 users and 4,456,393 relations between these users. By 

applying basic semantic matching algorithms on the collected user profiles they were classified by 

university. The matching included 12 German universities. In the next step all profiles were scanned for 

keywords that identified a user as an alumnus, e.g., Besitzer (owner), Unternehmer (entrepreneur), 

Gesellschafter (shareholder), Geschäftsführer (CEO), etc. This resulted in a sub-sample of the data of 

15,143 user profiles and 232,390 relations. 

Further statistics were collected to shed more light on the dataset. For instance the “graduating quotient” 

measured the number of students graduating per year compared to all students found in the dataset. The 

“founder quotient” was calculated as a percentage value of company founders and entrepreneurs 

compared to all alumni of a university. Both metrics were based on the collected Xing data.  
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For a manually selected sub-sample of 80 companies, that were identified in the previous processing 

step, more advanced measures were determined concerning their economic impact and company 

success. This helped to better understand the interrelationship between individual success and social 

networking behavior. Further network measures were calculated, such as group degree centrality and 

group betweenness centrality by using the software Condor. The article introduced a new concept for 

in-group networks referred to as “tribal networks” or “tribes”. The term “tribes” or “tribeness” was 

defined as the ratio of the number of actors and edges within the old-boys network to the number of 

actors and edges in the outside (external) network of a university (Nann et al. 2009).   

The study subsequently analyzed different correlation values between tribal networks and the measures 

that were determined in the first part of the article, e.g., the founder quotient or the economic impact of 

entrepreneurs. Correlation values for full network metrics were also calculated. Full networks included, 

in addition to in-group relationships, also external relations of previously identified profiles with 

entrepreneurial characteristics.  

Correlation indicated strong positive and significant results of tribeness with the relative economic 

impact of the university and the impact per founder. The findings also provided indications that it pays 

off to be a very closely connected community and creating a strong in-group “tribe” feeling and 

promoting strong bonding among alumni are means to success. Results on an individual level showed 

that metrics such as individual degree, weighted tribe factor, and betweenness centrality tribe factor  are 

positively correlated with success. This means that a successful entrepreneur seemed to have 

proportionally more links with other alumni from her/his university than with external people.   

The results of the article further suggested that university alumni networks that were successful in 

founding startups, measured by their average economic contribution, are organized as tribes. It could be 

found that their tribeness, the strength of their internal cohesiveness or their negative degree of openness 

to external actors correlated strongly with their economic success. For universities this could mean that 

they should motivate and encourage students to build up more and closer connections with their alumni 

(Nann et al. 2009). Findings on an individual level eventually showed that the more online friends an 

entrepreneur had, the more successful she or he was. Furthermore, the more tribal an entrepreneur was, 

the more successful she or he was with her or his company.  

7.6.2. Contribution and Position in Research Context 

Contribution III built on insights from network theory from Contribution II and confirmed that it is 

possible to make predictions based on publicly available social networking data. The application of 

centrality measures such as betweenness centrality and the use of software tool Condor were the basis 

for data analyses in Contribution III. As figure 8 illustrates, Contribution III is mainly positioned in the 

field of SNA theory as it used online social networking structures of entrepreneurs and universities to 

predict an entrepreneur’s or an entire network’s success. In order to classify the data and identify 
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company founders, for example based on their professional occupation, semantic analyses were applied. 

It also introduced a new concept called “tribes” or “tribeness” which defines the cohesiveness of a group 

or network.  

While many authors have researched the effectiveness of groups or networks (e.g., Mayer and Puller 

2008, Reagans and Zuckerman 2001, Balkundi and Harrisons 2006), Contribution III extended this 

research by using a completely new dataset which has not been used for a similar analysis before. The 

research setup of Mayer and Puller (2008) who studied social network structures of Facebook to analyze 

friendship networks of university students has been very similar to the methods used in Contribution III. 

However, the idea of using data from an online (social) business networking site to find indications for 

the performance of university alumni networks has been new and not used in research before.  

The performance of individuals in networks was also subject of the study of Raz and Gloor (2007). They 

analyzed 100 software startups in Israel and found that the communication intensity of individuals (e.g. 

CEOs) with their peers significantly correlated with the probability of survival of the individual’s 

company. On an individual level, it was shown that people connecting structural holes are more 

successful (e.g., Ahuja 2000 or Burt 2004). Other researchers studied the success of individuals in their 

local networks (e.g., Murray 2004, Gulati 1995, McPherson et al. 2001, Simon and Warner 1992).  

The findings of Contribution III on an individual level are unique because the dataset which was used 

to obtain the results has not been used before for these kind of studies. Findings have eventually shown 

that the more friends an entrepreneur accumulated in the online social network, the more successful she 

or he was. Furthermore, the more integrated into the local network an entrepreneur was, the more 

successful she or he was with her or his company. 

7.7. Contribution IV 

Nann, S.; Krauss, J. and Schoder, D. (2013) “Predictive Power on Public Data – the Case of Stock 

Markets” was published in the proceedings of European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS) as 

a completed research paper. 

7.7.1. Summary 

Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) collects and evaluates communication from multiple publicly 

available online sources, such as Twitter, online message boards, and traditional news pages. The 

aggregated data was processed with text mining and sentiment analysis methodologies to build a trading 

model based on a sentiment indicator. Daily close prices of the S&P 500 index were used as an 

independent variable to measure the predictive value of the indicator. Prediction quality was evaluated 

by applying a trading model that considered restrictions such as transaction costs or broker commission 

fees. The article provided evidence of predictive power of public data and built on theories from 

sentiment analysis and predictive analytics.  
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Many authors applied sentiment analysis to UGC from publicy available online sources to study the 

impact on the stock market. Antweiler and Frank (2004) set an early milestone in this research field with 

an article that was published in the Journal of Finance. They studied the predictive power of online 

message boards for the stock market by analyzing 1.5 million messages from Yahoo! Finance and 

Raging Bull. 

Contribution IV added new insights to the research stream by providing a virtual trading model 

considering realistic conditions based on sentiment indicators which were extracted from public online 

communication. The primary goal of the article was to develop a working trading model based on a 

sentiment predictor condensed of public data. This was supported by the goal to achieve a positive return 

on investment. 

The dataset consisted of nearly 3 Mio. messages related to stocks of the S&P 500 index. The data were 

collected from June 1, 2011 to November 30, 2011. It was one of the datasets with the largest history 

analyzed in this field compared to previous research. Proprietary matching algorithms were developed 

to assign messages to single stocks, e.g., by stock ticker symbol, “cashtags”, or name. After the matching 

step a spam filter was applied to clean the dataset. Proprietary programmed spam filters searched for 

messages which intended to insult other users without contributing any relevant information. Most of 

these messages could be identified by usage of bad language and were removed from the dataset. In the 

following text mining process different concepts were applied, e.g., Naïve Bayes classifiers with an 

adapted bag-of-words and part-of-speech tagging approach. One key finding of the article suggested 

that the quality of correct sentiment recognition depends on a context-specific application of the text 

mining methodologies. The more context-specific the algorithms were designed the higher the quality 

of sentiment recognition was (Krauss et al. 2012). 

In order to create a common basis across all stocks from the considered universe, a simple moving 

average (SMA) for the sentiment values was applied. The article suggested that a simple moving average 

of 30 days (SMA30) is a good starting point. These values were used as a stock price predictor 

(“Sentiment Predictor”) which is defined as the sum of the ratios of current positive messages with the 

SMA30 of positive messages and current negative messages with the SMA30 of negative messages. By 

introducing the Sentiment Predictor it was possible to compare stocks that had different numbers of 

assigned messages and thus different levels of communication. 

The results indicated that communication data collected from public online sources, which were 

analyzed with methodologies from sentiment analysis, have predictive power for future stock price 

developments. The findings confirmed results of previous research of Bollen et al. (2011), Sprenger and 

Welpe (2010), or Oh and Sheng (2011) for single source-based predictions and extended their validity 

to the case of using multiple source aggregations. 
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The main contribution of this contribution was the construction of a trading strategy that considered 

realistic environmental conditions such as transaction fees, commission costs or stock liquidity. Most 

previous research of the same field has not taken into account similar restrictions and discussed the 

findings in a more theoretical framework.  

The trading model was based on several assumptions. Stocks had to be liquid and thus tradable, which 

was secured since the study was considering stocks from the largest US index, the S&P 500. Every stock 

was required to have an average trading volume of more than 3 Mio. shares per day and the stock price 

had to be higher than 10 US Dollars on the day the stock was selected for trading. For instance, a higher 

stock price normally ensures a lower spread which usually means lower trading costs.  

For all stocks that met these criteria a daily overall return on investment (ROI) was calculated by 

summing up daily individual ROIs for these stocks. This was done for the entire period from June 1, 

2011 to November 30, 2011. To simulate the model in a more realistic way, the ROIs were adjsuted 

with the general market movement in the same time period. The market was represented in this case by 

the SPY certificate which is one of the most liquid instruments on the financial market and accurately 

represents the current market value of the S&P 500 index. 

The trading model registered 833 trades over the entire period and had a total ROI of 197,84 percent 

(adjusted by the market and without trading costs). Transaction costs were measured in basis points (bp). 

The results were reported for different levels of basis points (5 bp, 15 bp, 20 bp, 25 bp). Compared with 

the performance of the SPY certificate in the same time period (-5.22 percent) all results except one (25 

bp) were better.  

The result confirmed previous studies that investigated the relationship between online communication 

and financial markets and extended their validity to the case of multiple sources. Based on the findings 

of Contribution IV it was confirmed that predictive power rests in publicly available data – at least for 

data from financial markets. 

7.7.2. Contribution and Position in Research Context 

Contribution IV extended previous research to assess predictive power of social media talk by 

aggregating data from multiple sources (Twitter, several online message boards, and traditional news). 

It also used a comparable long historical dataset (six months) for analysis. Contribution IV used and 

extended insights of Contribution II in terms of using data from public online sources to predict future 

values on the stock market. It especially extended methods from sentiment analysis and built a more 

realistic trading model which revealed the predictive value on stock prices of financially relevant and 

publicly available communication data. Contribution IV is positioned in the intersection of theories of 

sentiment analysis and predictive analytics as figure 8 shows.  

Other studies from this area as well as Contribution IV build on a combination of previous research from 

the fields of sentiment analysis and works related to predictive power of UGC. Sentiment analysis is a 
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very broad research field and has not only been applied to the financial domain. For a comprehensive 

review of literature see sections 4 and 7.3. Key articles for a joint usage of both fields were provided by 

Antweiler and Frank (2004) and later extended to a new set of data by Bollen et al. (2011). Contribution 

IV was mainly built on theories and methodologies used in these studies.  

The dataset consisted of nearly 3 Mio. messages over a period of six months. This was one of the largest 

datasets analyzed in this field compared to previous research. Most research concerned with stock 

market predictions based on online data is mainly theoretical in nature and does not take into account 

real-world limitations such as broker fees, bid/ask differences, and liquidity. To demonstrate the 

potential practical application of the findings of Contribution IV, a trading model based on the predictor, 

considering commission fees, transaction costs, and stock liquidity was provided. Another key finding 

of Contribution IV suggested that the quality of correct sentiment recognition depends on a context-

specific application of the text mining methodologies which was built on Krauss et al. 2012.  

However, some limitations were identified and also addressed in Contribution IV. The time period which 

was used to construct the trading model was rather short. Certain market conditions that were present 

during the analyzed period were responsible for the positive ROI of the model (e.g., the period from 

July to September when signals performed significantly better than on average). Long-term studies (at 

least over multiple years) are required to cover different market and economic phases to show the 

robustness of the model. 

Another shortcoming at this stage of the research was the comparison of models based on different data 

sources. Based on the assumption that Twitter, online message boards, and traditional news differ with 

respect to their predictive power for stock price movements Contribution V was created.  

7.8. Contribution V 

Janetzko, D.; Krauss, J.; Nann, S. and Schoder, D. (2017) “Breakdown: Predictive Values of tweets, 

Forums and News in EUR/USD Trading” was published in the proceedings of the International 

Conference on Information Systems (ICIS) as a completed research paper. 

7.8.1. Summary 

Contribution V (Janetzko et al. 2017) addressed a major shortcoming of Contribution IV (Nann et al. 

2013) as well as those of other previous research. The comparability of the predictive value of different 

online data sources was a limitation of many studies in the same area. Contribution V therefore looked 

into the predictive value of different types of sources of public online data using a unifying framework 

to achieve comparability of results.  

The focus was put on two research questions. Firstly, given a number of alternative data sources for   

predicting future exchange rates of EUR/USD which one facilitates the best prediction? Secondly, what 

are the more specific conditions that made the winning prediction perform best?  
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The data were collected from multiple popular social media sources and a backtesting approach was 

applied to each of them. This allowed for an objective comparison across different sources. The 

backtesting approach was designed to identify parameters that increase cumulative returns. The work 

also addressed robustness of the findings by using samples from a period of more than 40 months, which 

was considerably longer than those used in previous studies. Furthermore, samples consisted of intraday 

sentiment data allowing for a more realistic and more significant trading simulation. As the majority of 

previous research was concerned with stocks and indices, e.g., Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001), 

Antweiler and Frank (2004), or Bollen et al. (2011), Contribution V adds value by studying sentiment-

based predictions for exchange rates.   

Data consisted of messages from Twittter, online forums and news sites and were collected in the period 

of June 19, 2012 and November 12, 2015 which was a long time period compared with other studies. 

The dataset was specifically comprised of messages with mentions of Euro, EUR, Dollar and USD. For 

instance on Twitter people use cashtags (represented as a dollar sign, $) as a prefix for ticker symbols 

such as $EURUSD to identify a financial instrument in a tweet. Other identifiers were used to match the 

Euro/US Dollar exchange rate in text documents. A full list of identifiers is provided in the appendix of 

the article. The next step of data processing identified and filtered spam. Additionally, several text 

mining methodologies were applied to determine the sentiment or tonality of each message towards the 

Euro/US Dollar exchange rate. Major features that were developed and applied in Contribution IV have 

been adopted and extended for Contribution V. In order to measure the quality of the sentiment score, 

precision recall ratios were calcuated. With a precision of 0.83 and a recall of 1 (every message was 

classified) the classifier achieved a quality measure F of ~0.907. 

The article applied a backtesting approach to simulate estimated profits and losses, which an investment 

strategy could have earned in the past. The approach was used to generate buy and sell signals, in order 

to maximize returns of a simple cash portfolio by trading the exchange rate EUR/USD. A fixed-size 

moving window technique was applied to the sentiment values to generate trading signals. Based on the 

assumption that an aggregation of sentiment values on smaller time units is able to deliver more 

information as opposed to an aggregation on a longer time period, sentiment values were aggregated on 

a 10 minute time intervall. A smaller time intervall was also motivated by previous research as most 

studies were working with prices on higher aggregation levels, e.g., end-of-day prices in Crone and 

Koeppel (2014) or hourly price data in Papaioannou et al. (2013). In the following 13 sentiment-based 

indices were introduced to calculate binary trading signals (buy and sell). Based on every source three 

indices were generated, a positive index which only consisted of positive messages from a source, a 

negative index and a neutral index. In total 12 indices represented the number of positive, negative and 

neutral categories from different sources that were considered for data collection. The 13th index was 

created for control reasons and was a random index which was randomly comprised of values of the 
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other 12 indices. In order to trigger trading signals, sentiment values were generated based on moving 

medians for all 13 sentiment indices.  

Analysis results showed that most indices exhibit a high degree of variability themselves and with 

respect to every other index. The order of integration of all sentiments was found to be 0 for all sentiment 

indices and 1 for the EUR/USD exchange rates, as evidenced by the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) 

unit root test (e.g. Banerjee et al. 1993) for p < 0.01. These results indicated that sentiment indices are 

stationary while the EUR/USD exchange rate is not (Janetzko et al. 2017). Performance returns of most 

sentiment indices are characterized by high volatility and mean reversion which is a normal pattern of 

the random index. Especially, two indices, the positive and negative index of the source Stocktwits 

deviated from this pattern and showed the best performance compared to all other indices. The article 

further listed cumulative and cumulative abnormal returns for all sentiment indices.   

While large differences were found for some sentiment indices further tests should reveal differential 

effects of buy and sell rules informed by sentiments. A closer look into separate buy and sell rules 

revealed that sell rules often perform better than buy rules. Calculation of skewness for all sentiment 

indices and for separate buy and sell rules also showed differences. If compared with random sell triggers 

the sell rules of the considered sentiment indices had a higher likelihood of triggering the sell signal in 

the right moment to be beneficial for the return of trading the EUR/USD exchange rate. Along with the 

added skewness values the result confirmed that the overall effect of the sell rule on returns was higher 

than that of the buy rule. This was echoed by higher skewness values of the returns gained with the sell 

rule when compared to the gains of the buy rule (Janetzko et al. 2017). 

The main goal of Contribution V was to identify predictive value for different public online sources as 

previous research in this field lacked a comprehensive examination of this subject. Predictive value was 

measured by constructing a backtesting approach for trading the EUR/USD exchange rate. Comparing 

the results with a random index showed that the observed performance cannot be explained entirely by 

general market developments. The article therefore concluded that there is a strong indication for actual 

predictive value in the analyzed data. While some sources show large differences in performance it can 

be noted that sell signals seemed to have higher predictive value for the forex pair Euro/US Dollar. The 

best performing source was Stocktwits. Tweets from Stocktwits cleary showed higher predictive value 

in the analysis compared to messages from message boards or news websites. It might also be 

noteworthy that especially the positive and negative categories from Stocktwits showed very good 

performance results. Based on these findings it can be reasonably argued that neutral messages have 

lesser predictive value so this can be considered an expected result. The outperformance to tweets from 

Twitter which is very similar in nature to Stocktwits was explained with the assumption that on Twitter 

users have a lower degree of financial expertise compared to users of Stocktwits and therefore their 

contributions lead to a decreased usefulness for building financial forecasting models. Contribution V 
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can eventually provide evidence that methods of forecasting financial developments, which were 

successfully established for stock markets in previous research, can also be applied to currency trading. 

7.8.2. Contribution and Position in Research Context 

Contribution V addressed several limitations of Contribution IV as well as of other previous research 

from the same field. One major limitation of Contribution IV was the comparability of the predictive 

value of different data sources. The predictor was built on an aggregated sentiment score across all 

sources. Contribution V studied the predictive value of different types of sources of public online data 

using a unifying framework to achieve comparability of results. Furthermore, it used intraday data over 

a period of 3,5 years which addressed another limitation of Contribution IV that built the trading model 

on a rather short period of time (six months). According to figure 8 Contribution V is positioned in the 

area of sentiment analysis and predictive analytics.  

As the majority of previous research was concerned with stocks and indices (e.g. Antweiler and Frank 

2004, Bollen et al. 2011, Oh and Sheng 2011, Chen et al. 2014, Melville et al. 2009) Contribution V 

extended the research stream by studying sentiment based predictions for another kind of financial 

instrument: currencies. More precisely, data analysis in Contribution V was carried out with the goal of 

finding the most valuable type of source for predicting future exchange rates of EUR/USD. Studies by 

Papaioannou et al. (2013), Janetzko (2014), or Crone and Koeppel (2014) on predictive modeling of 

exchange rates provided evidence that sentiment indicators have predictive value for future exchange 

rate developments. In several regards, Contribution V went beyond these studies. Firstly, it extended the 

dataset studied from single to multi source (Papaioannou et al. 2013 and Janetzko 2014). Secondly, it 

set the focus on intraday data. Finally, Contribution V compared predictive values across different data 

sources (Papaioannou et al. 2013, Janetzko 2014, and Crone and Koeppel 2014) with an emphasis on 

robustness. Robustness of results was also a limitation of Contribution IV, mainly due to the short period 

of available historical data. 

A more detailed view showed that the main deliverable of Contribution V, compared to previous 

research,  was twofold: The setup of an analytical framework and the usage of a backtesting approach 

allowed to compare the effects of a range of different indices. It could be shown that some sentiment 

indices clearly outperform others. Above a pure effect analysis, Contribution V 

(i) progressively narrowed down conditions that lead to increased performance which led to an 

uncovering of a dual effect of buy and sell trading rules and 

(ii) rules out plausible alternative explanations (general market development)  

Splitting up the overall effect of cumulative returns it became obvious that sell rules account for about 

two thirds while buy rules account for only one third of the overall effect. In contrast to other measures, 

e.g. skewness, returns were an extensive quantity that obeys the rule of additivity, and hence a splitting 

of the overall effects of cumulative returns was possible. Partial return effects were jointly generated by 
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a frequent application of a comparatively moderately effective rule (sell) and rare application of a 

relatively effective rule (buy). 

As already the previous Contributions indicated for different domains, the results of Contribution V also 

suggested that data from publicly available online sources have the ability to predict future 

developments. In the case of Contribution V the findings showed that sentiment data from social media 

sources can improve trading models for the exchange rate EUR/USD. Further research will be necessary 

to find out whether these findings also apply to stocks and commodities trading and more importantly 

whether the found insights can eventually be generalized for financial markets. 
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8. Discussion and Conclusion 

Signal or noise? This is the general question that has guided the work in all the contributions that 

comprise this dissertation. Do network structures harvested from social networking sites contain 

information that predicts the performance or success of groups or individuals? Insights on this question 

can be found in Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008), Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009), and Contribution 

III (Nann et al. 2009). The next section discusses these findings and the resulting contributions to the 

theory of (digital) social network analysis. 

8.1. Contribution to Social Network Analysis 

Contribution II (Gloor et al. 2009) offers a general model for measuring correlations between Web buzz 

and real-world effects. The main goal was to built a “Web Buzz Index” for different topics that enables 

prediction of the popularity of the topics in the future. The index uses centrality measures in combination 

with context-specific text mining approaches for publicly available data. It is a general derivative of the 

“Oscar Index” introduced in Contribution I (Krauss et al. 2008), which was constructed based on the 

network structures of users of a social movie forum and the communication content of text documents 

posted in that forum. The way in which the Web Buzz Index was built has not been widely adopted in 

prior research. In particular, the analysis of different public Web sources (websites, blogs, and forums) 

and the combination of network measures such as the concept of betweenness centrality and sentiment 

analysis approaches lead to a unique model that reveals relationships between Web buzz and real-world 

developments in different domains, such as stock markets. It has set the basis for further research in the 

field of predicting stock market developments (see Contributions IV, Nann et al. 2013, and V, Janetzko 

et al. 2017). 

Contribution III (Nann et al. 2019) builds on the same methods to identify network structures and 

calculate centrality measures for a publicly available dataset collected from digital social networks. It 

shows that conclusions regarding the performance of groups or individuals in online social network can 

be reliably drawn by applying these methods. It further introduces a new concept for in-group networks, 

which are referred to as “tribal networks” or “tribes.” The term “tribes” is defined as the ratio of the 

number of actors and edges within a given network to the number of actors and edges in an outside 

(external) network. It could be shown that high cohesiveness of tribes has a strong positive correlation 

with real-world effects, for example, on the economic impact of a university or on the impact of a 

company founder. 

Contributions I (Krauss et al. 2008), II (Gloor et al. 2009), and III (Nann et al. 2009) use data from 

public domains. The newly developed methods are based on known centrality metrics from SNA and 

are combined with proprietary, context-specific sentiment analysis and text mining approaches. The 

findings of Contributions I, II, and III show that the application of these methods to different data from 

different public domains reveal predictive characteristics. 
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Do sentiment data extracted from UGC on digital social network sources have the ability to predict 

future financial market values? Contributions II (Gloor et al. 2009), IV (Nann et al. 2013), and V 

(Janetzko et al. 2017) provide answers to this question. Section 8.2 elaborates further on the individual 

contributions and also on the necessary relationship between Social Network Analysis, sentiment 

analysis, and predictive analytics.  

8.2. Contribution to Predictive Analytics 

The coexistence of SNA and sentiment analysis as described in the previous section can be adapted to 

this section as well. Sentiment analysis is a necessary antecedent for the application of models from 

predictive analytics. With sentiment analysis the tonality or emotions expressed in text documents can 

be extracted. The resulting emotional sentiment data was a refined resource which serves as input for 

models and methods applied in predictive analytics. Although, Antweiler and Frank (2004) were not the 

first ones who studied this area of research, they have provided a key article about the relationship of 

finance-related UGC and the development of stock prices. This study served as a basis for the 

construction of sentiment analysis approaches for all contributions of this dissertation except for 

Contribution III.  

The approach of Antweiler and Frank (2004) has been extended in different ways. A key finding of 

Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) suggests that correct sentiment recognition depends on a context-

specific application of the text mining methodologies built in a previous study by Krauss et al. (2012). 

A major contribution, therefore, is a specifically adapted sentiment analysis methodology to extract 

emotions from text documents with a focus on financial markets published in public social media 

sources. The consideration of different sources was another extension of previous research (Contribution 

V). In general, sentiment analysis and predictive analytics with a specific focus on financial markets 

have come a long way, with a strong increase in interest, especially in the first 10 years after the 

publication of Antweiler and Frank (2004) in the Journal of Finance. (See sections 4.2 and 6.1 for an 

overview of the development of articles in the field over time.)   

The evaluation and aggregation stages through which obtained sentiment data pass have also been 

specifically developed and adapted for the contributions of this dissertation, and likewise extend 

methods used in previous research (section 6). Contribution IV (Nann et al. 2013) and Contribution V 

(Janetzko et al. 2017) make use of these methods in particular. The application of different concepts 

described in section 6 leads to an increased value and relevance of the sentiment data, as the results in 

Contributions IV and V show. For instance, proprietary spam detection and filtering methodologies 

enhance the quality of the data. Further, as various backtestings and applications in Contributions IV 

and V show, the inherent quality of the sentiment data is improved with consideration of a “half-life”-

period of text documents and the application of an exponential smoothing factor to replicate real-world 

behavior as closely as possible.  
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Most prior research on predictive analytics is concerned with stocks and indices (e.g., Antweiler and 

Frank 2004, Bollen et al. 2011, Oh and Sheng 2011, Chen et al. 2014, Melville et al. 2009), whereas 

Contribution V (Janetzko et al. 2017) extends this stream by studying sentiment-based predictions for 

currencies. Another important contribution is the construction of a unifying backtesting framework to 

consider the predictive value of different types of public online sources for achieving comparability of 

results.  

Contributions IV (Nann et al. 2013) and V (Janetzko et al. 2017), as well as parts of Contributon II 

(Gloor et al. 2009), provide strong indications that emotional sentiment data extracted from UGC and 

finance-related social media sources can predict future market values.  

The methodologies constructed in this dissertation contribute significantly to research, especially to the 

theories of predictive analytics and social network analysis, and also add value in a practical 

environment. As described in section 5, a company (StockPulse) was founded based on major parts of 

and insights from the work presented herein. For several years, StockPulse has successfully applied 

sentiment analysis and predictive analytics methods to large-scale datasets mined from social media 

sources. Clients include global hedge funds, banks, stock exchanges, financial institutions, and financial 

publishers. From the author’s perspective, the success of StockPulse and the practical relevance of the 

application of the methodologies partly developed within the contributions of this dissertation show a 

very high level of user validation.  

8.3. Limitations 

The datasets collected for the contributions, particularly those for Contributions IV and V that have been 

used for stock market analyses, do not follow a unifying scheme. For instance, the datasets differ in 

length (time period) and number of sources. Significant backtesting or trading models in financial 

markets usually require a length of at least 10 years, within which many different market phases will be 

present and it will be possible to observe correlations and patterns of the data during all phases. This 

enables comparability of different studies and eventually leads to robust models. However, as the field 

of research is comparatively new and the number of data sources has been growing exponentially over 

the last 10 years, it was not possible to create a common and consistent database across all contributions 

and calculations.  

Findings based on data from online social networking sites should raise the question of robustness and 

meaning for the offline world. For instance, the dataset for Contribution III was collected for a restricted 

period of time and a specific subset of users of a special network site. To achieve generalizability, more 

data and different sources would be necessary. Further, qualitative analyses (e.g., offline questionnaires, 

surveys, etc.) should be executed in addition to the quantitative studies herein. However, as the number 

of people using online social networking sites or social media has been growing almost exponentially 
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over the last decade, it is only an assumption that the data inconsistency problem would be mitigated 

were the same analyses and methods to be applied to newly collected data. 

8.4. Outlook 

The use in the company StockPulse of the methodologies developed in and findings from the 

contributions of this dissertation show the potential for this field. The goal for the future, as new data 

sources are created constantly and the quantity of data continues to grow, is to develop general methods 

for using emotional sentiment data for prediction models in financal markets for all asset classes and 

any type of financial instrument. New approaches in artificial intelligence are currently developing that 

could take this potential even further, eventually supporting improved sentiment analysis and deliver 

better results in automatic text mining and emotion extraction.  

Rapidly changing usage behavior of social media, especially among the younger generation, and an 

increased production of data in all areas of our lives will also lead to new challenges for research and 

the academic world. It will be necessary for researchers to understand the new ways of communication 

and the resulting influence these have on us all. Methods to analyze large-scale datasets in a quantitative 

way will become even more important tools for extracting insights. From the present author’s point of 

view, the methods and approaches developed in this dissertation contribute to achieving this goal.  
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PREDICTING MOVIE SUCCESS AND ACADEMY AWARDS 

THROUGH SENTIMENT AND SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 

Krauss, Jonas; Nann, Stefan; Simon, Daniel; Fischbach, Kai; University of Cologne, 

Pohligstrasse 1, Cologne, Germany, {jkrauss,snann,simond}@smail.uni-koeln.de, 

kfischbach@wim.uni-koeln.de  

Gloor, Peter, MIT, 3 Cambridge Center, Cambridge MA, USA, pgloor@mit.edu  

Abstract  

This paper introduces a new Web mining approach that combines social network analysis and automatic 

sentiment analysis. We show how weighting the forum posts of the contributors according to their 

network position allow us to predict trends and real world events in the movie business. To test our 

approach we conducted two experiments analyzing online forum discussions on the Internet movie 

database (IMDb) by examining the correlation of the social network structure with external metrics 

such as box office revenue and Oscar Awards. We find that discussion patterns on IMDb predict 

Academy Awards nominations and box office success. Two months before the Oscars were given we 

were able to correctly predict nine Oscar nominations. We also found that forum contributions 

correlated with box office success of 20  top grossing movies of 2006.  

Keywords: Trend Prediction, Dynamic Social Network Analysis, Online Forum, Internet Movie 

Database, Oscar Awards  

1 INTRODUCTION  

It has been widely acknowledged that the “wisdom of crowds” as demonstrated in prediction markets 

(Surowiecki, 2004, Manski, 2006) is a surprisingly accurate mechanism to predict future trends. Large 

groups of “ordinary” people are better in predicting trends than a single expert. At the same time, the 

Web has turned into a major platform for information exchange, thus becoming a mirror of the real 

world: Millions of volunteers post latest news on Web sites such as Wikipedia, and political blogs such 

as dailykos and instapundit. In addition people express their opinions in forums and online communities, 

and tell openly what matters to them. Approaches such as “Netnography” (Kozinets, 2002) make use of 

this fact for marketing research, proposing analysis of statements of “devotees” and “insiders” in online 

forums and other Web sites. This paper proposes combining these two ideas, interpreting opinionated 

discussions and the level of “buzz” about the movie business on the Web as some kind of a prediction 

market.   

Our approach offers an automated, efficient, and cheaper way to tap people’s opinion than polling people 

over the phone. Our method calculates levels of “Web Buzz” by mining discussions in movierelated 

online forums, combining information about the structure of the social network with an analysis of the 

contents of the discussion. This paper demonstrates our approach by predicting the success of movies 

based on the communication in the online community IMDb.com. We analyze its communication 

patterns in regard to metrics like “intensity” and “positivity”. While intensity means the frequency of 

the subject in discussion, positivity refers to the degree of positive feelings towards a movie expressed 

by contributors. Thereby we factor in quantitative and qualitative dimensions of discussion allowing us 

to extract an aggregated community opinion about individual movies.  

These measurements are the basis of our two hypotheses. First, we assume that the chances of a movie 

to win an Oscar can be determined by the communication structure of the IMDb community. Second, 

we speculate that there is a relationship between the communication intensity about a movie and the 

performance of the movie at the box office.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys current research pertaining to 

movie success and the influence of word-of-mouth in online communities. Section 3 develops a 
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methodology to measure structural properties of online communities and to predict the success of a 

movie from these properties. Sections 4 and 5 apply our method to the online movie discussion forum 

IMDb.com.    

2 RELATED WORK  

There have been different approaches to examine the potential determinants of movie box office success. 

Most of the studies conclude that movie critics play a significant role for the success or failure of a film 

(Terry & Butler & De'Armond, 2005). Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) distinguish two possible 

perspectives on the role of critics: The influencer and the predictor perspective. From the first 

perspective critics are opinion leaders who influence their audience and, consequently, the box office 

performance of movies. The predictor perspective suggests that critics might be predictors of 

performance but not necessarily causing it. Dodds and Holbrook (1988) conducted an analysis where 

they compared influence and the effect of an Oscar nomination and movie critics on the success of a 

movie at the box office. Pardoe (2005) focused on models predicting nominees or winners at the 

Academy Awards.   

Awad, Dellarocas and Zhang (2004) analyzed the influence of online movie ratings on box office 

success and developed statistical models based on these ratings to forecast movie revenues. Furthermore, 

they examined the relationship of traditional consumer communication, such as infomediary 

(professional critics), and online word-of-mouth versus offline word-of-mouth. They used the Internet 

Movie Database (IMDb, http://www.imdb.com) as their main source for the online data and determined 

the correlation between infomediaries and online word-of-mouth as well as infomediaries and offline 

word-of-mouth. Eventually, they came to the conclusion that online wordof-mouth has great potential 

for growth and an increasing number of consumers will use online rating and online review sites as the 

Internet becomes more pervasive. Surveying current critical issues in the motion picture industry, 

Eliashberg, Elberse and Leenders (2006) suggest further research relating Internet resources and movie 

consumption as well as box office sales.  

Research regarding trendsetters (Clark & Zboja & Goldsmith, 2007, Valente, 1996) is often associated 

with the concept of social network analysis (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). One prominent concept is the 

one of information cascades (Bikhchandani & Hirshleifer & Welch, 1992, Anderson & Holt, 1996, 

Anderson & Holt, 1997, Bikhchandani & Hirshleifer & Welch, 1998) which explains convergent 

behaviour patterns and therefore holds potential to identify trends and trendsetters. However, other 

experiments showed only limited validity of the concept being applied to different laboratory setups 

(Huck & Oechssler, 2000, Hung & Plott, 2001). Trendsetters have also been of great interest for quite 

some time in the field of marketing where Myers and Robertson (1972) discuss the importance of 

“opinion leadership”. Connected to opinion leaders is the concept of social contagion which describes 

the spreading of behavior patterns in a community (Burt, 1987, Crandall, 1988, Rodgers & Rowe, 1993, 

Kretschmer & Klimis & Choi, 1999). Yet, contagion of opinion does not necessarily result from social 

influencers, also marketing actions can induce the spread of a certain opinion (Bulte & Lilien, 2001). 

While IMDb has been frequently used as a basis to predict movie success by other researchers 

(Eliashberg & Sawhney, 1996, Jensen & Neville, 2002, Pardoe, 2005, Simonoff & Sparrow, 2000, 

Dellarocas & Awad & Zhang, 2007, Kaplan, 2006), little research has been done so far in using 

communication behavior and social network structure of an online community as a determinant of movie 

success at the box office and as a predictor for Oscar nominations.  

Although Awad, Dellarocas and Zhang (2004) base their model on movie ratings of an online 

community, they do not make use of further information which could be retrieved through an analysis 

of the patterns of communication in that community. Our approach enhances prior research by taking 

into account social network structures in an online community and by measuring discussion content 

rather than movie ratings.  

3 OUR APPROACH  

Predicting real world events based on the communication structure and contents of online word-ofmouth 

networks is a rapidly emerging field (Patak et. al, 2007, Ganiz & Pottenger & Yang, 2007). This paper 
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contributes to this field by using methods of social network analysis and web data mining to run a model 

for forecasting movie success.  

We chose two Web data sources for our research; namely IMDb, and the “Box Office Mojo” 

(www.boxofficemojo.com) webpage. In our analysis we focused on the message board community of 

IMDb. This community exclusively discusses movie and theater related topics and has over 4 million 

users (Big Boards, 2007) making it the biggest online movie community. With at least 15 million 

monthly unique U.S. visitors in 2007 (Compete, 2008), IMDb considerably outperforms other online 

movie communities in terms of its traffic. Additionally, amongst the biggest online movie communities 

IMDb is the only one having a dedicated subforum for discussion of topics related to the Academy 

Awards. As mentioned above, IMDb – with the message board community being an integral part – has 

been subject of extensive research in the past and has also gained wide recognition in public, e.g. by 

being labelled as one of the “25 Sites We Can’t Live Without” in 2007 (Time Magazine, 2007).To 

measure box office success, movie release dates and movie show times we used Box Office Mojo. In 

our work this information was compared to the IMDb message board communication structure. A social 

link between two participants in a forum is constructed if an answer to a message is also an answer to 

all messages previously posted. Our analysis is based on all posts in a forum from December 2005 to 

December 2006.  

Based on the communication retrieved from the IMDb message boards we applied a model consisting 

of three relevant components: Discussion intensity, positivity and time. While intensity and time seem 

to be easy to analyze, the degree of positivity expressed in the discussion requires a more sophisticated 

approach. Various authors used the degree of positive emotions expressed in communication for 

deriving insights about the topic of their analysis (Bales, 1950, Bales & Cohen & Williamson, 1979, 

Gottman & Rose & Mettetal, 1982, Echeverria, 1994, Losada & Fredrickson, 2005). Their results show 

that discussion positivity can be a key factor for analysis. We will describe our application of intensity, 

positivity and time in the next section.  

The research and application of the model was done with the Condor social network analysis tool, 

formerly called TeCFlow (Gloor et al., 2003). Condor creates visual maps, movies and many graph 

metrics of relationships related to social networks by mining web site link structures, online forums and 

e-mail networks. For example, Condor can create graphical static link views of the communication 

between users in a web forum and calculates the actor contribution index (Gloor et al., 2003), which 

delivers clues about the relevance and importance of key actors contributing to the communication.  For 

this paper we make use of Condor’s two main features: Firstly, it allows analyzing continuous temporal 

changes in communication structures in a web forum. Secondly, it supports content analysis of terms 

being used in forum communication, which also can be displayed graphically in a static or dynamic 

view.  

For further comparison of our results we used the online version of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word 

Count (LIWC, www.liwc.net) software which offers features to rate textual inputs according to their 

emotional properties.  

4 ACADEMY AWARDS FORECAST BASED ON COMMUNITY 

COMMUNICATION  

The goal of our first experiment was to pick likely candidates for the Oscar Academy Awards, given 

end of February 2007, based on an analysis of the forums on the IMDb concluded end of December 

2006.  

As our first hypothesis suggests, we assume that a correlation between the Academy Awards 

presentation for a particular movie and the communication about that movie in the IMDb forums exists. 

We speculate that communication intensity and quality of the discussion about a particular movie are 

indicators of a movie being nominated for an Academy Award. While it would be very hard to also 

predict in what category a movie would receive an award, we will show that we are able to predict if a 

movie will be a candidate for an award.  
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As the basis of our analysis we used the “Oscar Buzz” forum, which is a subforum of IMDb. In this 

forum topics related to the Academy Awards are being discussed by the IMDb community. This forum 

has a high frequency of readers and message posters (500 to 1000 posts per day).  

To analyze the communication in the Oscar Buzz forum we ran a series of Condor queries, with data 

from November and December 2006. From the resulting list of terms we extracted the top 25 movies 

that were discussed in the subforum. We then counted the number of times they were mentioned as well 

as the time span from their release date to December 15th, 2006.  

We based our computation of the chance of a movie being nominated for an Academy Award on three 

factors. The three factors consist of two temporal frequency indices, the “Intensity Index” and the 

“Positivity Index” as well as a temporal noise factor, the “Time Noise Factor”.  

The Intensity Index measures the degree of communication intensity about a specific topic. It is 

calculated for each movie separately. The Intensity Index is a normalization of the “numbers of 

mentions” on a scale of 0 to 1. The index is calculated by dividing each value by the highest value of 

the compared movies (table 1). By identifying this index we followed the approach of Frank & Antweiler 

(2004) who found a significant correlation between the amount of messages being posted about stocks 

in finance-related online forums and their volatility. Although this study deals with a different subject, 

there are similarities in terms of the underlying technology and the communication patterns of online 

communities. Therefore, we assume that the more a movie is talked about in the community the higher 

is its chance to receive a nomination for an Oscar. This fact is acknowledged by our model by comprising 

the numbers of mentions in form of the Intensity Index as a component of the model.  

The second index measures the quality of the communication about a certain movie, in particular how 

positive the communication about this movie was. To calculate the Positivity Index we used the content 

processing function of Condor for finding out if the discussion about the movie was associated with 

positive terms. These terms have been determined by ranking potential phrases in regards to their 

betweenness centrality with Condor’s content processing function. The highest ranked terms then 

became our actual positivity phrases: “win,” “nominate,” “great,” “good,” “award,” “super,” “oscar,” 

and “academy”. We selected those terms because they show that the discussion about a particular movie 

is carried out under positive aspects regarding its Oscar nomination and they are the most important 

positive phrases in aspects of betweenness centrality. Our method follows the “bag-ofwords” concept, 

which basically means that the order of words in a document can be neglected (Aldous, 1985). This 

approach makes no direct use of grammatical structure. In previous research it has been found that only 

a small increase in accuracy is gained by attempting to exploit grammatical structure in the algorithms 

(Frank & Antweiler, 2004). However, there are cases where this approach might lead to a wrong result: 

If a negation of a positive term is used in a forum post (e.g. “not a good movie”) our method will still 

give it a positive rating. In the future we plan to further adapt the sentiment analysis algorithm in order 

to exclude these cases; however in this project our results show that even this simple approach leads to 

a good prediction quality.   

This approach is similar (to a degree) to the one which is used by the developers of the software LIWC 

who determine the positivity of a text through comparing it with a dictionary (LIWC, 2007).  When 

comparing our positivity index with LIWC using a random sample of IMDb posts, we found significant 

correlation between LIWC and positivity index (R=0.56, p<0.01).  

Intensity and Positivity Index are not fully independent: the number of positive terms mentioned in 

context with a movie will increase with the number of messages about this movie. However, it is also 

possible that a movie will be talked up in a negative context. To prove this we would also need to 

incorporate a “Negativity Index”. This will be a necessary extension for further research.   
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Movie  Intensity Index  Positivity Index  Time Noise Factor  Oscar Model  
Apocalypto  0,05  0,15  0,02  0,15  
Babel  0,46  0,30  0,16  0,30  
Blood Diamond  0,24  0,24  0,02  0,24  
Bobby  0,19  0,20  0,07  0,20  
Borat  0,24  0,24  0,13  0,24  
Departed  1,00  1,00  0,22  1,00  
Dreamgirls  0,52  0,45  0,00  0,45  
Flag of our Fathers  0,29  0,20  0,18  0,20  
James Bond: Casino Royale  0,21  0,18  0,09  0,18  
Little Children  0,61  0,37  0,22  0,37  
Little Miss Sunshine  0,50  0,28  0,45  0,28  
Open Season  0,35  0,23  0,24  0,23  
Pirates of the Caribbean  0,17  0,14  0,51  0,14  
Pursuit of Happiness  0,16  0,13  0,00  0,13  
Stranger than Fiction  0,31  0,15  0,11  0,15  
Take the Lead  0,39  0,51  0,80  0,51  
Thank you for Smoking  0,14  0,15  0,87  0,15  
The Break Up  0,20  0,15  0,62  0,15  
The Devil wears Prada  0,16  0,13  0,53  0,13  
The Nativity Story  0,23  0,15  0,04  0,15  
The Prestige  0,11  0,15  0,18  0,15  
The Queen  0,59  0,41  0,24  0,41  
United 93  0,55  0,24  0,73  0,24  
V for Vendetta  0,09  0,14  0,87  0,14  
When a Stranger calls  0,25  0,15  1,00  0,15  

Table 1.   Factor values of top 25 movies.  

An interesting insight of our positivity analysis using Condor is that the terms “oscar”, “win” and 

“nomin” always build a ring structure in the communication about the movie. This means that these 

three terms are mostly mentioned together.  

For the computation of the Positivity Index each Positivity Term was given a relevance value for its 

influence on the discussion. As mentioned above, three terms are strongly linked and always built a ring. 

Reflecting the “term frequency inverse document frequency” weight (tfidf), this means that those three 

terms share a great amount of posts and are therefore of great significance (Salton & Buckley, 1988, 

Gloor & Zhao, 2006). This is why we chose the highest values for those terms and gave lower values to 

the remaining terms. “Frequency” consists of the number of times a term was associated with a movie. 

The Positivity Index in table 1 is computed by the following formula:  

   Positivity Index = relevancevalue* frequency 

 

The resulting Positivity Indices are then positivity terms normalized on a scale from 0 to 1, which leads to the 

values in the column “Positivity Index” as listed in table 1. For calculating the Positivity Index we used 

the weights of the term-to-term relationships that factor in the betweenness centrality (Wasserman & 

Faust, 1994) values of the related terms. Thus, the weights do not just correspond to the frequency of 

terms. Through the implicit application of the graph drawing algorithm of Fruchterman and Reingold 

(1991), which is implemented in Condor, also the “importance” of the terms is measured. This algorithm 

is used to construct the social network and calculate centrality values of the participating actors, in this 

case the corresponding terms of the positivity network.    

The last of the three factors we used for determining the Oscar Model is a noise factor that takes into 

account that some movies are older than others. This models the fact that discussion of a movie calms 

down over time in the message boards. Nelson, Donihue, Waldman and Wheaton (2001) also find strong 

evidence regarding the industry practice of delaying movie releases until late in the year as it improves 

the chances of receiving nominations. Therefore we introduced a “Time Noise Factor” to our model. It 

is being calculated by normalizing the days from the movie release date till December 15th, 2006 on a 

scale from 0 to 1 for all of the 25 movies. December 15th, 2006 is the date where the latest of the 25 

movies being subject to our investigation was released. The values of the Time Noise Factor can be 

looked up in table 1.  
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To determine the Oscar Model, our predictor for the probability of a movie getting an Academy  

Award nomination, each of the previously calculated indices, Intensity , Positivity and Time Noise is 

weighed by a factor:  

Oscar Model = a * +b * +c * + | a +b + c = 1 

We empirically determined the best values for these factors by running all possible factor combinations 

(with steps of 0.1) against the known Oscar outcome. The results suggest that setting b to 1 and a and c 

to 0 leads to an optimal solution. Figure 1 shows the plotted curves for the different factor combinations. 

When applying the Oscar Model to a real world event we included an error term S. By looking up the 

actual Oscar winners and nominees for the movies of all factor combinations we minimized S, what can 

be expressed by the number of movies that neither received an Oscar nor a nomination. In the optimal 

setting five out of the top ten movies ranked by the Oscar Model received an Oscar and four received a 

nomination for an Oscar (table 1).     

  

Figure 1.   Oscar Model Sensitivity Analysis.  

 

Weighing b with 1 delivered the best result with 9 out of the top 10 movies ranked by the Oscar Model 

being actual award winners or nominees respectively (red line in figure 1, series 11; for Award winners 

and Oscar Model values refer to table 2). Interestingly, the best factor combination is therefore the one 

ignoring intensity and time noise. This comes from the types of users participating in the discussion on 

IMDb, whom we suspect to be movie buffs and therefore more in line with the opinion of the Academy 

Awards jury than others.  

This shows that movies that are being discussed in a positive way in the sub forum “Oscar Buzz” have 

a high probability of getting a nomination for the Academy Awards. It further indicates that the users 

who are participating in the communication in “Oscar Buzz” are movie enthusiasts who value similar 

criteria in a movie as the Oscar poll does. As shown by an Oscar Index twice as high as the next movie, 

there is a clear favorite for the Oscar nomination in the IMDb community, namely “The Departed”. The 

community opinion (reflected by the values of the Oscar Model) is not limited to only a few movies but 

rather a broad range of movies is being discussed intensively (table 1, Intensity Index). As stated earlier 

there is indeed a correlation of 0,88 between the intensity of discussion and the Positivity Index , yet it 

is the positivity index which is the best predictor of winning an Oscar. Moreover, due to the Time Noise 

Factor being included in our computation, an aggregation of the indices in a multiplicative model does 

not appear to be applicable. In the worst case such a multiplicative model could lead to highly positive 

discussed movies receiving an Oscar Model value of 0 if being released on December 15th, 2006. 

Thereby the Time Noise Factor would be significantly overvalued.  
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Top 10 Oscar Model  Model Value  Actual Result  LIWC Value  
Departed  1,00  Oscar  3,85  
Take the Lead  0,51  -  6,58  
Dreamgirls  0,45  Oscar  7,57  
The Queen  0,41  Oscar  6,96  
Little Children  0,37  Nomination  3,44  
Babel  0,30  Oscar  6,67  
Little Miss Sunshine  0,28  Oscar  3,58  
United 93  0,24  Nomination  6,26  
Borat  0,24  Nomination  5,32  
Blood Diamond  0,24  Nomination  2,82  

Table 2.   Values of the Oscar Model Vs. Academy Award results.  

In order to compare our results with other available methodologies for analyzing the positivity of 

communication, we repeated the same analysis with the above mentioned LIWC software. However, we 

found no correlation (R=0.065, non-significant) between the results computed by LIWC and the values 

of the Oscar Model. A possible explanation might be that LIWC uses a general dictionary as opposed 

to our customized method of calculating the Positivity Index. Table 2 lists the values of LIWC.  

It should be pointed out that there are different categories of Oscar Awards.  There are six major ones 

that people primarily focus on: best picture, best director, and the four acting awards (best actor/actress, 

best supporting actor/actress). Hard core film buffs may also talk about second-tier awards like best 

screenplay or editing or music, and the other awards in the more technical arts (Art Direction, Sound, 

etc.), but these are not typically the subjects of most of the buzz. What we found is that the importance 

of the awards movies got corresponds to the level of buzz. “Babel” with a lower value for the Oscar 

Model won an award for best score, which is a minor Oscar. By contrast “Departed” with the highest 

value won two major awards (Best Picture and Best Director) and also two important second tier awards 

(Best Editing and Best Adapted screenplay). “Little Miss Sunshine,” which won for best actor and best 

original screenplay, the first a slightly more prominent award than the second, but still not in the same 

rank as best picture and best director, also has a value for the Oscar Model slightly higher than “Babel,” 

but much lower than “The Departed.”  

The results of this first application of our approach encouraged us to apply the same model to the 

prediction of a movie’s box office success. We will describe the procedure of adjusting the model for 

this application in the next section.  

5 CORRELATION BETWEEN MOVIE SUCCESS AND  COMMUNITY 

COMMUNICATION  

Based on our findings that intensive and positive online forum communications are predictors for Oscar 

success, we applied the same insights to predict commercial success of not yet launched movies.  To 

study movie success at the box office we chose the IMDb sub forum “Previews & Reviews”. As our 

metrics of financial success we analyzed the US movie box office rankings of 2006, which we obtained 

from Box Office Mojo. The major success criterion of a movie we used in this analysis is its gross sales 

at the box office in 2006. We concentrated on twenty films, which prevailed in the community discussion 

in the “Previews & Reviews” IMDb forum and also showed top ranks in the 2006 gross sales list.  
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Movie  Intensity 

Index  
Positivity 

Index  
Trendsetter 

Index  
Values of the 

Buzz Model  
Box office success 

in $  
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead 

Man's Chest  
1,00  1,00  1,00  1,00  423.315.812  

Cars  0,62  0,67  0,88  0,68  244.082.982  
Superman Returns  0,76  0,67  1,00  0,78  200.081.192  
Ice Age: The Meltdown  0,29  0,67  0,75  0,50  195.330.621  
Casino Royale  0,49  1,00  1,00  0,75  167.220.102  
Over the Hedge  0,51  0,33  1,00  0,55  155.019.340  
The Departed  0,95  0,67  1,00  0,87  132.208.177  
Borat  0,25  0,17  0,88  0,35  128.488.700  
Dreamgirls  0,18  0,33  0,88  0,37  102.266.997  
Inside Man  0,56  0,17  0,88  0,51  88.513.495  
Monster House  0,33  0,33  0,75  0,41  73.661.010  
Underworld: Evolution  0,27  0,50  0,50  0,39  62.318.875  
Little Miss Sunshine  0,62  0,83  0,88  0,73  59.863.257  
Blood Diamond  0,22  0,33  0,88  0,38  56.576.961  
The Queen  0,27  0,00  0,88  0,31  54.581.202  
The Prestige  0,29  0,33  0,88  0,42  53.089.891  
Apocalypto  0,27  0,50  1,00  0,49  50.866.635  
Stranger than Fiction  0,25  0,50  0,88  0,45  40.435.190  
Snakes on a Plane  0,29  0,00  0,63  0,27  34.020.814  
Friends with Money  0,29  0,17  0,25  0,25  13.368.437  

Table 3.   Indices and box office gross sales of top 2006 movies.  

Our goal was to develop an appropriate metric to measure the communication behavior of the 

community regarding movies. Therefore, using Condor’s content processing capabilities and following 

our general approach of analyzing communication in regards to intensity and expressed positivity, we 

created three individual indices that capture the communication patterns of the users in the subforum. 

We again used Intensity Index and a Positivity Index. A new metric was introduced with the Trendsetter 

Index, all three indices were combined into a “Buzz Model”.   

To calculate the Trendsetter Index we first identified users with the highest betweenness centrality  

values in the sub forum “Previews & Reviews”. With a minimum value of 0.03, the betweenness 

centrality of these 10 identified users was at least 12 times higher than the average betweenness 

centrality of 0.0025. In a second step we counted for each movie how many trendsetting users were 

mentioning the movie favorably. The index was then calculated by normalizing the number of 

participating trendsetters on a scale of 0 to 1, which is in line with the calculation of the Intensity Index. 

This metric implicitly emphasizes the social aspects of the communication. It weighs the impact of the 

most between users in the conversation and is an indicator of the importance and influence of trendsetters 

on the communication about a certain movie in the forum. We speculate that discussion of these 

trendsetters will likely have a direct impact on the success of a movie at the box office. Table 3 displays 

all three indices and the values calculated with Condor.  

We used a similar formula as for the Oscar Model to determine a combined “Buzz Model” with Intensity, 

Positivity, Trendsetter, and Error Term S: 

BuzzModel = a * +b * + c * + | a +b + c = 1 

To determine the optimal values for a, b and c we ran all possible factor combinations (in steps of 0.1) 

against 20 top grossing movies in 2006. At values a = 0,5, b = 0,3 and c = 0,2 correlation is 0.75 (p<0.01), 

showing a very strong relationship between the communication intensity/behavior and the box office 

success of movies. Despite a positive correlation with the Intensity Index (R=0.44) and the Positivity 

Index (R=0.42), the Trendsetter Index does not become superfluous and obviously contributes to the 

optimal solution.   

While analyzing IMDb.com it was obvious that certain movies were significantly more discussed than 

others. The question was if there would be a relationship with the financial success of the movie or if 

the discussion at imdb.com would be independent from the “real” world.  

In our analysis we found robust support for our hypothesis that higher movie success correlates with 

higher communication intensity. A positive discussion about a movie in the forum correlates with higher 
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revenue of the movie at the box office. This means that high positive discussion by trendsetters predicts 

success of a newly released movie at the box office.   

Furthermore, we have seen that the most influential (high-betweenness) users lead the discussion, which 

indicates that this discussion may have an impact on the result of the movie at the box office. More in-

depth analysis shows, however, that this opposite conclusion can not be proven. Our analysis does not 

tell if “talking up” a movie will guarantee financial success. The IMDb.com community consists of 

movie experts who are not showing the same attitude towards a movie as the average moviegoer. The 

value of the Buzz Model of the movie “Snakes on a Plane” illustrates this point. This movie was “hyped 

up” long before its release throughout the web, yet in the discussion on IMDb.com it received 

comparably bad press, which shows that IMDb.com users are clearly more differentiated in their 

perception of the movie than the mainstream user was, and more resistant to attempts of manipulation 

by movie publishers.  

Note that this paper is not focusing on the general discussion of the effects of “Buzz” in a community. 

This might be subject of a more in-depth analysis of online communities and part of a continuation of 

this article.    

6 LIMITATIONS  

Our research is subject to limitations, which, though they do not affect the positive results in this paper, 

need to be tackled through further adaption of the model. One aspect, which has been mentioned already, 

is the “bag-of-words” concept. This needs to be resolved through the application of a context sensitive 

method, which takes into account the actual relation between phrases in the analyzed communication. 

The quality of the sentiment analysis could be further increased through broader sensitivity analysis of 

the potential phrases.  

The results of last year’s Academy Award could be predicted relatively well (though the award category 

was not predicted). However, results should be scrutinized by applying the same model to future Oscar 

elections. With respect to the Buzz Model, results could be re-evaluated by applying a multiplicative 

model. Another point left to discuss is the causality chain: Is movie success determined by forum 

discussion or does forum communication follow movie success? Our approach only calculates the 

correlation between these two, yet the underlying reason for the correlation remains unclear.  

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

This paper represents an extension of the research on the influence of online communities on the success 

of movies. It is addressing two main issues: First it introduces a model to predict Academy Award 

nominees based on the communication of an online community. It then applies the same approach to 

examining if there is a correlation between community communication and movie success at the box 

office. Doing so, we were able to make predictions about real world events based on social networks in 

an online movie community.   

In our first experiment we showed that there is a correlation between the IMDb community discussion 

and the chance of a movie getting nominated for an Academy Award. Some insights could be gained 

about the structure and properties of the community in the Oscar Buzz sub forum of IMDb. Oscar 

influencers are movie buffs who do not necessarily have the same opinions as mainstream movie 

viewers. With “The Departed” a clear favorite of the forum for getting a nomination for an Oscar was 

identified 8 weeks before the Oscars were awarded.  

In our second experiment we found that a high intensity of discussion about a particular movie at IMDb 

is a strong indicator of success of that movie at the box office. While not every movie being successful 

at the box office is actively discussed in the community, every movie, which generates high positive 

buzz on IMDb appears high in the box office charts. This means that high discussion volume predicts 

success at the box office, but generating lots of buzz will not help a movie to increase viewing in theaters. 

For Oscars, just gauging the level of positivity of posts is enough to predict future success. Using a 

customized dictionary yields better results than a generic positivity measurement tool such as LIWC. 
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For predicting financial success, on the other hand, a more complex model assigning higher weight to 

trendsetters, i.e. people with central network positions, delivers the best results.  

The insights we gathered and the methods we apply could be of value also in the field of marketing 

science, especially in the field of viral marketing. For example, motion picture studios could optimize 

their marketing strategy through identifying trendsetters in forums and the internet and then address 

those with their marketing campaigns. Forum communication analyzed by our methodology could be 

used as an indicator for early success prediction of an upcoming movie release. These few examples 

show the practical relevance of our analysis, ideas of connected research are suggested below.  

Our experiments can be extended in different ways in future research. An obvious extension would be 

to increase the sample size by widening the data analysis over longer periods of time and by including 

other forums. It would be of great interest whether including other forums would entail an even higher 

correlation or whether those forums would perform worse in terms of predictive qualities, thereby 

strengthening our perception of IMDb being an expert community. Secondly, it would be interesting to 

examine whether similar insights could be obtained for other movie genres as well. For example, one 

could focus on the discussion about TV shows and compare the communication structure in the forums 

with audience ratings. These approaches could be easily used as an indicator in the movie business to 

predict which movies, TV shows, etc. would be successful in the future. Thus, IMDb message boards 

and similar forums could be used as a market research platform for all kinds of movierelated predictions. 

It might be interesting to apply our approach of quantifying unstructured communication to motion 

picture business external fields using blogs or newsgroups and trying to make predictions about other 

real world events based on communication taking place in these groups.  

For example, it would be of great interest to apply our Oscar prediction model to other award 

nominations to test the model with other data sets. We are also currently applying the same model to 

online investor forums to predict financial performance of selected stocks. Although our approach 

worked well predicting this year’s Academy Awards and movie box office success, it will need much 

further work to get a more robust proof of its predictive qualities.  
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Web Science 2.0: Identifying Trends through 

Semantic Social Network Analysis 

Abstract—We introduce a novel set of social network analysis 

based algorithms for mining the Web, blogs, and online forums 

to identify trends and find the people launching these new 

trends. These algorithms have been implemented in Condor, a 

software system for predictive search and analysis of the Web 

and especially social networks. Algorithms include the temporal 

computation of network centrality measures, the visualization of 

social networks as Cybermaps, a semantic process of mining and 

analyzing large amounts of text based on social network analysis, 

and sentiment analysis and information filtering methods. The 

temporal calculation of betweenness of concepts permits to 

extract and predict long-term trends on the popularity of 

relevant concepts such as brands, movies, and politicians. We 

illustrate our approach by qualitatively comparing Web buzz 

and our Web betweenness for the 2008 US presidential elections, 

as well as correlating the Web buzz index with share prices.  

Social network analysis, semantic social network analysis, 

trend prediction, Web mining  

 I. INTRODUCTION  

The Internet has become a major communication 

channel for late-breaking news and to disclose innermost 

secrets. For example, when CBS published documents 

about George W. Bush’s behavior during his military 

service, Republican bloggers quickly identified weak spots 

in the authenticity of the documents. This questionable 

evidence regarding George Bush’s potential evasion of 

military service during the Vietnam War era ultimately lead 

to the early retirement of CBS news anchor Dan Rather. 

This incident is just one of many illustrating that today’s 

news are made and disseminated on the Web and in the 

blogosphere. The Web therefore has become both part of 

and a mirror of the “real world“. Assuming that people will 

be doing what they announce, analyzing what influential 

people say on the Web might identify trends before they 

have been recognized by the rest of the world [15]. Towards 

this goal, we introduce a new way of measuring the changes 

in popularity of brand names and famous people such as 

movie stars, politicians, and business executives, based 

upon the premise that in today’s Internet economy, buzz on 

the Web reflects popularity and buzz in the real world.   

  

The approach described in this paper mines and analyzes 

unstructured communication and information from Web 

resources. As input for our method we take concepts in the 

form of representative phrases from a particular domain – for 

example names of politicians, brands, or issues of general 

interest. In a first step the geodesic distribution of the concept 

in its communication network is determined by calculating 

the temporal betweenness centrality of the linking structure. 

The second step adds the social network position of the 

concept’s originator – called “actor” in social network 

language – to the metric to include context-specific 

properties of nodes in the social network. In the third step we 

qualitatively evaluate the concept’s communication context 

to assess the concept’s perception on the Web, blog, or online 

forum.  

  

Result of this three-step process is a “Web buzz index” 

for a specific concept that allows for an outlook on how the 

popularity of the concept might develop in the future.  In the 

remainder of this paper, after an overview of the state of the 

art, we introduce our three-step process. We illustrate it first 

by tracking the presidential elections, and then by showing 

the correlation between fluctuations in the Web buzz index 

for stock titles and stock prices.  

 II.  RELATED WORK  

Popularized by Barabási [4] in his book “Linked”, there 

is a rich body of research on how the linking structure of the 

Web influences accessibility of Web pages and their 

ranking in search engines.  

  

Visualization of Web structure and contents has been an 

active area of research since the creation of the Web. There 

are numerous systems for the static visualization and 

analysis of the link structure of the Web [9], [10]. Inxight, 

Visual Insight, Touchgraph, Grokster, and Mooter are all 

systems for the visualization of the linking structure of the 

Web, sometimes also offering a visual front end for search 

results.  

  

In a related stream of work, researchers have been trying 

to predict the hidden linking structure based on known links 

[1], [2]. Additionally, by looking at contents of Web sites, 

subspaces of the Web have been clustered by topics [6]. 

Combining these two lines of research, community Web 

sites have been mined to discover trends and trendsetters for 

viral marketing [18].  

  

Our research focuses on a similar application – tracking 

the strengths of concepts over time. For our analysis we are 

using the Condor system [13] originally developed to mine 

email networks to automatically generate dynamic social 

network movies.  

  

There are various studies that are dealing with the 

prognosis of stock prices through an analysis of online 
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communication in blogs and message boards [22], [3]. 

Researchers are also basing their studies on the most 

popular finance-related online communities Yahoo! 

Finance, Raging Bull, and Motley Fool [14]. References [8], 

[21], [22] are applying sentiment extraction algorithms on 

finance-related communication data from message boards 

[24].  

III.  CATEGORIZATION OF WEB SOURCES IN INFORMATION 

SPHERES  

For our Web mining approach we classify the World 

Wide Web into three categories or information spheres: The 

Web at large – we call it “Wisdom of Crowds”, the 

blogosphere – “Wisdom of Experts”, and forums – 

“Wisdom of Swarms”. Each of these three sources is 

processed differently in our method based on the way how 

the information contained in it is produced. Online forums 

contain the most focused and upto-date information about a 

certain subject. These forums are self-organized 

communities consisting of individuals as well as 

organizational institutions, which exchange ideas and 

information [20]. The huge “swarms” of people in the forum 

represent the collective opinion of those who care most 

about the forum’s topic.  

  

Blogs represent the “Wisdom of Experts”. The number 

of bloggers and new blogs grew exponentially over the last 

few years and is still growing. Contrarily to forums, where 

posters engage in a dialogue amongst themselves, bloggers 

are individual experts where each of them is expressing his 

or her private opinion. Because an expert is not always right, 

it would be risky to rely on a single opinion. But combining 

the wisdom of experts about a subject will lead to an 

aggregated indicator of the collective opinion of experts 

about a certain topic.  

  

Finally, mining the Web at large also gives valuable 

clues about a certain topic. The topics might be discussed 

on sites of varying popularity and actuality such as online 

news sites, company Websites, information Websites, etc. 

This resource is by far the largest of the three and 

incorporates the collective opinion of a large part of the 

Western world – what we call the  

“Wisdom of the Crowds.”  

  

These three different data sources represent the basis for 

our combined communication and information analysis 

process.  

 IV.  CONCEPT WEIGHTING STRATEGY  

For the last six years we have developed a sophisticated 

semantic social network analysis tool called Condor [12], 

[13]. Condor (formerly called “TeCFlow”) includes 

automated textual analysis functionality using standard 

information retrieval algorithms like “term frequency–

inverse document frequency” [19]. Additionally, Condor 

factors in the betweenness centrality of actors for weighing 

the content by the social network position of actors.   

 
  

Figure 1.  Weighting a set of documents by social network position of actors 

only (top), and also factoring in similarity of contents. All networks in this  
and subsequent figures are visualized with the Fruchterman-Rheingold graph 

layout algorithm [11].  

Fig. 1 illustrates this concept by showing two Condor 

screen shots of the same document network. The top of the 

picture shows a social network of actors based on exchange 

of e-mails. While senders and receivers of e-mails are 

represented by nodes, the edges reflect an exchange of e-

mails between two actors. The bottom of the picture shows 

the same network, but now the actors have additionally 

been grouped by the similarity of contents of their 

discussion. The blue and very dense cluster in the middle of 

the network represents all actors that are talking about the 

same subject in their e-mail communication.  Clustering of 

nodes at the bottom of fig. 1 is therefore done by combining 

two attractive forces, first based on the number of 

exchanged e-mails, and second based on the similarity 

between two e-mail text bodies calculated by “term 

frequency–inverse document frequency”.  

  

Thus both shared vocabulary of the social network and 

actors’ network position are factored in in the results of the 

textual analysis of Condor. In the next three sections we will 

describe our three-step approach: “What – Who – How”. 

“What” stands for the concepts we are extracting and 

measuring over time. The “Who” represents the actors using 

the concepts we want to track, while the “How” measures the 

positive or negative sentiment in which the actors use the 

concepts. Determining the social network position of actors 

– the “Who” – has different semantics for each of the three 

information spheres. On the Web, the betweenness of actors 

is measured by the linking structure of the Web pages 

pointing back to pages talking about them. In the 

blogosphere, we only consider links to other blog posts as a 

measure of confidence of other bloggers into the poster of the 

original blog post. In online forums, the relative importance 

of a poster is based on the communication structure and the 

poster’s position in the social network.  
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V.  WHAT - MEASURING TEMPORAL BETWEENNESS 

OF CONCEPTS  

The first step to measuring a trend is the tracking of a 

concept’s relative importance in a relevant information 

sphere – Web, blog, or online forums. As an approximation 

for the relative importance of a concept in the information 

sphere, we calculate the betweenness centrality of this 

concept within the chosen information sphere. This means 

that we are extending the well-known concept of 

betweenness centrality of actors in social networks to 

semantic networks of concepts.  

  

Betweenness centrality of a concept in a social network 

is an approximation of its influence on the discussion in 

general. Betweenness centrality in social network analysis 

tracks the number of geodesic paths through the entire 

network, which pass through the concept whose influence is 

measured. As access to knowledge and information flow are 

means to gain and hold on to power, the betweenness 

centrality of a concept within its semantic networkis a direct 

indicator of its influence [23]. In other words, concepts of 

high betweenness centrality are acting as gatekeepers 

between different domains. While communication in online 

forums can be used to construct social networks among 

actors, we can also construct social networks from blogs and 

the Web. Although these semantic networks based on blog 

and Web links are not true social networks in the original 

sense, they are straightforward to construct by considering 

theWebsites and blog posts as nodes and the links between 

the Websites and blog posts as ties of the social network.  

  

Measuring the betweenness centrality of a concept 

permits us to track the importance of a concept in the chosen 

information sphere. This can be done either as a one-time 

measurement, or continuously in regular intervals over time, 

as Web pages, blog posts, and forum posts all have time 

stamps. We therefore periodically (e.g. once per day, once 

per hour, etc.) calculate the betweenness centrality of the 

concept. The resulting betweenness centrality is a numerical 

value between zero and one, with zero implying no 

importance of the concept in the information sphere and 

values above zero representing the relative importance in 

comparison to other concepts.  

  

To build the semantic social network in an information 

sphere we introduce degree-of-separation search. Degree-

ofseparation search works by building a two-mode network 

map displaying the linking structure of a list of Web sites or 

blog posts returned in response to a search query, or the 

links among posters responding to an original post in an 

online forum. For example, a search to get the betweenness 

of “Hillary Clinton” on the Web works as follows:  

  

1) Start by entering the search string “Hillary Clinton” into 

a search engine.   

2) Take the top N (N is a small number, for example 10), 

of Web sites returned to query “Hillary Clinton”.  

3) Get the top N Web sites pointing to each of the returned 

Web sites in step 2 by executing a “link:URL” query, 

where URL is one of the top N Web sites returned in 

step 2. The “link:” query returns what the search engine 

considers “significant” Web sites linking back to a 

specific URL.  

4) Get the top N Web sites pointing to each of the returned 

Web sites in step 3. Repeat step 4 up to the desired 

degree of separation from the original top N Web sites 

collected in step 2. Usually it is sufficient, however, to 

run step 4 just once.  

 

  
Figure 2.  Degree-of-separation search for “Hillary Clinton” 

  

Fig. 2 illustrates the two-mode network map returned to 

the query “Hillary Clinton”.  The  level-0 node is the query 

term, level-1 nodes are the URLs connected directly to the 

query, i.e. the original search results. Level-2 nodes are the 

most highly ranked search results returned by the “link” 

query, to each of the top N level-1 nodes. Level-3 nodes are 

the most highly ranked nodes returned by the “link” queries 

of each of the level-2 nodes.Fig. 2 gives a visual overview 

of the betweenness of each of the level-1 and level-2 nodes. 

The more links a node has pointing to it, the more between 

it is. For example the node labeled http://clinton.senate.gov 

is linked by a group of level 2 nodes which themselves are 

linked by groups of level-3 nodes. This indicates that the 

node http://clinton.senate.gov will have fairly high 

betweenness itself.  

  

Fig. 3 illustrates how degree-of-separation search can be 

used to compare the relative importance of the concepts 

“gun control”, “abortion”, “gay marriage”, and “Iraq war”. 

This means the importance of an individual concept 

depends on the linking structure of the temporal network 

and the betweenness of the other concepts in the network. 

Condor queries for each concept were run on the Web in 

2006, when the war in Iraq was dominating US headlines. 

Fig.3 shows the semantic social network combining the 

search results for these four concepts.  

A degree-of-separation search for several concepts always 

results in a fully connected graph since Websites such as 

Wikipedia or New York Times connect all resources. This is 

because usually among the level-1 nodes, but at the latest 

among the level-2 nodes, there will be Wikipedia and other 

top-rankend Web sites, acting as connectors.  

  

Betweenness values for each concept are calculated in the 

connected graph formed by combining the Web links 

pointing to the top ten search results for each of the four Web 

queries by running a degree-of-separation search for each of 

the four search queries.  
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Figure 3.  Comparison of the importance on the Web of „gay marriage”, “gun 

control”, “abortion”, and “Iraq war”. Squares are query terms, circles are 

URLs, size denotes betweenness  

The war in Iraq dominates the discussion, followed by gay 

marriage. Gun control was almost a non-issue at that 

time,with a centrality factor less than a tenth of the war in 

Iraq.We can also see that costofwar.com, 

www.weeklystandard.com, Wikipedia, and cnn.com are the 

Web sites with the highest betweenness centrality.This also 

explains why we get a fully connected graph when we 

combine the four networks for the four concepts: there are 

always very central, i.e. highly between Web sites such as 

Wikipedia connecting seemingly unrelated concepts,thus 

permitting us to calculate betweenness for each concept in 

comparison to the others.  

  

Note that this ranking has nothing to do with the absolute 

number of search hits returned by the search engine. If a 

concept has been around for a long time, it will have 

accumulated many Web pages, therefore leading to many 

hits. A newly emerging “hot” concept, which appears on 

highranked Web sites, will not necessarily have that many 

hits, but will have high betweenness.  

  

Measuring trends is not restricted to measuring popularity 

of abstract concepts, but can easily be applied to measuring 

popularity of people. The next example illustrates the “Web 

popularity” among the top seven Republican and seven 

Democratic contenders to become the next US President, as 

of end of August 2006. Fig. 4 shows the combined degree-

ofseparation search results for 10 US Presidential hopefuls. 

Each of the colors identifies the set of nodes and links 

between them retrieved from the information sphere for one 

of the presidential candidates, e.g. the Web sites and links 

returned to concept “Al Gore” are shown in blue. While the 

red squares represent the search queries the red nodes are the 

Web sites returned by more than one query. The bigger a 

node the more important it is in the relative network. The 

relative position of two concepts inside the network to each 

other can be interpreted as “how close in substance” two 

concepts, i.e. two presidential candidates are to each other.  

   
Figure 4.  Degree-of-separation searches combined for presidential hopefuls 

in Aug 2006  

For example, in fig. 4, Rudolph Giuliani and Newt 

Gingrich seem to go off together “to the far right”.  Table 

I lists the results of the two most recent presidential polls 

as of end of August 2006 and compares them with the 

betweenness values of the candidates on the Web 

calculated in September 2006.  

TABLE I.  POLLS AND RELATIVE WEB BETWEENNESS FOR US  
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES IN 

2006  

Democrats  Pew   
Aug 9-13  

Am.Polling  

June 13-16  
Betweenness Web 

Aug 26  

Hillary Clinton  40%  36%  0.05  

Al Gore  18%  -  0.10  

John Edwards  11%  15%  0.10  

John Kerry  11%  13%  0.05  

Joseph Biden  6%  4%  0.02  

Bill Richardson  4%  5%  0.06  

Russ Feingold  2%  6%  0.01  

Republicans        
Rudolph Giuliani  24%  21%  0.09  

Condoleezza Rice  21%  30%  0.04  

John McCain  20%  20%  0.03  

Newt Gingrich  9%  8%  0.05  

Mitt Romney  4%  7%  0.02  

George Allen  -  5%  0.03  

Bill Frist  3%  2%  0.06  

  

Based on the poll values in table I, we would expect 

Hillary Clinton and Rudy Giuliani to be the most between 

actors in our Web analysis. The result is slightly different, 

however. While there are no surprises for Rudy Giuliani, 

Hillary is not really the top ranked democratic candidate 

by betweenness. This honor falls to Al Gore and John 

Edwards, who are tied for first place. The reason for non-

candidate Al Gore’s surprising popularity were the recent 

launch of his new movie “An Inconvenient Truth” about 

global warming, generating buzz for Al Gore not only as 

a politician, but also as a movie actor and 

environmentalist. Al Gore therefore connects different 

Web communities, or in the language of social networks, 

he bridges structural holes, leading to high betweenness. 

Al Gore’s high betweenness also illustrates that comparing 

relative betweenness only makes sense among similar 

concepts – such as US Presidential candidates in our 

example.  

  

Repeating the calculations periodically over time 

permits to measure changes in betweenness of the different 

candidates to identify trends. This temporal concept 

importance is the foundation for steps two – “Who” and 

three – “How” of our approach.  

  

Fig. 5 illustrates the changing betweenness values of the 

14 presidential contenders over 14 days. As the blue line 

shows, non-competing candidate Al Gore’s lead is growing, 

while other leading democratic candidate John Edward’s 

fortunes are declining. The big winner of the first week is 

candidate Russ Feingold, whose absolute betweenness and 

thus Web popularity is more than doubling before going 

down again in the second week. Leading republican 

candidate Rudy Giuliani is keeping his lead, in a neck-on-

neck race with Al Gore. The overall centrality of the 

combined group analysis is slightly diminishing over the 
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time period, indicating that there is no clear leader emerging 

thus far.  

  
Figure 5.  Web buzz trend over 18 days in August 2006 of US Presidential 

candidates  

 

Fig. 6 illustrates the Blog buzz right after the US 

presidential elections Nov 4, 2008. Democrat Barack 

Obama won the elections against Republican John McCain 

with a landslide in electoral votes (365 against McCain’s 

162) and 53% of the popular vote. Fig. 6 illustrates this 

process measuring the betweenness of search strings “John 

McCain” and “Barack Obama” in the blogosphere. The 

upper left window shows the minute-by-minute readings, 

which, at the time of the election, change by the minute 

based on new posts about either of the candidates on high 

betweenness blogs such as the Huffingtonpost or 

Powerlineblog. The overall trend favoring Barack Obama, 

the blue line, can however clearly be seen. In the 

accumulated graph, in the upper right window, starting in 

September, Obama’s betweenness line consistently trumps 

over McCain’s betweenness.  The bottom left picture shows 

the social network of blog posts. The blogs talking about 

McCain form a far more compact cluster, at the very bottom 

with a tightly interlinked structure. The democratic blogs, 

linking to Obama, are much wider spread out, and also 

exhibit fewer interconnecting links, reflecting the wider 

political interests of the voters supporting Obama. The pie 

chart at the lower right shows the relative betweenness of 

the two candidates, 53% for Obama, against 47% for 

McCain). Note that these relative betweenness numbers 

correspond to the percentages for the candidates in the 

popular vote.  

VI. WHO - WEIGHING DISCUSSION CONTENT BY THE 

SOCIAL NETWORK POSITION OF ACTORS  

The “Who” step is based on the idea that what certain 

people say carries more weight, i.e. that some people are 

more influential than others. As an approximation of their 

influence we use their betweenness. In the “Who”-step of 

our approach we add a context-specific weight of the 

concept’s importance, based on the importance of the actor, 

which is using the phrase. Depending on the information 

sphere, the actor is either a Web site, a blog (standing in for 

the respective blogger), and the poster in the online forum. 

Thereby we factor in that not all actors in the network are 

equal and that their importance matters for the discussion of 

the concept.  

 

      The context-specific importance of a phrase is based on 

its originator’s betweenness centrality. By multiplying the 

betweenness centrality of the actor with the betweenness 

centrality of the concept we factor in the influence of the 

actor in the information sphere. This not only supports the 

elimination of spam that might have been produced to 

“game the system”, but also introduces “expert ranking”. 

 

 
 

 

Looking at the presidential candidates example (Fig. 4, 5 & 

6) the evaluation of the semantic social network by 

betweennesspermits to find the most relevant Websites. 

These Websites can be regarded as “kingmakers” in our 

context. Kingmakers are Web sites that, through linking to a 

concept, increase the betweenness of the original concept 

through their own high betweenness centrality. In our 

presidential polling analysis, en.wikipedia.org and 

www.ovaloffice2008.com are the most between Websites. 

While it is not surprising that Wikipedia is very central, as all 

candidates take care to get their profiles entered and updated 

there, the central position of ovaloffice2008 comes as 

somewhat of a surprise. For each individual network 

generated by the degree-of-separation search for each 

candidate, Wikipedia, the candidates’ own Websites, and the 

sites of national newspapers such as the New York Times or 

the Washington Post rank higher. If the Websites returned to 

the 14 different degree-of-separation queries are combined, 

however, a different picture emerges, with Wikipedia and 

ovaloffice2008 by far having the highest centralities. While 

the Google page rank of Wikipedia is 9 (out of 10), 

ovaloffice2008’s Google page rank [5] in August 2006 was 

only 5. Its betweenness in the context of presidential 

elections, however, is the second highest of all Websites 

included in this analysis of presidential hopefuls. 

Ovaloffice2008 also includes a very active forum where 

citizens of different inclinations and party colors discuss 

strengths, weaknesses, and chances of the various candidates, 

motivating the central position of this Website. Note that we 

will always get one connected network when combining the 

individual Web networks, as there are the “superconnectors” 

   
Figure 6.  Blog buzz trend with Condor right after November 4, 2008 of US Presidential elections  
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like Wikipedia and New York Times, linking the individual 

networks of the candidates.  

 

VII. HOW - DETERMINE DISCUSSION QUALITY 

THROUGH SENTIMENT ANALYSIS  

Measuring temporal betweenness of concepts in online 

communication and weighing the content with the 

importance of actors provides new possibilities of 

identifying and analyzing new trends. However, there is a 

third component that needs to be incorporated into the 

process. It is not only about What and Who, it is equally 

important to look at positive and negative emotions in the 

discussion. For our final example we loaded communication 

data for 21 stock titles from the finance-related online 

community Yahoo! Finance into Condor. Yahoo! Finance 

offers individual message boards for several thousand 

companies from various industries. The way actors are 

talking about a particular subject can be determined through 

sentiment analysis. Besides visualizing and measuring 

temporal betweenness of concepts or actors Condor 

includes effective text analysis methods. Through its 

content process functionality the software automatically can 

identify most frequent words and word pairs in large amount 

of texts. [7] has shown that automatic extraction of words 

and word pairs leads to more precise results than manually 

selecting positive and negative words. We have 

implemented a two-step approach first using the automatic 

term extraction algorithm of Condor to get most relevant 

words and word pairs. In the second step we created term 

lists of words and word pairs with positive and negative 

sentiment by reading the extracted bags of words. The lists 

are concept dependent and were specifically selected for the 

analyzed company. Condor provides the possibility of 

applying stop word lists to exclude common words like 

“the“, “for“ or “and“. After the identification of positivity 

and negativity lists we then extracted the frequency of 

company related, positive, and negative terms within posts. 

The combination of these three metrics – frequency, 

positivity, and negativity – represents the sentiment of the 

forum users on a company. The following table shows the 

term lists for Goldman Sachs. To enhance the significance 

and accuracy of the text analysis we implemented an 

algorithm based on regular expressions. The algorithm 

detects and analyzes co-occurrence of company terms with 

positive or negative words in a forum post. This makes it 

possible to identify the sentiment about a subject in a forum 

on a particular day.  

TABLE II.  COMPANY TERMS, POSITIVITY AND NEGATIVITY LISTS  
FOR GOLDMAN SACHS  

Company terms  Positivity list  Negativity list  

gs, goldmansachs, 

goldman, sachs  
better, bought, buy, buy 

puts, buy shares, buy 

stock, buy stocks, 

buying, earnings, going 

higher, good, good 

time, higher prices, 

investment, long, longs, 

profits, won  

back, bad, didn, dont, down, 

going down, inflation, little, 

losses, lower, market down, 

recession, sell, selling, short, 

short position, shorting, shorts, 

sold, stock down  

  

The approach follows the basic “bag-of-words” approach 

which is also considering co-occurrence of keywords in 

sentences or text [17]. A drawback of this approach is the 

disregard of grammatical dependencies in the analyzed data. 

This might lead to misleading interpretation in some cases. 

For example the statement “Goldman is not good” would be 

classified as a positive sentiment with the simple “bag-

ofwords” approach. In practice this problem seems to be rare, 

however. Reference [16] states that 40% of analyzed 

keywords in the same sentence or text block show 

grammatical dependencies. By reading a large sample of 

forum messages we empirically verified their finding that 

actors mostly use negative phrases rather than negating 

positive phrases when they want to express something 

negative. For example they use the phrase “is bad” instead of 

“is not good”.  

VIII. COMBINING THE “WHAT-WHO-HOW”: THE WEB BUZZ 

INDEX 

To test our approach combining social network data 

from all three information spheres, we collected data over 

213 days (April, 1st 2008 until October, 30th 2008) on 21 

stock titles on Yahoo! Finance. Additionally, we tracked the 

temporal Web and blog betweenness for the same titles with 

Condor. We implemented an algorithm that determines 

correlation between the Web buzz and actual stock price. 

The Web buzz is comprised of Web and blog betweenness, 

and forum sentiment. Forum sentiment is calculated 

through the metrics introduced in section 7: term frequency, 

positivity, and negativity. Each of these metrics has been 

calculated in two different ways: the simple way only 

considering sentiment and a second way weighing the 

sentiment with the social network position of an actor. This 

makes it possible to weigh forum posts by the “importance” 

of the poster. This classification results in eight indices, 

Web betweenness, Blog betweenness, Positivity, Positivity 

betweenness, Negativity, Negativity betweenness, 

Wordcount (representing frequency), and Wordcount 

betweenness.  

We calculated index values for a time window of 30 days. 

We smoothened the index curves by moving averages from 

five to twelve days. The results for Goldman Sachs are shown 

in fig 7.  

 

      We observed that on days where the stock price rose the 

negativity indices were inversely correlated. The same was 

true for the positivity indices on days where the stock price 

fell. This means that on days with rising stock price the 

inverse of the negativity index has to be taken, while on 

days with falling stock price the inverse of the positivity 

index was taken. As fig. 7 illustrates at time window size of 

30 days average correlation values are significant at levels 

of 0.05 (n = 30, r > 0.361). We found that the highest value 

for the moving average most often showed optimal results. 

Generally, the correlation values of the indices in time 

window 30 show that a relation between Web buzz and 

stock price movement exists.  

  

Fig. 8 shows the individual plotted curves cumulatively 

making up the Web buzz index in relation to the stock price 

for a moving average of 12 days. 
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Figure 7.  Correlations between stock price and the different components of the Web Buzz Index for Goldman Sachs 

 

 

IX.  OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION  

In this paper we have shown that buzz on the Web 

mirrors the real world. Tracking concepts on the Web by 

differentiating between the Web at large, blogs, and online 

forums, and combining what people say with their social 

network position indeed permits to discover trends, 

frequently before the real world has become aware of them.   

  

There remain some issues that deserve further 

investigation. The first concerns our dependence on the 

rankings of the search results by the search engine. We 

have used Google, Google Blog Search, MSN Search, and 

Yahoo.  

  

While the top n Web sites about a topic returned by the 

different search engines vary, we found surprising 

consistency in the relative betweeness values of the search 

topics. We explain this through the presence of central 

Web sites such as Wikipedia, Yahoo, and the New York 

Times Web site in the resulting link networks. These Web 

sites always come up in the searches at one or two degrees 

of separation to the search topic, providing a consistent 

linking structure. The second issue is about causality. 

While we have demonstrated correlation between Web 

buzz and real-world events and have demonstrated the 

predictive capabilities of our approach for political 

elections and Oscars [19], more work needs to be done to 

formally show causality for stocks.  

  

  
Figure 8.  The 8 Web Buzz Indices plotted against the stock price of 

Goldman Sachs 

We are currently testing our system in different 

application areas, trying to increase the accuracy of our 

political predictions and stock trend correlations. Possible 

extensions of our approach are the addition of the concept of 

fading in and out of new ideas. Frequently, new ideas are  

 

 

 

brought up by visionary people, only to lay dormant for 

extended periods of time until they are finally picked up by 

larger groups of people. We speculate that extending our 

model to incorporate this process might increase the 

correlation between Web buzz and the real world events we 

are trying to track. We also intend to explore whether 

different groups of actors based on their network position 

have different influence on Web communication. This would 

ultimately also lead to more accurate predictions. We are 

currently improving our sentiment extraction methods with 

additional algorithms, e.g. dynamically enhancing positivity 

and negativity lists with machine learning techniques.  To 

further increase the predictive quality, we consider 

approaches such as applying a dynamic time offset between 

the Web buzz index and the stock price, and including 

industry indices and trading volumes.  

  

Another idea is to combine the Web buzz analysis with 

prediction markets [25], by setting up automated agents 

trading in prediction markets based on Web buzz analysis. 

Extending this line of research, human participants in 

prediction markets could be given access to our Web trend 

prediction results in order to increase the quality of the 

prediction market.  

  

Our vision is to develop a general system for trend 

prediction, identifying new ideas early on while they are 

being raised by the trendsetters. At this stage, new ideas have 

not yet been recognized by the rest of the world, but 

discovering them can be extremely valuable. Applications of 

our system might be for politicians trying to find out what the 

real concerns of their constituency are, or for financial 

regulators trying to identify micro- and macro-trends in 

financial markets.  
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Abstract  

In this paper we look at the effectiveness of business networks created by alumni of different universities. In particular, we 

analyze the networking behavior of entrepreneurs in Germany through the emergent structures of their virtual social networks. 

We automatically collected the publicly accessible portion of the German business networking site Xing.com by crawling the 

Web. We then filtered the people by attributes indicative of their university, and roles as founders, entrepreneurs, and CEOs. 

We constructed alumni networks of 12 German universities, identifying over 50,000 alumni, out of which more than 15,000 

had entrepreneurship attributes. We also manually evaluated the financial success of a subsample of 80 entrepreneurs for each 

university.  

 

Universities, which are more central in the German university network provide a better environment for students to found more 

and more successful startups. People in alumni networks whose members have a stronger “old-boys-network”, i.e. a larger 

share of their links with other alumni of their alma mater than with outside people, are more successful as founders of startups. 

We repeated this analysis on the individual level, combining all 15,000 founders, confirming the same result. Finally, the 

absolute amount of networking matters, i.e. the more links entrepreneurs have, and the higher their betweenness in the online 

network of university alumni, the more successful they are.  

  

Keywords: online social networks, founder networks, startup success  

 

1. Introduction  

In this paper we look at the social networks forming around alumni of universities. In particular, we analyze the 

networking behavior of entrepreneurs in Germany through the emergent structures of their online social networks. 

Most of these founders are part of the generation of the twenty to forty year olds who are making heavy use of the  
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Internet. According to the Pew Internet Survey (Jones & Fox 2009) over half of the adult Internet population in 

the US is between 18 and 44 years old, and using the Internet for entertainment and social networking. Likewise, 

a study by “Forschungsgruppe Wahlen” (2009) reveals that 72 percent of the adult German population uses the 

Internet (over 90 percent of the people between 18 and 49). These studies show that Blogs, Facebook, MySpace, 

LinkedIn, and Twitter have become major means of communication to stay in touch with friends and business 

partners, complementing established communication channels such as e-Mail and the phone. While private 

interaction on social networking platforms has become an active field of research (Ellison et. al. 2007; boyd 2008, 

boyd & Ellison 2008), little research had been done on the commercial value of keeping business contacts on social 

networking platforms such as LinkedIn (O‟Murchu et al. 2004).   

In this project we look at the entrepreneurial success of alumni of 12 major German universities. We analyze 

the relationship network of entrepreneurs as it is represented in the German social networking site Xing, 

investigating if social networking structure predicts entrepreneurial success.   

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related literature and illustrates the reasons for 

extending this stream of research. In the same section we develop four research hypotheses. Section 3 describes 

the data collection and method employed. Section 4 highlights the findings. Finally, sections 5-7 discuss the 

theoretical and managerial implications of the findings, note their limitations, and provide some suggestions for 

further research.  

2. Related Work and Hypotheses  

We try to answer the research question if certain types of online social networking structures of entrepreneurs 

predict an entrepreneur‟s success. Based on prior work on comparing social networking structure of individuals 

and companies with successful outcome of their work activities we would indeed expect that such a correlation 

exists.  Research on this topic has investigated the effect of network structures on the performance of the individual 

(e.g. Ahuja et al. 2003; Bulkley and Van Alstyne 2006; Cross and Cummings 2004; Gloor et al. 2008; Mehra et 

al. 2001; Moran 2005; Sparrowe et al. 2001), groups (Balkundi and Harrison 2006; Brass 1981; Mayo and Pastor 

2005; Reagans and Zuckerman 2001; Sparrowe et al. 2001) and organizations (Ahuja 2000; Podolny and Barron 

1997; Powell et al. 1996; Raz and Gloor 2007; Uzzi 1996).  

Based on this stream of research, our hypotheses are structured in two parts. In the first part, we propose two 

hypotheses that examine the effects of structure and position of a university alumni network on the success of their 

entrepreneurial activities. In the second part, we present two hypotheses regarding the structure and position of 

individual entrepreneurs as an antecedent for their success.  

2.1. Performance of the alumni network  

On the university level, we analyze the cohesiveness of the social network of alumni of a university. Motivated 

by research by Mayer & Puller (2008), who by analyzing friendships networks on Facebook of university students 

found that same university, race, and interests were the strongest predictors of friendships, we expect to find cliques 

of alumni from the same university in the German founder network. We would therefore expect similar behavior 

for groups of entrepreneurs made up of old-boys networks.   

Actors in decentralized networks are typically more interdependent, which leads to an increased willingness to 

cooperate. With respect to the effect of group density on performance, Reagans and Zuckerman (2001) note that 

tighter group density leads to improved performance. This result is also confirmed by Balkundi and Harrisons‟ 

(2006) meta-analysis. One theoretical argument in favor of this is that the propagation of implicit knowledge is 

more difficult in sparse workgroups (Hansen 1999). Additionally, a large number of interactions between team 

members is indicative of mutual dependencies (Sparrowe et al. 2001) which in turn promote collaboration and thus 

improve the group's performance (Molm 1994). Hence we propose,  

H1: The higher the cohesiveness of an alumni network defined as the ratio of internal links to external links, 

the higher the probability for its aggregated entrepreneurial success.  

  

Authors such as Levi et al. (1954) conclude that increasing centralization of group leaders improves the 

performance of the groups. In their analyses, Raz and Gloor (2007), Cross and Cummings (2004), and Balkundi 

and Harrison (2006) also conclude that teams that occupy a central position within the inter-group network, or led 

by a group manager with a central position in the intra-group network, perform better. Another study has shown 

that network efficiency is measured on the basis of the aggregate centrality of agents (Schweitzer et. al. 2009). The 

results of these studies might be explained by the fact that more centralization in the group network provides access 

to relevant resources. Hence, we propose  
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H2: The higher the centrality of a university alumni network, the higher the probability that the aggregated 

entrepreneurial performance of the alumni network is comparatively high.  

2.2. Performance of entrepreneurs  

It has been shown that CEOs of startups are more successful if they communicate more with their peers (Raz & 

Gloor, 2007). In particular, Raz & Gloor (2007) analyzed 100 software startups in Israel in 1997, before the 

eBusiness bubble burst. In 2004 they checked back on which startups were still around. They found that the 

communication intensity of the CEOs with their peers significantly correlated with the probability of survival of 

the CEO‟s startup. Baum, Calabrese & Silverman (2000) obtain a similar result when analyzing the Canadian 

Biotech industry, where they found that the chances of success of a startup increased with the size of its alliance 

network at the time of founding. Cummings & Cross (2003) examined 182 work groups in a global organization 

and found that certain network structures are related to performance. Uzzi (1996 & 1997) was also studying social 

structures and the consequences of embeddedness for the economic performance of organizations. In general, he 

found that up to a certain threshold embeddedness has positive effects on economic performance. Hence we 

propose,  

H3: The higher the centrality of an entrepreneur, the higher the probability that she or he is successful in 

comparison with other entrepreneurs.  

  

On the individual level, it has already been shown that people connecting structural holes are more successful 

(Ahuja 2000, Burt 2004). On the other hand, we also speculate that people well embedded into the old-boys 

network of their university are more successful. Murray (2004) suggests that academics who start biotech firms 

use their social capital to recruit collaborators through their local laboratory networks. Gulati (1995) found that 

business relations commonly grew from prior friendship ties. McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook (2001) also studied 

homophily in social networks. They argue that people‟s personal networks are homogeneous with regard to many 

sociodemographic, behavioral, and intrapersonal characteristics. The concept of homophily applies to offline and 

online social networks. Based on extensive research on the success of “old-boys networks” (Simon & Warner, 

1992) it has been shown that employees recruited through old-boys networks get higher salaries and are more 

successful on the job.  

H4: The better connected an entrepreneur is with peers of her or his alumni network compared to links with 

outside peers, the higher the probability that she or he is successful.  

3. The Empirical Study  

To test the proposed hypotheses, we automatically collected the social network of business relationships of 

students, entrepreneurs, and executives as captured on Xing (http://www.xing.com). Xing is the leading German 

language business networking Web site, similar to LinkedIn. People on Xing have the option of either hiding or 

disclosing their profile to the outside world, as well as of hiding or disclosing their friends. If people choose to 

make their profile publicly accessible, while also showing their friends, this information is accessible to search 

engine crawlers. According to its own Web site (July 2009) Xing has over 7 million active user profiles.   

For our analysis we focus on 12 German universities which can be classified into three groups: (1) University 

of Cologne, HU Berlin, University of Hamburg, University of Hannover, and University of Mannheim are among 

the largest universities in Germany. (2) In addition, we included two well-respected privately organized business 

schools, European Business School of Oestrich-Winkel (EBS) and WHU Otto Beisheim School of Management. 

(3) Finally, we added five of the newly selected elite institutions of Germany, LMU Munich, FU Berlin, RWTH 

Aachen, TU Munich, and University of Karlsruhe.  

 

3.1. Data Collection and Sample  

For our research we systematically parsed the publicly accessible alumni profiles of the above universities and 

were thereby searching for keywords such as Chief, Inhaber, Besitzer (owner), Unternehmer (entrepreneur), 

Jungunternehmer (junior entrepreneur), Gesellschafter (shareholder), Geschäftsführer (CEO), Geschäftsführender 

(CEO), Gründer (founder), Teilhaber (Co-owner), Enterpriser, Entrepreneur, and Startup for users from the 12 

selected German universities. Overall we collected 654,193 users and 4,456,393 relations from Xing as of April 

2009. Out of this large data sample we retrieved 15,143 founders and entrepreneurs with 232,390 relations whose 

profile matched the keywords (see table 1 for detailed data).   
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University  Total students 
Ø 2004-07  

Graduates Ø 
2004-07  

Graduating 
quotient  

Alumni  
(Xing sample)   

Founders  
(Xing sample)  

Founder quotient  

U Cologne  45158  5019  11%  7826  2210  28%  

LMU Munich  43722  6025  14%  6504  2726  42%  

U Hamburg  37518  4982  13%  9128  2526  28%  

FU Berlin  33646  4356  13%  6172  1608  26%  

HU Berlin  29570  3683  12%  1650  383  23%  

RWTH Aachen  29441  2960  10%  5769  1266  22%  

U Hannover  22144  2650  12%  3500  857  24%  

TU Munich  21237  3740  18%  3076  1262  41%  

U Karlsruhe  17579  2089  12%  3577  821  23%  

U Mannheim  11089  1380  12%  3562  826  23%  

EBS  1270  285  22%  554  173  31%  

WHU  444  158  36%  658  196  30%  

Table 1. Basic data for all 12 universities  

In addition to the social network data, we gathered data on the number of inscribed students and the number of 

students graduating each year from 2004 to 2007 of the 12 universities (left columns of table 1). The 3 columns on 

the right of table 1 list the basic data we collected from Xing.  

3.2. Measures  

This section describes the measures we used for our analysis. The paragraphs 3.2.1-3.2.4 present our estimate 

of the performance of both university alumni networks and entrepreneurs. In this context we define the following 

new measures: Graduating quotient, founder quotient, economic impact of founder network, and economic impact 

per founder. The paragraphs 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 define how we computed the network structure of the alumni networks 

and the network position of each actor.  

3.2.1. Graduation Quotient  

As a first performance measure for a university we take the “graduating quotient”, i.e. the number of students 

graduating per year among all students registered. According to this measure the two private schools WHU and 

EBS are the leaders. Since private universities usually offer shorter durations of study e.g. due to less students per 

class and a tighter organization of the study schedule this comes as no surprise. However, the two large state 

universities in Munich (LMU Munich and TU Munich) are also very efficient in guiding their students to 

graduation in a short time.   

3.2.2. Founder quotient  

Our second performance measure is called “founder quotient”. It is calculated as the percentage of company 

founders and entrepreneurs among all alumni of a university (based on the Xing data). The values for each 

University can be found in table 1. Figure 1 illustrates that there is also a (non-significant) correlation between the 

efficiency of a university, defined as the graduating quotient, i.e. the percentage of students graduating per year, 

and the propensity of alumni of a university to found businesses, defined as the founder quotient, i.e. the percentage 

of alumni in Xing listing themselves as founders (R=0.30, p=0.34).  
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Figure 1. Correlation between graduating and founder quotient  

3.2.3. Economic Impact  

To measure individual and university success, we randomly picked 80 founders from each university. We then 

looked at the characteristics of the companies they started. We put the companies into five categories, based on 

number of employees (1 employee, 2-10, 10-50, 50-200, 200-1000) (Frank-Bosch 2003) and calculated an average 

annual revenue based on annual average income for these categories (Mercer 2009) (€33k/employee, 

€33.88k/employee, €34.76k/employee, €35.64k/employee, €36.52k/employee). It has been found elsewhere that 

the larger the size of the company, the higher the average income of the employees (Frank-Bosch 2003). In addition 

we looked at the legal form of the startup, adding the amount of equity required to register the company (€50k for 

an incorporated company (AG), €25k for a limited partnership (GmbH)).  

  

University  Relative Economic Impact  Economic Impact per Founder  Total Economic Impact of Founder Network  

LMU Munich  47,994,000 €  599,925 €  1.4 Billion €  

TU Munich  43,867,280 €  548,341 €  622 Mio €  

WHU  42,789,560 €  611,279 €  108 Mio €  

U Hamburg  37,886,760 €  473,585 €  1 Billion €  

U Cologne  36,278,360 €  518,262 €  1 Billion €  

EBS  32,152,040 €  434,487 €  68 Mio €  

FU Berlin  27,643,400 €  337,115 €  487 Mio €  

U Karlsruhe  24,815,880 €  310,199 €  229 Mio €  

U Mannheim  20,450,960 €  296,391 €  220 Mio €  

HU Berlin  15,252,040 €  186,000 €  64 Mio €  

RWTH Aachen  13,398,520 €  191,407 €  218 Mio €  

U Hannover  12,692,480 €  158,656 €  122 Mio €  

Table 2. Economic impact of university on region per year    

Table 2 lists the annual contribution of each university to the German economy based on the calculations 

described above. The column “Relative Economic Impact” shows the average economic contribution of the 80 

founders of each university computed according to the above formula. The column “Economic Impact per 

Founder” is the share of an individual founder. It is calculated by dividing the relative economic impact of a 

university through the amount of distinct companies founded by the 80 founders. For relatively small universities 

like WHU and EBS in our 80 people sample there is more than one founder involved in the same company which 

means that there are less than 80 distinct companies. This is not the case for large universities like e.g. Humboldt 

University Berlin, where the 80 founders founded 80 distinct companies. Nevertheless, even when this is taken 

into account, the economic impact per founder is still much higher at WHU and LMU Munich, because their 

startups are much more successful.  

The “Total Economic Impact of Founder Network” in table 2 contains an estimate of what the founders of each 

university that we identified on Xing contribute to the GDP of a region, computed by multiplying the number of 

founders identified out of the Xing sample from table 1 with the economic impact per founder from table 2. 

Obviously, the larger a university, the higher the total number of founders and entrepreneurs and thus the higher 

the total economic impact. E.g. University of Cologne has a total economic contribution of 1 Billion €, although it 
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is only ranked on 4th place when looking at revenue generation per founder. Nevertheless, LMU Munich stands 

out, because although being a large state university, it is also second best in revenue generation per graduate, 

leading to a staggering contribution of 1,4 Billion € per year. However, because these are absolute numbers and 

are not directly comparable we only use the relative economic impact and the economic impact per founder for 

further analysis.   

3.2.4. Company Success  

To better understand the interrelationship between individual success and social networking behavior, we also 

looked at the accomplishments of the 80 entrepreneurs whose companies we analyzed.  

  

Level of success  Description  

1  Company bankrupt / web site not existing / side business < 1 year  

2  Company in business < 5 years / side business  

3  Small or medium size business > 5 years / main income / successful  

4  Medium size / family business/ stable / very successful  

5  Large company / highly successful projects / external funding / rewards  

Table 3. Success categories for individual entrepreneurs  

Table 3 lists the criteria we applied to rank entrepreneurial success of the 80 individuals we had picked at 

random from our dataset on a scale from 1 to 5. We read the Web sites and checked business accomplishments of 

each startup in business databases and assigned each individual to a success category. Table 4 shows the summary 

of the number of entrepreneurs from the 12 universities in each of the five success categories.  

  

University  

  

Level of Success  

 1  2  
3  4  5  

LMU Munich  0  7  33  33  7  

TU Munich  0  19  48  10  3  

WHU  3  6  32  26  3  

U Hamburg  0  7  40  29  4  

U Cologne  1  14  35  18  2  

EBS  0  3  40  27  4  

FU Berlin  0  13  39  28  2  

U Karlsruhe  0  10  37  29  4  

U Mannheim  3  17  36  12  1  

HU Berlin  0  22  44  14  2  

RWTH Aachen  2  16  37  15  0  

U Hannover  0  14  51  14  1  

Table 4. Number of entrepreneurs from the 12 universities in each of the five success categories  

3.2.5. Network structure and group measures  

We computed the (normalized) group degree centrality (GDC), (normalized) group betweenness centrality 

(GBC) and the ratio of nodes to edges for each of the 12 alumni networks and for the overall network consisting 

of all alumni networks (Everett & Borgatti 2005, Wasserman & Faust 1994).  

For each university we calculated in-group (tribal network), and out-group (full network) statistics. We retrieved 

the number of actors and edges for the full networks by considering all links from alumni of a university to people 

from other universities or external institutions. We also calculated the ratio of nodes to edges for all tribal and full 

university alumni networks. Note that the lower this value, the higher the degree of connectivity of the considered 

network because there are proportionally more edges connecting the actors. This gives us a simplified measure of 
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how strongly connected the actors in the different university networks are. Cummings & Cross (2003) use a similar 

measure. They study the implications of different network structures on group performance and argue that more 

integrative structures will be related to higher performance.  

 

 

Figure 2. Full network of all founders with more than 5 links (n=5841); light brown dots are alumni of LMU Munich  

Figure 2 displays the full founder network of all 12 universities as well as their external friends where each 

actor has at least 5 connections. Note that out of all actors in our analysis, only 15,143 are founders and alumni 

from one of the 12 universities, while 130,390 are their Xing friends, either alumni from the 12 universities or 

from other external institutions. On the university level there is a major cluster of alumni of LMU Munich in the 

center of the network.  

3.2.6. Network structure and individual network position  

  

Figure 3 displays the full network of the EBS alumni, with the alumni shown as dark blue dots, all others as 

light blue dots. While the dark blue actors are much fewer in number, they are the most connected, and have the 

highest betweenness.  

  

  

Figure 3. Social network of EBS alumni and their friends (dark blue=EBS alumni, light blue=non-EBS actors), lower left shows contribution 

index  

Motivated by earlier research, where we had compared the full and the group-internal network (Joo et. al 2005) to find the 

most influential members of a group, we also analyzed the internal – or as we call it in this paper – the “tribal network” of 

university alumni only (figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Tribal Social Network of EBS alumni  

4. Results  

In this section we present the results from our hypotheses testing. We first look at the results on the university 

level, discussing findings of interest to university presidents to increase entrepreneurial capabilities of their student 

bodies as well as to students with entrepreneurial interests, to choose the university best suited to their needs.  

4.1. Network structure and group performance  

We analyze the impact of the founder network on economic performance on two dimensions: (1) we compare 

social network metrics of each university network (such as e.g. shown in figure 3 and 4) with university-wide 

performance metrics, and (2) we measure how “tribal” or “incestuous” the old-boys-network of each university is 

by comparing the “tribal” network (in figure 4) against the “full” network pictured in figure 3.  

  

(1) First we are looking at the social network metrics of the networks. As table 5 shows, there is significant 

correlation between the tribal network metrics and some of our four measures of performance (Graduating 

Quotient, Founder Quotient, Relative Economic Impact, and Economic Impact per founder). Interestingly, there 

are no significant correlations between social network metrics of full university networks and measures of 

performance.   

  

The higher tribal group betweenness centrality and tribal group degree centrality, the higher the graduating 

quotient, i.e. the faster students are in getting their degrees (R=081***, R=0.93***, respectively). This means that 

a centralized university alumni network, which has a few superconnectors, is an indicator for a university that gets 

out students fast. We speculate that the type of person who has “superconnector” characteristics, i.e. a person with 

many Xing-friends, is more attracted to a private university with high graduating quotient such as WHU and EBS.  

There is also significant correlation between tribal group betweenness centrality and economic impact per founder 

(R=0.52*). The question now is: do superconnectors breed success, or does success breed superconnectors? To put 

it in other words: is an alumni network, which has superconnectors, better in creating startups that are successful? 

It could also be that successful entrepreneurs will just get many friends, as everybody will want to be associated 

with them? We are not yet in a position to give an answer to this question, but let us wait until we have looked at 

characteristics of individual entrepreneurs in section 4.2.  

  

(2) As a second step of analysis of group performance we measure the openness of the old-boys network to 

the outside world. We determine the strength of the tribe of alumni of a university – the degree of “tribeness”. We 

define “tribeness” as the ratio of the number of actors and edges within the old-boys network to the number of 

actors and edges in the outside (external) network of a university:   

  

Node Tribeness = # tribal nodes/# external nodes   Edge Tribeness = # tribal edges/# external edges   

As a metric for the density of the tribal network we also measure the ratio of tribal nodes to tribal edges. The 

smaller this ratio, the higher is the connectedness of the tribal network. As table 5 illustrates, we get significant 

negative correlation for these metrics. This means that the more densely connected the actors in the tribal network 
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are, the better is the university in getting students out, and in creating startups that are financially successful. This 

would again imply that the university should invest into building a cohesive tribe!  

  

In table 5 we list the tribeness values based on nodes and edges for all universities. Note that the higher the node 

tribeness, the less external actors are connected to members of the tribal network and thus the more the network 

has the characteristic of a tribe. The edge tribeness is different in the sense that the amount of “edge tribeness” is 

determined by how many links go from members within the tribal network to the outside world.   

We observe that both measures of tribeness have strong positive significant correlation with the relative 

economic impact of the university and the impact per founder. These findings indicate that it pays off to be an 

“incestuous” community and that creating a university with a strong in-group feeling promoting strong bonding 

among alumni is a means to success. Edge tribeness also positively correlates with the graduating quotient, 

meaning that having more links within the tribe than with people outside the university promotes fast graduation.  

  

University  
“tribal”  

(in-group)  
BC  

“tribal”  
(in-group) 

Degree  

Ratio Tribal  
Nodes/  
Tribal  
Edges  

Node  
Tribeness  

Edge  
Tribeness  

Group  
Between- 
ness of full 

network  

Group  
Degree of  

full  
network  

Ratio Full 

Nodes/  
Full Edges  

EBS  0.0999  0.0499  0.9231  0.0210  0.0213  0.2591  0.0876  0.9151  

FU Berlin  0.0424  0.0286  1.2441  0.0181  0.0133  0.1072  0.0169  0.8984  

HU Berlin  0.0059  0.0367  1.7333  0.0053  0.0031  0.1599  0.0448  1.0199  

LMU Munich  0.0946  0.0146  1.0397  0.0273  0.0224  0.1781  0.0295  0.8350  

RWTH Aachen  0.1557  0.0304  1.0871  0.0219  0.0193  0.0921  0.0182  0.9410  

TU Munich  0.0564  0.0431  0.9472  0.0248  0.0248  0.0768  0.0091  0.9210  

U Cologne  0.0792  0.0241  1.0455  0.0226  0.0193  0.3124  0.0998  0.8787  

U Hamburg  0.0917  0.0137  0.9834  0.0312  0.0264  0.0656  0.0166  0.8101  

U Hannover  0.0075  0.0237  1.3830  0.0212  0.0149  0.0806  0.0157  0.9602  

U Karlsruhe  0.0526  0.0253  1.2147  0.0189  0.0150  0.1206  0.0316  0.9473  

U Mannheim  0.0328  0.0362  1.2345  0.0134  0.0105  0.2519  0.0613  0.9585  

WHU  0.3510  0.1848  0.5246  0.0258  0.0421  0.1684  0.0533  0.8230  

Correlations                          

Graduating Quotient  0.81***  0.93***  -0.72***  0.271  0.77**  0.13  0.24  -0.43+++  

Founder Quotient  0.14  0.06  -0.46+  0.53*  0.46+  0.02  -0.08  -0.49*  

Relative Economic Impact  0.42++  0.28  -0.71***  0.67**  0.70**  0.15  0.11  -0.80***  

Economic Impact per 

founder  0.52*  0.38  -0.78***  0.66**  0.75***  0.26  0.23  -0.81***  

  

Table 5. Graduating and founder quotient and social network statistics for both the tribal and the full alumni networks for the 12 universities  

(*p≤0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01; + p=0.13 ++p=0.17,+++p=0.16)  

To resume, we have proven hypothesis H1 – the more tribal an alumni network is, the higher the economic 

output of the university‟s founders, and hypothesis H2 – the more centralized a university network is, the higher 

the success of the university‟s entrepreneurs.  

4.2. Network structure and individual performance  

To compare the network position of entrepreneurs with the economic performance of their company, we are 

analyzing their individual network structure properties.  In addition to actor degree centrality, we defined three 

additional metrics based on degree centrality, namely (1) Individual Tribe Factor, (2) Individual Weighted Tribe 

Factor, and (3) Individual BC Tribe Factor.   

The Individual Degree Centrality for an actor is computed as the number of links that the actor shares with 

actors of the overall network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).   

The Individual Tribe Factor is determined as the ratio of the number of links a user has with actors of her or his 

alumni network (in-group) to the number of links the user has with people outside of her or his alumni network 

(outgroup):  
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Individual Tribe Factor = In-group Degree (= tribal links) / Out-group Degree (= external links) 

This measure allows us to assess how much an entrepreneur is tied to her or his alumni network compared to 

her or his connections with entrepreneurs who did not study at her or his university.  

The combination of these two measures allows us to calculate the Individual Weighted Tribe Factor, to also  

include the overall size of an individual‟s network:  

  

Individual Weighted Tribe Factor = individual degree centrality * (# tribal links/# external links) 

  

We also define a tribe factor based on the relationship of the betweenness centrality (BC) of an individual in 

the tribal network and the BC of an individual in the external network (Individual BC Tribe Factor). The BC is a 

precise measure of a founder‟s position in the network, therefore we expect to get a good predictor of an 

individual‟s membership to a tribe. This means, the more an individual invests into the old-boys network compared 

to the outside network, the larger is her or his tribal BC and the higher her or his affiliation with the own tribe.  

  

Individual BC Tribe Factor = tribal betweenness centrality / external betweenness centrality 

  

Assessing individual success, we found that individual degree, weighted tribe factor, and betweenness centrality 

tribe factor and success are positively correlated (table 6). This means that a successful entrepreneur has 

proportionally more links with other alumni from her/his alma mater than with outside people.  

The highly significant correlation between individual degree, i.e. total links of an entrepreneur and her or his 

success in running the business means that having many Xing friends is an indicator of business success. But as 

already remarked above, this correlation alone does not answer the question of causality. Based on previous 

research however (Raz & Gloor, 2007), where we found that startups that have larger informal communication 

networks increased their chance to survive external shock, we speculate that having many friends in the online 

world is indeed supportive of later business success.   

  

Level of success  N  
 

Individual Tribe 
Factor  

Individual Degree  Individual Weighted 
Tribe Factor  

Individual BC Tribe 
Factor  

1  8   0.008578431  4.625  0.039675245  0  

2  150   0.042017913  17.95903212  0.754601042  0.086672447  

3  472   0.049580305  19.71417444  0.97743479  0.136807269  

4  254   0.045653527  27.49223998  1.255117729  0.21345296  

5  34   0.028472560  35.09325397  0.999194773  0.19420585  

Correlation  918    0.41  0.98***  0.83*  0.94**  

Table 6. Average tribe factors for all manually examined actors of all universities (N=918) (*p≤0.1, ** p≤0.05, *** p≤0.01)  

The individual BC tribe factor correlates on a highly significant level with our five success levels, which means 

that the higher a founder‟s embeddedness with the own tribe, the more successful she or he is in building up the 

business.   

It could be, however, that there is an optimum after which investing too much into the tribal network becomes 

counter effective. We speculate that tribeness has some common characteristics with the concept of embeddedness 

as studied by Uzzi (1996 & 1997). Uzzi argues that the positive effect of embeddedness that firms organized in 

tightly connected networks have higher survival chances reaches a threshold, after which the effect reverts itself.  

Extrapolating Uzzi‟s results would imply that there is a threshold after which being a tribe does not pay off 

anymore. In analogy to his findings we observe that the most successful entrepreneurs in table 5 (on success level 

5) have somewhat lower values for all individual tribe factors. This in other words means, that the most successful 

founders have proportionally somewhat more links to the outside world than within their own tribes than founders 

on success level 4.  

To resume, we have proven hypotheses H3 – the more online friends an entrepreneur has, the more successful 

she or he is, and H4 – the more tribal an entrepreneur is, the more successful she or he is.  

5. Discussion  
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The popularity of online social networking is unbroken. People use these sites to connect with family, friends, 

and business contacts. For many people, particularly in the generation of the 15 to 30 year olds, it is a substitute 

for email or phone. Based on previous work in the same research field (e.g. Raz & Gloor 2007, Uzzi 1996 & 1997, 

Cummings & Cross 2003) we were studying networking structures of entrepreneurs and founders in cyberspace to 

predict an entrepreneur‟s success. Through analysis of the largest German business social networking platform 

Xing we could identify clusters of entrepreneurs at 12 major German universities. Our main goal was to find out 

how their online networking behavior affects their success of founding new businesses. We divided our analysis 

into two parts: In the first part, we verified two hypotheses that examine the effects of the structure and position of 

a university alumni network on the success of their entrepreneurial activities. In the second part, we presented two 

hypotheses regarding the structure and position of individual entrepreneurs as an antecedent for their success.   

“Birds of a feather flock together”. Many studies dealt with this phenomenon and found out that social groups 

are not random samples of people (e.g. Mayer & Puller 2008, McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001, McPherson, 

Popielarz, Drobnic 1992). It has also been shown that the intensity of communication of these groups has an impact 

on performance (Raz & Gloor 2007). Most of the work was done with offline social networks, e.g. by studying 

work groups or organizations. In this study we could identify similar effects in an online social network (Mayer & 

Puller 2008).   

We assumed that there are certain structural properties of these networks that will explain success. Group 

betweenness centrality and connectivity of the alumni network were strongly correlated with the efficiency of a 

university. We measured the efficiency of a university by looking at the average number of students graduating 

each year depending on the average number of total students inscribed. We found that universities with 

hierarchically organized alumni networks and higher degree of internal connectivity were faster in getting their 

students out.   

We also found that university alumni networks that were successful in founding startups – measured by their 

average economic contribution – are organized as tribes. We found that their tribeness, the strength of their internal 

cohesiveness or their negative degree of openness to external actors correlates strongly with their economic 

success. For a university this could mean that it should foster and encourage students to build up more and closer 

connections with alumni. Porter et. al. (2005) found that nearly all university-educated founders retain some form 

of affiliation with their universities after successfully starting their business. But as we have found there might be 

a threshold of embededdness (Uzzi 1996 & 1997) after which the positive effect of connecting to the own people 

might tamper off. For growing an environment for the most successful business leaders, the founder also needs 

connections to external people and institutions to a certain extent. In our own data we especially found this while 

analyzing success on an individual level. For the most successful founders (level 5 in our analysis), their tribe 

affiliation was slightly lower than for founders on the level right below. Proportionally, they were having somewhat 

more links to external actors than to people within their university.   

Findings on university level and on individual founder level show that the more a founder is embedded in her/his 

own tribe, the more successful will the business be. Universities whose alumni prefer friends from the same 

university seem to be more successful in creating new businesses and generating higher economic contribution per 

startup founder.  

6. Limitations  

The main question is if our sample is relevant of the entire population of German founders. On the one hand 

one can argue that there is a significant proportion of particularly older, forty to sixty year old founders who do 

not have a profile on Xing, LinkedIn, or Facebook. However, the online world has become a mirror of the real 

world. Trendsetters such as founders of new businesses use online media to communicate and stay in touch. These 

entrepreneurs, whether they are in the Web savvy age group of twenty to forty year olds or older, have a high 

likelihood of using tools like Xing to stay in touch.  

One can also make the argument that our technique of sampling the entrepreneurs by choosing 80 profiles 

randomly per university distorts our results because the likelihood of finding multiple founders of the same 

business is higher for small business schools with smaller overall number of students.  

7. Future Work and Conclusion  

It will be necessary to complement our findings with more studies of the offline world. For example, a 

complementary offline survey of university alumni would give us a more comprehensive overview of the 

embeddedness of an alumnus in her/his social network.   

We also intend to further analyze existing activities of universities of educating their students in 

entrepreneurship or starting a business and put this in relationship to our metrics of economic success.   
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Looking at the content or type of information flow between people in an online social networking platform 

could reveal insights about the kind of relationship and whether there are differences among ties (e.g. casual 

acquaintance against close collaboration), it could be that not all types of ties support the same level of success 

(Aral & Van Alstyne 2007). Usually ties in an online social network and especially on Xing do not hold such 

information directly. However, it might be possible to extract information from the profiles of the connected actors 

and derive the type of the relationship through a content analysis of the affected profiles.  

Nevertheless, we have shown that it pays to have many business contacts also in the online world, and to 

choose these contacts well – the better you know them as alumni of your own university, the more successful 

your business will be.  
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Abstract  

This work examines the predictive power of public data by aggregating information from multiple online 

sources. Our sources include microblogging sites like Twitter, online message boards like Yahoo! 

Finance, and traditional news articles. The subject of prediction are daily stock price movements from 

Standard & Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500) during a period from June 2011 to November 2011. To forecast 

price movements we filter messages by stocks, apply state-of-the-art sentiment analysis to message texts, 

and aggregate message sentiments to generate trading signals for daily buy and sell decisions. We 

evaluate prediction quality through a simple trading model considering real-world limitations like 

transaction costs or broker commission fees. Considering 833 virtual trades, our model outperformed 

the S&P 500 and achieved a positive return on investment of up to ~0.49% per trade or ~0.24% when 

adjusted by market, depending on supposed trading costs.  

Keywords: Predictive Analytics, Data Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Financial Markets, Twitter, Social 

Media.  
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1. Introduction  

Recent academic discourse on information systems speaks of a paradigm shift toward data-intensive 

computing and “big data”-based studies (Hey, Tansley and Tolle, 2009). A new level of connectedness 

among peers creates a huge database by providing new ways for the dissemination and consumption of 

data and ever-easier means of collecting vast amounts of public data from various on- and offline 

resources, including posts, tweets, Web documents, and news feeds. Evolving data mining technologies 

and the increasing processing power of today’s computers support the desire to appropriately analyze at 

least parts of today’s growing (public) data deluge in real time, and thus tackle the core question of what 

meaningful information can be derived through algorithmic analyses and what predictive value can be 

inferred in automated fashion from public data.  

Social media data in particular have been the subject of academic research in the recent past (Schoder 

et al., 2013). Asur and Huberman (2010) investigated the predictive power of tweets for box office 

returns, analyzing some 2.89 million tweets. Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010) collected and classified 

tweets to forecast daily closing values of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Among many others (Koch 

and Schneider, 2002; Forster, 2002; Antweiler and Frank, 2004; Wang, Jank and Shmueli, 2008; Xu et 

al., 2012), these studies represent the research field of predictive power in publicly available data. In 

their research essay, Shmueli and Koppius (2011) suggest a framework they call “predictive analytics,” 

which is concerned with the assessment of predictive power in empirical research and statistical 

inference, and propose six roles for its application. This paper adopts the role of “the assessment of the 

predictability of empirical phenomena” from their framework.  

The work presented herein extends previous attempts to assess the predictive power of social media talk 

by aggregating data from multiple resources (Twitter, eleven online message boards, and traditional 

news) and considering an extended period of six-month of data. The subjects of prediction are daily 

stock price movements from the Standard & Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500). Most research concerned with 

stock market predictions based on online data is mainly theoretical in nature and does not take into 

account real-world limitations such as broker fees, bid/ask differences, and liquidity. To demonstrate 

the potential practical application of our findings, we describe a simple trading model based on the 

predictor, considering commission fees, transaction costs, and stock liquidity.  

2. Literature Review  

This section provides a brief summary of past literature concerned with the predictive power of online 

data for financial markets and shows how results improved with the progress of time. While older 

research found that discussion followed market movements, more recent results clearly detect predictive 

value in online data for stock price changes.   

There are two main research streams which are relevant for the scope of this work. The literature can be 

categorized in works related to sentiment analysis and works related to predictive power of user 

generated content (UGC). Sentiment analysis is a broad research field and is applied on many different 

domains (Berger, Della Pietra and Della Pietra, 1996; Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan, 2002; Whitelaw, 

Garg and Argamon, 2005; Abbasi, Chen and Salem, 2008; Boiy and Moens, 2009; Choi, Kim and 

Myaeng, 2009; Lin and He, 2009; Narayanan, Liu and Choudhary, 2009; Mizumoto, Yanagimoto and 

Yoshioka, 2012; Fang, Datta and Dutta, 2012). The second major research stream relevant for this study 

relates to works of predictive power of UGC. Although this topic is much broader and applies to many 

different domains, the following articles focus on making predictions for developments in financial 

markets based on UGC.  

In many studies both streams are tied together since the value of user generated content can be captured 

better when it is analyzed with automated methods (Antweiler and Frank (2004), Das and Chen (2007), 

Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010), Zhang and Swanson (2010), Sprenger and Welpe (2010)).  
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These authors apply sentiment analysis for extraction of predictive value from UGC and to study its 

impact on the stock market. Antweiler and Frank (2004) studied the predictive power of online message 

boards for the stock market by analyzing 1.5 million messages from Yahoo! Finance 

(http://finance.yahoo.com) and Raging Bull. Applying sentiment analysis, they found that the number 

of messages is a predictor for stock turnover. However, their model’s performance would not deliver a 

significant return on investment, as plausible transaction costs would be too high. Das, Martinez-Jerez 

and Tufano (2005) found that sentiment follows stock price returns.  

All more recent research applies sentiment analysis to a changing number of messages from a variety 

of online resources. While Oh and Sheng (2011) looked at a comparably small subset of messages from 

Stocktwits, Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010) collected a large amount of ~9.85 million microblog postings 

from Twitter (http://www.twitter.com). Schumaker et al. (2012) looked at a small sample (9211 news 

articles) of traditional news articles; the amount of data for other studies falls between these parameters. 

However, the latest work focuses on a single source of data (mainly Twitter), leaving out other, well-

researched sources such as Yahoo! Finance, Raging Bull, or traditional finance news – which may or 

may not improve the results.  

Traditional news evaluated by natural language processing can carry alpha information as well (Cohen 

and Frazzini, 2008; Schumaker and Chen, 2009; Dion et al., 2011). Alpha information refers to 

information that is not yet reflected in stock price levels, thus leading to future stock price movement 

according to the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) (Fama, 1970).  

There is a number of studies over the last decade which found predictive evidence of UGC on stock 

return (Bagnoli, Beneish and Watts, 1999, Tumarkin and Whitelaw, 2001, Jones, 2006, Gu et al., 2006, 

Das and Chen, 2007, and Sabherwal, Sarkar and Zhang, 2008).  

Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010), Zhang and Swanson (2010), Sprenger and Welpe (2010), Oh and Sheng 

(2011), and Xu et al. (2012) are examples of recent studies that have found clear evidence for the 

predictive power of online communication for stock price movements. Oh and Sheng (2011) examined 

~72,000 microblog postings from Stocktwits.com, extending over a three-month period, to predict stock 

price movements. Applying sentiment analysis, they found microblog messages predict future stock 

price movement. They also briefly evaluated potential return on investments, finding that simple (not 

adjusted returns) deliver better results than market-adjusted returns.   

Our work and that of other researchers hypothesizes that online talk in social media and microblogs has 

predictive power over future stock price movements. Microblog posts in particular are characterized by 

strong focus on their subject because they are succinct, happen in nearly real-time, and have high posting 

frequencies (Xu et al., 2012; Oh and Sheng, 2011; Bollen, Pepe and Mao, 2010; Java et al., 2007).   

Andrew Lo (2004) provides a theoretical foundation for the predictive power of public data over 

financial markets with the Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH), as suggested by Brown (2012). Taking 

behavioral economics and finance research (De Long et al., 1990; Hirshleifer, 2001; Camerer and 

Loewenstein, 2004; Tetlock, 2007; Xu and Zhang, 2009; Zhang and Swanson, 2010) into consideration, 

the AMH describes an evolutionary model of individuals adapting to a changing environment via simple 

heuristics. It provides an explanation for the existence of alpha information and how learning and 

competition gradually restore market efficiency (Neely, Weller and Ulrich, 2009). Thus, social media, 

microblog posts, and news could be considered contributors to the competition and learning process that 

drives prices (Brown, 2012).  

This paper contributes by providing a case study of a virtual trading model based on the predictive power 

of online communication. Our first goal is to demonstrate that it is indeed possible to trade based on an 

online message board predictor and achieve a positive return on an investment (adjusted by the market). 

We gathered communication from Twitter, eleven online message boards, and Yahoo! Finance’s news 

stream, thus extending the scope of data utilized in earlier research.  

3. Methodology and Sentiment Analysis  
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For this paper, we collected 2,971,381 messages concerned with stocks of the S&P 500 index during a 

six-month period from June 1 to November 30, 2011. Table 1 shows the different online sources which 

we have used to collect the messages.   

The first step is to assign these messages to stocks. For that we filtered the dataset by either looking for 

messages in sub-forums concerned with particular stocks on online message boards or by using Twitter’s 

“cash tag”. The cash tag is a stock’s ticker symbol with a preceding dollar sign ($). Not considering 

spam at this point (more details on how we filter spam in the following paragraph) we can rely on that 

a tweet which contains a cash tag refers to the stock price or anything related to the financial value of 

the underlying company (e.g. $MSFT for company Microsoft).   

In sources other than Twitter stock specific communication can be accessed in sub-forums which exist 

for each component of the S&P 500 index. In these sub-forums users exclusively discuss topics related 

to a particular company. For example Yahoo! Finance provides direct access to a stock’s sub-forum by 

appending the ticker symbol to the following hyper-reference: http://finance.yahoo.com/mb/ (e. g. 

http://finance.yahoo.com/mb/MSFT for company Microsoft). With a similar approach specific 

subforums can be accessed for all other sources listed in table 1. With this method, each tweet / forum 

post can clearly be assigned to a single company which is important to ensure only relevant 

communication is considered when calculating sentiment.   

Thus we get a relatively precise assignment of messages to a specific company / stock which helped us 

to avoid some common name entity conflicts as mentioned in Yerva & Miklós & Aberer (2010). 

Although we cannot rely with full certainty, we can assume that people talk about the company or 

company-related issues when posting in the financial discussion board about Apple and not about the 

fruit apple. Nevertheless, after collecting all messages we applied a spam filter which cleaned our data 

set. Our self-developed spam filter searches for example for posts which intend to insult other users 

without contributing relevant information. Most of these posts can be identified by the usage of scurrile 

and nasty language. Everything related was removed from the data set.  

Following the state-of-the-art research as established in the previous section, in the next step we applied 

sentiment analysis to microblog messages, forum posts, and traditional news using a Naïve Bayes 

classifier with an adapted bag-of-words in combination with part-of-speech tagging to find negations 

and spam filtering based on keywords. The basis of the applied sentiment methodology can be found in 

Krauss and Nann and Schoder (2012). One key finding in this study indicates that the quality of 

sentiment recognition depends on how specific the sentiment analysis algorithms are adjusted to the 

analyzed context. The more context-specific the algorithms are designed the higher the quality of 

sentiment recognition will be. This is determined e.g. by the choice of bag-of-words and the adjustment 

of part-of-speech tagging. For example, authors use different language and words to write a positive 

review about a digital camera and say something positive about their favorite stock. In the current study 

we adjusted the sentiment analysis very specifically to the stock market domain.   

For this reason we initially read a few hundred tweets and posts from the available dataset and manually 

annotated it with positive or negative sentiment. This sample data was used to train our selfdeveloped 

sentiment algorithm. In the next step we applied the trained algorithm to a newly and not annotated data 

sample from the available data set to determine the precision of the sentiment algorithm. Also in a 

manual process we defined lists of positive (e.g. buy, long, call, etc.) and negative (e.g. sell, short, put, 

etc.) words which resulted in our bag-of-words. During text analysis the algorithm scans the content for 

these words. We also manually defined specific words for part-of-speech tagging. The word “don’t” for 

example will be used during part-of-speech-tagging, if a user posts “I don’t sell my shares”, this will be 

recognized and labeled with positive sentiment since the key word “don’t” will give the negative key 

word “sell” the opposite meaning.  

After all, the algorithm calculates a ratio (decimal number) based on the occurrences of positive and 

negative labels in a tweet or post. The sum of all ratios for all messages of a specific stock represents 

the aggregated sentiment value which was used to predict the daily stock price.  
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Messages of all sources were considered with equal weight in our model. It is obvious that different data 

sources contain different value contributions. Tweets will probably have a lower half-life than traditional 

news which usually references a longer time period. It is subject of further research to design a process 

which evaluates these aspects of every single source separately. Please also refer to section 7 Discussion 

and Research Suggestions.  

  

Source  URL  Number of Messages  

Clearstation  http://www.clearstation.com  12,743  

Free Realtime  http://quotes.freerealtime.com  610  

Hotstockmarket  http://www.hotstockmarket.com  1,818  

Investor’s Hub  http://investorshub.advfn.com  20,359  

Investor Village  http://investorvillage.com  37,180  

The Motley Fool  http://www.fool.com  10,587  

Raging Bull  http://ragingbull.quote.com  15,331  

Silicon Investor  http://www.siliconinvestor.com  21,442  

Stockhouse  http://www.stockhouse.com  37,119  

The Lion  http://www.thelion.com  5,766  

Twitter  http://www.twitter.com  1,801,345  

Yahoo! Finance Boards  http://messages.finance.yahoo.com  802,476  

Yahoo! Finance News  http://finance.yahoo.com  204,605  

Table 1.  Data Sources  

As not all stocks from the S&P 500 index receive equal attention in social media, there are substantial 

differences in the average number of messages written each day for different stocks. For instance, Apple 

Inc. is one of the most discussed equities on the Web and many more messages are posted for Apple 

Inc. than for other index components. Thus we require an adjustment of sentiment values based on the 

average number of messages. For this work we chose the simple moving average (SMA) to achieve 

comparability for equities of differing attention levels. Sentiment values were used as a stock price 

movement predictor, with positive values indicating an upward movement and negative values 

indicating a downward movement.  

We began calculating our predictor one month after commencing data collection since we used a 30day 

simple moving average (SMA30) to calculate sentiment values. Thus, predictions of stock price 

movements were made each trading day from June 1 to November 30, 2011. For each trading day t, the 

predictor considered sums of positive and negative messages for each stock on the S&P 500 index and 

weighted them based on the SMA30. This value was used to predict stock price change on day t + 1, 

predicting an increase in the case of positive values and a decrease in the case of negative values. 

Sentiment values can assume any value larger or smaller than zero.  

 

  

 

Through weighting current messages in relation to the SMA30, it is possible to compare stocks that have 

significantly different attention levels and thus strongly differing message averages. We chose a 30-day 

average because it takes into account enough days to even out positive and negative peaks in 

communication without being too static in comparison to longer periods. Longer periods would carry 

the danger of ignoring short-term anomalies in communication – e.g. in the case of earning releases or 

bankruptcies – which often lead to a strong increase in message numbers.   

Each trading day, we determined the level of sentiment (threshold) for each stock where the historical 

ratio of correct to total predictions is maximized. Sentiment values count as prediction signals only if 
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the absolute sentiment value lies above the threshold. For instance, for a threshold of two, a sentiment 

value of one would not be considered a signal to trade. We systematically determined historic prediction 

ratios by conducting a sensitivity analysis of sentiment thresholds each trading day for each stock. This 

was done by looking at all past trading days, comparing the sentiment on day t with the stock price 

change on day t + 1, summing dates on which a positive/negative sentiment on day t corresponded with 

a positive/negative stock price change on day t +1, and finally building the ratio for each threshold. 

Results were statistically significant on a level of 0.05 (right-sided significance test). On average, we 

obtained 10 stocks per trading day that had statistically significant prediction ratios greater than 0.5. We 

further found that a look ahead of one day delivered the best results, which means that sentiment values 

of day t predicted stock price changes of day t + 1 with the highest accuracy compared to predictions 

for day t + 2 or day t + 3.  

  

4. Results: Prediction Ratio of Sentiment Signals  

Our results show that publicly available data in microblogs, forums, and news on day t have predictive 

power for stock price changes on day t + 1. We confirm the findings of Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010), 

Sprenger and Welpe (2010), and Oh and Sheng (2011) for single source-based predictions and extend 

their validity to the case of using multiple sources in aggregation. Table 2 displays the overall prediction 

performance and the performance for each month.  

  

Predictions  All   Ratio Buy Predictions  Ratio Sell Predictions  

Entire period  60.38%  60.69%  60.03%  

November 2011  57.54%  60.71%  54.74%  

October 2011  63.76%  63.16%  64.81%  

September 2011  52.63%  48.98%  55.86%  

August 2011  67.34%  67.52%  67.18%  

July 2011  60.99%  63.38%  56.79%  

June 2011  59.73%  59.01%  60.61%  

Table 2.  Prediction Ratios  

The percentage values display the ratios of correct predictions for all analyzed stocks over the entire 

period from June 1 to November 30, 2011. For example 60.38% means that ~60 percent of all stocks 

for which sentiment had significant prediction ratios in the past delivered correct predictions in the 

period considered. In sum, the algorithm made 1,300 predictions over the entire period (126 trading 

days). Table 2 lists only predictions for rising stock prices through positive sentiment and predictions 

of falling stock prices through negative sentiment. Both cases do not differ significantly.  

5. Trading Model and Model Parameters  

To extend the academic body of literature, and especially to go beyond more recent research as 

illustrated by, for example, Bollen, Mao and Zeng (2010), Sprenger and Welpe (2010), and Oh and 

Sheng (2011), we demonstrate the potential practical application of our findings. Here we describe a 

simple trading model based on the predictor, considering commission fees, transaction costs, and stock 

liquidity. Most research concerned with stock market predictions based on online data is mainly 

theoretical in nature and does not take into account real-world limitations when considering a return on 

investments. Although we are taking some of these factors into account we do not propose a complete 

trading strategy which could be executed on the stock market as is. We did not execute trades under real 

market conditions.   
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Our model is based on assumptions and simplifications that are as practical as possible. However, on 

real-world trading floors and in real trading environments, there are many factors that can influence a 

trading model that works perfectly in theory. In our opinion, it is most critical to control for large spreads 

(differences between the bid and ask prices of stocks), the traded volume of a stock (the more a stock is 

traded, the higher is its liquidity and the higher the chance to buy or sell the stock for the desired price), 

and broker commissions, which become particularly relevant if a strategy is based on several trades per 

day (as is ours).   

Table 3 shows our three most relevant and important assumptions to simulate a practical trading strategy. 

For our trading model, we considered only stocks from the S&P 500 index (as described in the section 

above). The S&P 500 is one of the most important U.S. stock market indices (and probably also in the 

world), and stocks on the index are traded mostly in the United States. Therefore, all stocks from this 

index have comparably high trading volumes, which are important to ensure liquidity. To enforce this 

criterion, we considered only stocks with a trading volume larger than 3 million shares traded on average 

per day. For these stocks, it is almost guaranteed that shares can be bought in the morning at the opening 

of the stock market and be sold at the closing bell. Further, we only considered stocks that cost more 

than $10 on the day the trade is to be executed. This is important to guarantee a relatively small spread.  

  

Criteria  Description  

Tradable Stocks  Only trading stocks from S&P 500 index  

Stock Volume  > 3,000,000 traded shares/per day on average  

Stock Price  > $10 (on the trading day selected)  

Table 3.  Assumptions for our trading model  

The difference between bid and ask prices (spread or transaction costs) is the highest cost factor for a 

trading model which is based on multiple trades on one day. Transaction costs are commonly expressed 

as basis points in a finance context. A basis point (bp) is a unit of measure used in finance to describe 

the percentage change in the value or rate of a financial instrument. One basis point is equivalent to 

0.01% (1/100th of a percent) or 0.0001 in decimal form7. The difference between the ask/bid price of a 

stock, which is the price that has to be paid when buying/selling the stock, and the actual stock price 

typically lies between 10 bp and 20 bp (0.1% to 0.2%) per transaction. However, these values are based 

on our assumptions that a stock has a trading volume of more than 3 million shares on average per day 

and is worth at least $10 on the day it is traded. For example, if a stock trades at $10.02 the broker might 

charge $10.03, which implies trading costs of 10 bp or 0.1%.  

For our trading model, we followed a simple trading rule:   

• If the sentiment predictor is positive, the strategy is to buy the stock on market open (open long 

position) and sell the stock (close long position) on market close (on the same day).  

• If sentiment predictor is negative, the strategy is to sell the stock (open short position) on market 

open and buy the stock (close short position) on market close (on the same day).  

We assumed that we could buy the stocks for their opening prices and sell them for their closing prices 

every day8. Considering criteria from Table 3 and its intersection with our algorithm’s sentiment signals, 

we obtained about 7 tradable stocks on average each day (833 trades which meet the criteria on 126 

trading days). We obtained a daily overall return on investment (ROI) by summing individual ROIs for 

these stocks. This was done for the entire period from June 1 to November 30, 2011. To simulate the 

model in a more realistic way, we also adjusted our ROI with market movement in the considered time 

                                                           
7 http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/05/basispoint.asp#axzz1tcGlLhM7  

8 Buying a stock for the opening price and selling for the closing price is a simplification and is not necessary applicable in 

practice. There are many reasons why it may not be possible to buy the stock for the opening price and sell it for the closing 

price (e.g., transaction execution time).  
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period. For this purpose, we used the change of the SPY certificate, which is one of the most liquid and 

heavily traded titles on the financial market. The trading rule for adjusting ROIs with the market was as 

follows:  

• If the signal is positive, we buy (long) the stock and sell (short) the market.  

• If the signal is negative, we sell (short) the stock and buy (long) the market.  

The rule of adjusting results with changes of the market is a form of hedging. Concretely, this means 

that we limited losses if a positive/negative sentiment predictor turned out to be wrong and the stock 

price actually rose/fell. In many cases, stocks correlate with general market movement, which means 

that a stock often rises/falls when the market rises/falls. This is the reason that we traded the opposite of 

the current sentiment predictor on the market. This means that if a stock fell after a positive sentiment, 

we limited our losses by being short on a falling market. Table 4 (adjusted by market) and Table 5 

(unadjusted) summarize the performance of our model with various levels of transaction costs.  

6. Results from Trading Model Considerations  

Transaction Costs  0 bp  5 bp  15 bp  20 bp  25 bp  

Total ROI  196.84%  155.19%  71.89%  30.24%  -11.41%  

Avg. ROI (per trade)  0.2363%  0.1863%  0.0863%  0.0363%  -0.0137%  

No. of trades  833  833  833  833  833  

Table 4.  Performance with adjustment by the market (SPY certificate)  

The numbers in table 4 show that hedging with the market results in a lower total ROI (~197%, when 

not considering transaction costs). In total our model required 833 trades over the entire period of time 

resulting in average ROIs of 0.24% (adjusted) and 0.49% (unadjusted) without considering transaction 

costs (0 bp). Average ROIs are calculated by dividing the total ROI by the number of trades. This results 

in an average ROI per trade. In Tables 4 and 5 we also display the resulting performances of our trading 

model for different trading costs expressed as basis points. Broker commission fees need to be 

subtracted, after all. This is generally a constant amount that highly depends on the broker. Usually, one 

can calculate it as $10 per transaction, independent of the traded volume. However, considering the 

return of our model it would be possible to subtract a constant broker fee and still receive a positive 

result.  

  

Transaction Costs  0 bp  5 bp  15 bp  20 bp  25 bp  

Total ROI  409.42%  367.77%  284.47%  242.82%  201.17%  

Avg. ROI (per trade)  0.4915%  0.4415%  0.3415%  0.2915%  0.2415%  

No. of trades  833  833  833  833  833  

Table 5.  Performance without adjustment by the market  

Figure 1 shows the comparison of cumulated daily ROIs of our (unadjusted) trading model (without 

transaction costs) and cumulated daily price changes of the SPY certificate. We used the SPY certificate 

because it has very high trading liquidity and very accurately represents the current market value of the 

S&P 500 index. Thus, the SPY certificate is a suitable benchmark for our specific trading model. To 

compare its performance with our model the rule is as follows: buying the SPY certificate on the start 

day (price: 131.87) of the trading model and selling it on the last day (price: 124.99). The certificate lost 

5.22% in this time; therefore, we outperformed it in almost every scenario from Tables 4 and 5 only 

when assuming transaction costs of 25bp and applying market adjustment that the certificate could beat 

our model.  

It is obvious that a significant part of the performance of our trading model has been achieved during 

the period from the end of July until the beginning of September. This might be a result from a certain 
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market phase well suited for our model or statistical effects such as a temporary increase in correct 

signals for equities making large price changes during that time; more on that in the discussion section.  

  

Figure 1.  Comparison of cumulative returns on investments for our trading model and the SPY 

certificate from June 1 to Nov 30.  

7. Discussion and Research Suggestions  

Our findings confirm previous studies that investigated the relationship between online talk and financial 

markets and extend their validity to the case of multiple sources. It is obvious that predictive power rests 

in publicly available data. However, until now it has been uncertain whether this power has substantial 

value. Antweiler and Frank (2004) wrote: “This effect is statistically significant but economically quite 

small in comparison to plausible transaction cost.” At least for the period between June 1 and November 

30, 2011, we show that a positive ROI was achieved by trading based on public message board data – 

contrary to their results.   

However, causality is uncertain and should be subject to further research. We would emphasize in 

particular that the period of time we used for our analysis is rather short. Thus, we cannot rule out that 

certain market conditions that were present during that period were responsible for the positive ROI of 

our model (e.g. the period from July to September when signals performed significantly better than on 

average). Long-term studies are required extending over different market and economic phases to 

address this limitation. Additionally, we used open and close prices, which is a simplification: realworld 

trading results will differ, either for better or worse.   

Another shortcoming at this stage of our research is the comparison of models based on different data 

sources. We assume that Twitter, online message boards, and traditional news differ with respect to their 

predictive power for stock price movements. Thus, for further research we would like to explore 

differences in prediction ratios between the various sources we analyzed in this study. Additionally, we 

point to the method of sentiment analysis applied herein. It is clear that more sophisticated methods 

would provide better quality of correctly detected sentiment values in texts. Thus, the trading model’s 

performance could potentially be improved by reaching higher quality in sentiment recognition.   

Further it is necessary to analyze effects of applying different sentiment analysis methodologies. The 

quality a particular methodology delivers is probably related to the performance of the predictor. We 

hypothesize that a higher quality in sentiment analysis should lead to an increased number of correct 

predictions. Thus, as an extension of this work, we would like to compare the performance of the 

predictor when based on our own sentiment algorithms with the performance when other sentiment 

analysis tools are used for text classification. Improvement of performance could potentially also be 

achieved by applying separate sentiment analysis methods for different sources. E. g. Twitter 
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communication is different in nature from forum communication, thus an adapted classification method 

might improve sentiment quality (Sriram et al. (2010)).  
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Abstract 

Predictive indicators for financial markets based on online buzz has been a frequent 
topic during the last years. Recent studies use a range of alternative sources for 
building these sentiment indices, with each purporting to have predictive value. 
Therefore a question mark remains regarding the comparability of findings across 
different types of sources, e.g. do indicators based on Tweets perform equally well or 
better than those built on news?  

This study addresses how competing sentiment indicators affect EUR/USD trading. 
To identify the indicator having the best predictive value we estimate expected returns 
for individual sources and forecast models via backtesting. Our findings support the 
notion that the predictive value depends on the source of the sentiment-indicator, on 
timing aspects, with more recent sentiments having greater predictive strength, and 
on the type of rule (e.g. buy / sell) harnessed.  

  Keywords: Twitter, sentiment analysis, online communities, predictive modeling,     

 financial prediction, natural language processing, data analysis  

 

Introduction  

Signal or noise? This is the classical question that guides a considerable amount of work in 
computational finance and in data mining. It is also the unifying theme of studies that examine whether 
sentiment indicators help to forecast volatility on global financial markets. The possible influence of 
sentiments on financial markets had already caught the interest of John Maynard Keynes (1935). 
However, empirical tests of this intuition became only possible at the beginning of the second 
millennium, when Web 2.0 applications like message boards and social media, in particular Twitter, 
facilitated large-scale collection of sentiment-related data suitable for financial modeling. But not only 
technical developments pave the way to using sentiments expressed on social media. In April 2013, the 
US Securities and Exchange Commission (the US market-regulator) gave social media outlets the go-
ahead to publish corporate information (US Securities and Exchange Commission, 2013). This legal 
decision is an accolade for social media as a channel for business communication. It is likely to contribute 
further to discussions on social media, rich in sentiments.  

Prediction of stock movements is the focus of the majority of work that deployed sentiment indicators 
as explanatory variables. An early study of Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001) found little or no evidence 
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that sentiments expressed on Internet message boards predicted industry adjusted stock returns. On the 
contrary, their findings suggested that developments on the stock market prompted discussions on 
message boards. Their results in 2001 were far from unequivocal and in fact more recent work finds 
some evidence that sentiment content sourced from the Internet may predict the ups and downs on stock 
markets. Similar to the work of Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001), Antweiler and Frank (2004) 
investigated whether sentiments on Internet message boards predict stock returns. In their study, 
sentiments turned out to have a small, but negligible predictive effect. Bollen et al. (2010) collected and 
classified Tweets to forecast daily closing values of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. According to the 
authors, the Tweets reached an accuracy of 86.7% when predicting the closing values of the DJIA and a 
reduction of the Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) by more than 6%. Work by Nann et al. (2013) 
extended the singlesourced prediction models, by aggregation of sentiment indicators from multiple 
online sources. Using this approach the out-of-sample prediction accuracy turned out to range between 
53% and 67%.   

On the whole, predictive modeling via sentiment-related data from finance microblogging has come a 
long way. While early research found that discussions followed market movements, the majority of more 
recent studies detect predictive value in online data with an above-chance level for many features of 
financial markets like trading volume, volatility and return. However, the field as a whole is still in its 
infancy because a number of open questions remain. A particularly pertinent one is the robustness of 
the findings which obviously is essential for the field. For instance, Sprenger et al. (2014) rightly point 
out that the sample period in the widely cited study of Antweiler and Frank (2004) is the year 2000. This 
year was characterized by unrealistic expectations and discussions associated with the dotcom bubble, 
which puts a question mark over the robustness of the findings. Moreover, predictive effects found in 
previous studies were often economically small to moderate (Ranco et al., 2015). Other studies have not 
found predictive effects at all, e.g. Oliveira et al. (2013). The vast majority of studies use end-of-day stock 
prices for estimating returns, which limits the ability to simulate actual trading thus obstructing 
robustness even further.  

Another open issue relates to the choice of the data source: does the predictive value of a sentiment 
indicator depend on the online source it is built on or do different sources deliver the same quality of 
prediction? And, if quality varies, which online source is optimal? For instance, Antweiler and Frank 
(2004) built their sentiment indicator around messages from online forums Yahoo! Finance and Raging 
Bull, blogs were the subject of analysis in Melville et al. (2009), Bollen et al. (2010) used communication 
on Twitter, Oh and Sheng (2011) chose StockTwits as their source and Chen et al. (2014) looked at the 
popular investor blog Seeking Alpha. This limits the ability to objectively compare findings from each 
study. It remains unclear whether their findings differ because of different data sources, different 
methods of sentiment analysis, observed market phase or different time units the data was collected for.  

This paper has been motivated by the need for comparability between sentiment sources and by 
questions of robustness and varying predictive value across different sources. As the majority of previous 
research is concerned with stocks and indices (see next section) this paper also contributes by studying 
sentimentbased predictions for another kind of financial instrument: currencies. Comparability is 
considered by examining a number of social media data sources and studying their predictive 
performance in a unifying framework. Robustness will be addressed by a sampling period of more than 
40 months, which is considerably longer than those used in previous studies. Further, our sample 
consists of intraday data allowing for a more realistic and more significant trading simulation. The 
sample will be analyzed via a backtesting approach designed to identify parameters that increase 
cumulative returns. The assessment of individual predictive values from different online sources is 
addressed by taking data samples from multiple popular social media sources and applying the same 
backtesting approach to each of them. This will enable the objective comparison of results across sources.  

This study is organized as follows: Firstly, the literature review puts our own work into the context of 
research concerned with the predictive power of online data, in particular sentiments for global financial 
markets. Secondly, we will describe our data sample with regard to its origin and pre-processing steps 
taken. Thirdly, the backtesting strategy and trading rules will be described. Fourthly, results of the 
analysis are presented. Finally, findings of this study are discussed and suggestions for future research 
are given.  
 

Previous Work  
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During the first years of the second millennium, the volume of user-generated content on social media 
and thus social media data was comparatively small. Communication was scattered across a number of 
blogs as today’s social media giants, in particular Twitter, had not yet been founded. Still, early on some 
researchers explored the possibilities to derive predictions from social data. The work by Bagnoli et al. 
(1999) is a precursor of these types of studies. Using a variety of information from online and offline 
sources to derive forecasts of quarterly stock returns, their results outperformed competitive forecasts 
of individual analysts assembled by the First Call Corp. (first call forecasts). To the best of our knowledge, 
the first publication concerning the use of social media data for financial forecasting was a study by 
Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001). The authors examined a possible link between sentiments and posting 
volume recorded on a major financial message board, on the one hand and stock returns and trading 
volume on the other. There were some hints that message board activity and stock returns were related 
on days of abnormal message board activity. But in this early study neither message board activity nor 
sentiments facilitated predictions of future returns or volume. On the contrary, the findings suggested 
that developments on the stock market prompted discussions on message boards. Similar to this work, 
Antweiler and Frank (2004) investigated whether Internet message board activity or sentiment is 
predictive for stock returns or market volatility. They found that board messages help to predict volatility 
on stock markets. The effect of board messages on stock returns was statistically significant, but 
economically small. Other studies of the first decade of the second millennium used data collected on 
blogs to determine correlations with stock market movements (De Choudhury et al., 2008). The findings 
discussed so far were corroborated and extended by a study of Sabherwal et al. (2008) which also found 
that online talk has the power to predict next-day stock returns. To sum up, studies till 2008 mainly 
relied on data from financial blogs or Internet message boards and usually reported none or small 
predictive effects.   

Twitter went live in July 2006. Due to its enormous popularity and its relatively simple API the attention 
of many researchers interested in social media data shifted from blogs to Twitter. A few years later, the 
data made available via Twitter prompted a string of publications. While Oh and Sheng (2011) looked at 
a comparably small subset of messages from StockTwits, Bollen et al. (2010) collected a large amount of 
9.85 million postings from Twitter. The work by Bollen et al. (2010) suggests that some public mood 
states expressed on Twitter are predictive of changes in Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) closing 
values. Only a comparatively small number of more recent studies investigated the characteristics of the 
information sourced from financial microblogs that translate into predictive power for movement on 
financial markets. Work by Sprenger et al. (2014) revealed that stock microblogs may contain alpha 
information, i.e. information that is not yet reflected in price levels on asset markets, thus leading to 
future movement in line with the efficient market hypothesis (Fama, 1970). In addition, microblogging 
forums efficiently aggregate this information via mechanisms like retweets and follower relationships. 
A study by Rao and Srivastava (2014) looked into the timing of this information and suggests that 
movements on financial markets are greatly affected in the short term by discussions on financial 
microblogs. Recent work by Veiga et al. (2016) analyzes the different impacts of traditional news and 
social media on stock market volatility and trading volume. Their findings show that both sources affect 
markets in different ways.  

Compared to stock market predictions there is only a relatively small number of studies that make use 
of sentiment-based indicators to predict exchange rate movements. Work by Papaioannou et al. (2013) 
and Janetzko (2014) on predictive modeling of the EUR/USD change rate and a study of Crone and 
Koeppel (2014) that harnessed sentiment indicators as explanatory variables to predict the AUD/USD 
currency pair, provided evidence that sentiment indicators have the potential for correct predictions in 
more than 50% in out-of-sample tests. In several regards, our work goes beyond these three studies. 
Firstly, we extend the data base studied from single to multi source (compared to Papaioannou et al. 
2013 and Janetzko 2014, both only uitilizing Twitter as source). Secondly, we set the focus on intraday 
data. Finally, we compare predictive values across the different data sources (compared to Crone and 
Koeppel 2014) with an emphasis on robustness.  

Data   

We collected online messages about currencies Euro (EUR) and US Dollar (USD). The messages 
consisted of Tweets, forum posts and news gathered between June 19, 2012 and November 12, 2015. 
Sentiment values from these messages were aggregated using units (time slices) of 10 minutes. Prior 
literature uses either end-of-day EUR/USD price data, e.g. Crone and Koeppel (2014), or hourly data, 
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e.g. Papaioannou et al. (2013), to build prediction models. To go a step further we chose to use a shorter 
time slice of 10 minutes. We assume that an aggregation of sentiment values on smaller time units is 
able to deliver more information as opposed to aggregating longer time units. Forex markets have an 
average daily turnover estimated at around USD 5.1 trillion per day and the exchange rate EUR/USD is 
one of the most traded pairs (BIS, 2016). Thus, choosing a 10 minute time slice as the basic unit of data-
recording seems to be a reasonable trade-off between the frequency of online messages and trading 
volume. The different data sources we considered differ with regard to the frequency of signals, e.g. 
Tweets recorded on the time axis (see next section). Data-recording units of 10 minutes allowed data-
analysis units (prediction base) of different spans, e.g. 20 minutes, and thus facilitates testing our 
research questions.  

Origins of the data were major financial microblogs and other type of online sources. Message types can 
be characterized as follows:  

• Tweets are short messages (140 characters maximum length) collected from Twitter and 
StockTwits. Usually Tweets appear in higher frequency.  

• Forum posts collected from Forexfactory are typically longer than Tweets and frequently 
follow a dialogue pattern.   

• News are traditional (online) news articles. Typically, news articles have longer content 
and appear less frequent (compared to Tweets or forum posts).  

Our analysis was carried out with the goal of finding the most valuable type of source for predicting 
future exchange rates of EUR/USD. Selecting appropriate messages and pre-processing them involved 
4 steps:   

1. Identification of communication about EUR and USD. When harvesting forum posts 
from online message boards, we considered messages in specific sub-forums where EUR and 
USD are discussed. In case of Tweets we made use of Twitter’s cash tag system ($EURUSD). For 
news articles and forum posts we used a keyword-based Naïve Bayes classifier that harnessed 
concepts like Euro, Dollar and ECB (European Central Bank) to identify whether or not a news 
article is concerned with the subject. For a complete list of terms see the appendix.  
2. Identification and filtering of spam. Our spam filter searched for insulting 
communication (“rants” or “flames”) devoid of relevant information. Most of these posts can be 
identified by their scurrile or nasty language. As in the first step, we applied Naïve Bayes 
classification to accomplish this task.  
3. Identification of negations. Appropriate processing of negations is essential to 
distinguish between messages that mention expressions like buy as opposed to don’t buy. To 
achieve this objective we used part-of-speech tagging. Via a moving window technique applied 
to all words of a message we analyzed whether the word in focus was a sentiment-related 
concept. If such a concept was found, its vicinity was scanned for negation terms like not or 
don't. In case such a term was found, the whole phrase was substituted by an expression of the 
bag-of-words from the opposite sentiment class, e.g. don’t buy was replaced by sell.  
4. Sentiment scoring of messages. The final step led to a sentiment score for each message, 
again by using a Naïve Bayes classifier as it is widely applied in research (Medhat et al., 2014). 
The quality of the classifier depends on how well it is adapted to the analyzed content. This is 
often characterized by an author's individual choice of words when expressing a positive or 
negative opinion (Nann et al., 2013). To address this problem, we assembled a sample of 
approximately seven hundred Tweets and posts from the available dataset and manually labeled 
each message as expressing positive or negative sentiment. Lists of positive (e.g. buy, long, call) 
and negative words (e.g. sell, short, put) were curated manually to create the bag-of-words 
deployed for classification. A Naïve Bayes classifier was used to calculate the ratio of occurrences 
of positive and negative words in a forum post, Tweet or news article. If the number of positive 
was larger than the one for negative words, a message was classified as positive and vice versa. 
If the ratio was not decisively larger for one of the two classes, a message was classified as 
neutral. We opted  

for a simple tertiary setup of the sentiment variable as it corresponds well to the types of signals 
we want to derive at a later stage: “buy” and “sell”. Figure 1 illustrates the four steps of our 
sentiment detection process.  
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Figure 1. Selecting and Pre-Processing Messages 

To estimate the classification performance of our classifier we let it calculate the sentiment value for each 
message from our manually labeled sample, compared results with manually tagged values and 
calculated precision and recall ratios. With a precision of 0.83 and a recall of 1 (every message was 
classified) the classifier achieves a quality measure F of ~0.907. Message counts for each sentiment class 
(positive, negative and neutral) were calculated for each time slice, which led to three values (pos, neg, 
neu) for each source per time slice. The resulting time series were deployed in all analyses described 
below.  

It is our main hypothesis that for different types of sources the individual predictive value varies. For 
instance, it seems plausible to assume that Tweets have a lower half-life period than news articles which 
could make them better suited for short-term predictions but less for long-term developments. We can 
argue that because positive messages occur more frequently (a phenomenon commonly found in 
literature concerned with detecting sentiment in Tweets, e.g. Sprenger et al. 2014) considering negative 
messages only have a higher potential of indicating exchange rate movements.  

All types of messages were collected via public APIs or crawling techniques. All sources, their types and 
number of collected messages are given in Table 1.  

 

Source  Type  # Messages  

pos.www.forexfactory.com  Positive Forum Posts  131,716  

neg.www.forexfactory.com  Negative Forum Posts  81,319  

neu.www.forexfactory.com  Neutral Forum Posts  201,681  

pos.stocktwits.com  Positive Tweets  35,870  

neg.stocktwits.com  Negative Tweets  28,230  

neu.stocktwits.com  Neutral Tweets   72,419  

pos.twitter.com  Positive Tweets  5,060,738  

neg.twitter.com  Negative Tweets  3,334,132  

neu.twitter.com  Neutral Tweets  2,586,531  

pos.www.marketwatch.com  Positive News  5,483  

neg.www.marketwatch.com  Negative News  3,179  

neu.www.marketwatch.com  Neutral News  3,776  

Table 1. Sources, Types and Number of Messages  

Method  

Backtesting  

Backtesting is a simulation method that makes use of historical data to estimate profits and losses, which 
an investment strategy could have earned in the past. While backtesting is a widely used method for 
evaluating investment strategies, its results do not necessarily generalize to future situations. 
Backtesting is often criticized as it is prone to overfitting and data snooping across different model 
variations, which often remain unreported (e.g. Bailey et al., 2014). The motivation to harness 
backtesting in this paper is to generate hypotheses on parameter settings, and hence our backtesting 
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strategy is explorative. We backtest each set of sentiment data with a number of model variations and 
rank results by cumulative returns.   

Formal Setup   

Backtesting is based on sentiment information collected from social media between June 19, 2012 
midnight and November 12, 2015, 11:30am. Its purpose is to generate buy or sell signals, in order to 
maximize returns of a simple cash portfolio by EUR/USD trading. The setup used for backtesting a range 
of different sentiment indices can be more formally described as follows.   

A fixed-size moving window technique with window-size m was applied to the sentiment indices to 
generate trading signals. The median has been preferred over the mean because the median is known to 
be more robust than the mean vis-à-vis outliers. But clearly, when m=2 the moving median becomes the 
moving average. We will use Sjt to refer to j = {1 ... J} sentiment indices evaluated regarding their 
efficiency when used in EUR/USD trading. Accordingly, the sentiment score of index j measured at time 
t is expressed as Sjt. Let   

 
denote one of k = {1...K} binary trading rules that deploy sentiment index j at time t with t = {1 . . . T} to 
generate a buy (1) or sell (-1) signal on the basis of sentiment information at time t-m for a trading 
transaction at time t. In our study, we considered 12 different financial microblogs or similar sources to 
construct sentiment indices. For control reasons, we also assembled a sequence of scores by randomly 
reshuffling sentiment scores from all 12 sentiments indices of length T. This led to J=12+1 
sentimentbased indices. In what follows, we simply equate T with the total number of 10-minutes units 
considered. Each trading rule E(tk ,Sjt ) under consideration is a three-place function that maps into {1, 

−1}. The central element of each trading rule is a simple comparison of Sjt. with a moving median MM 
tSj− m which can be defined as follows  

 
This means that trading using K=2 trading rules follows a counter-cyclical trading scheme. A short signal 
(-1) was generated, whenever the sentiment value S for a given sentiments index j generated by the 
moving median MM at time t-m was greater than the same sentiment index at time t. Vice versa, a long 
signal was produced, whenever the sentiment value S for a given sentiment index j generated by the 
moving median MM a time t-m was smaller than the same sentiment index at time t. The trading rules 
are not triggered by the magnitude of sentiments per se but by a comparison of a rolling sentiment Sjt. 

against a rolling sentiment reference 
MM tSj− m . This means that the trading rules constructed and tested 

in this paper assume a functional relationship between conditional sentiments and returns. However, 
the relationship between sentiments and returns is considered to be indirect in that not the sentiment 
magnitude per se was the basis for buy/sell but its comparison with the sentiment calculated via moving 
median MM at time t-m. The application of the K=2 trading rules to J=13 sentiment indices generates J 
binary vectors of trade signals. Under the EUR/USD backtest trading scheme, a long position (buy) was 
encoded by 1 and a short position was encoded by -1. For all units or time slices T and for all sentiments 
vectors J, cumulative returns were calculated by multiplying the vector of the differenced close 
EUR/USD exchange rate (rate of change) during the time under consideration by the vector of trade 
signals. This was followed by cumulatively summing up returns obtained from one time slice to the 
following one. For instance, if from one time slice t to the following time slice t+1 the EUR/USD exchange 
rate increased by x cent and the trade signal was 1 for this time slice t+1, then the magnitude of the 
increase x qualified as a positive return. Using just the close of the EUR/USD exchange rate for 
backtesting amounts to a cash portfolio of with 1 Euro. But clearly the percentage of cumulative returns 
can be calculated with such a portfolio and the results apply to large cash portfolios as well.  

Analysis and Results   

Descriptive Statistics  
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The descriptive statistics of sentiment indices prior to the analysis is presented in Table 2. Results 
indicate that most indices exhibit a high degree of variability in themselves and among each other. On 
the one end of the spectrum, sentiment indices gained from pos.twitter.com and neg.twitter.com score 
high on measures of dispersion. The same kind of measure is comparatively low when looking at 
sentiment indices sourced from neg.stocktwits.com and pos.stocktwits.com. The order of integration of 
all sentiments was found to be 0 for all sentiment indices and 1 for the EUR/USD exchange rates, as 
evidenced by the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test (e.g. Banerjee et al., 1993) for p < 0.01. These 
results indicate that sentiment indices are stationary while the EUR/USD exchange rate is not. Though 
it is well known that the ADF test has a low power, the number or time units under consideration T of 
each time series is very high. We can assume that the standard error decreases with rising T and that the 
power is expected to increase. Therefore, the results indicate a mismatch of the order of integration 
between all sentiment indices on the one hand and the EUR/USD exchange rate on the other. This 
finding suggests that standard tests of cointegration are not applicable and the same applies to Granger 
causality testing. Sentiment indices obtained from the “news” class (pos.www.marketwatch.com, 
neg.www.marketwatch.com, neu.www.marketwatch.com) do not appear in Table 2 since they all 
showed a low degree of variability. The reason for this is their characteristically less frequent 
appearances, compared to Tweets or forum posts. For this reason we did not continue to use this source 
for our analysis.  

 

Sentiment Index  Min  Max  Median  Mean   Sum  Variance  StdDev  OI  p/ADF  

neu.www.forexfactory.com  0  32  0  1.160  144759  3.714  01.92  0  .01  

neg.www.forexfactory.com  0  13  0  0.470  58728  0.866  00.93  0  .01  

pos.www.forexfactory.com  0  19  0  0.750  93976  1.694  01.30  0  .01  

neu.twitter.com  0  963  9  15.390  1911267  442.453  21.03  0  .01  

neg.twitter.com  0  814  4  20.040  2488928  1306.452  36.14  0  .01  

pos.twitter.com  0  1207  6  29.730  3692370  2619.452  51.18  0  .01  

neu.stocktwits.com  0  25  0  0.410  52141  0.792  00.89  0  .01  

neg.stocktwits.com  0  24  0  0.160  20348  0.258  00.50  0  .01  

pos.stocktwits.com  0  19  0  0.200  25732  0.348  00.59  0  .01  

Random   0  899  0  8.600  1067788  703.635  26.52  0  .01  

EUR/USD  1.205  1.390  1.322  1.320  163909  0.001  00.04  1  0.01  

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Sentiment Indices (T=124157)  

Cumulative Returns  

The forex market, especially the currency pair EUR/USD, is known to be very efficient in the way that it 
quickly integrates new market-relevant alpha information into exchange rates. Work by Sprenger et al. 
(2014) suggests that sentiments gathered in financial microblogs may provide alpha information, which 
could facilitate temporary above-market returns. Design implications are obvious. A small time window 
for using this information rules out long-memory models and techniques, e.g. a recursive time window. 
Instead, modeling should focus on a moving window that has either no memory or a short memory that 
is small enough to capture alpha information not yet incorporated into exchange rates. Results of our 
backtesting analysis with a time window of m=2 time slices of 10 minutes, over the sampling period 
(June 19, 2012 midnight and November 12, 2015, 11:30am), are presented in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Cumulative Returns by Sentiment Index (longitudinal view)  

Figure 2 shows that the majority of sentiment indices, when used to inform EUR/USD trading with the 
parameters mentioned above, facilitate a development of returns that is characterized by high volatility 
and mean reversion. This performance pattern is typical of the random index. In this regard, the majority 
of sentiment indices exhibits a performance pattern that does not differ from that of the random index. 
There are, however, some sentiment indices that deviate from this pattern. In particular returns 
generated by sentiment indices from neg.stocktwits.com and pos.stocktwits.com, often co-move and 
show a comoving upward trend. Figure 3 shows the cumulative returns as they develop on the time axis.   

  

Figure 3. Cumulative Returns by Sentiment Index (cross-sectional view)  

It shows that neg.stocktwits.com and pos.stocktwits.com are sources of sentiment data that provided 
the best performing sentiment indices. Though, one might argue that indices leading to negative returns 
could possibly be adjusted by simple reversals of comparisons in the algorithm, we present these results 
as they occurred. Table 3 shows cumulative and abnormal returns for sentiment indices and EUR/USD.  

 Sentiment Index  Cumulative Return  Cumulative Abnormal Return  

neu.www.forexfactory.com  10.65%  25.37%  
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neg.www.forexfactory.com  1.57%  16.29%  

pos.www.forexfactory.com  -4.86%  9.90%  

neu.twitter.com  13.33%  28.03%  

neg.twitter.com  -18,73%  -4.03%  

pos.twitter.com  -17,48%  -2.71%  

neu.stocktwits.com  -14,46%  0.32%  

neg.stocktwits.com  37.39%  52.17%  

pos.stocktwits.com  31.82%  46.59%  

Random   16,51%  28.16%  

EUR/USD  -14.74%  0.00%  

 Table 3. Cumulative and Abnormal Returns by Sentiment Index  

Differential Effects of Buy and Sell Rules Informed by Sentiments  

Why do some sentiment indices perform well while others do not? In the preceding sections we mainly 
looked at the outcome of sentiment-informed trading without investigating the conditions that led to the 
observed effects. An obvious starting point to examine not only the effects but also its underlying 
conditions is to split up the overall effects found for each sentiment index with regard to the two trading 
rules used. Both the buy and the sell rule follow a counter-cyclical pattern. The buy rule is triggered 
whenever the sentiment is relatively low, and the sell rule applies when the sentiment is relatively high.   

Returns  Overall  
Buy/ 

Sum  
Sell/  
Sum  

Buy/ 

Mean  
Sell/  
Mean  

Skewness 

Buy & Sell  
Skewness 

Buy  
Skewness  
Sell   

Sharpe 

Ratio  

neu.www.forexfactory.com  0.1065  -0.0274  0.1339  -8.68E-07  1.45E-06  17.270  -51.974  -54.636  0.0290  

neg.www.forexfactory.com  0.0157  -0.0728  0.0885  -3.15E-06  8.75E-07  35.380  -27.467  -65.838  0.0040  

pos.www.forexfactory.com  -0.0486  -0.1049  0.0564  -3.66E-06  5.90E-07  47.540  -11.115  -71.691  -0.0130  

neu.twitter.com  0.1333  -0.0140  0.1473  -2.47E-07  2.18E-06  21.890  -41.541  -61.718  0.0360  

neg.twitter.com  -0.1873  -0.1743  0.0130  -3.56E-06  -1.73E-07  -39.090  -93.357  -14.781  -0.0500  

pos.twitter.com  -0.1748  -0.1680  0.0067  -3.23E-06  -9.34E-08  0.9240  -51.520  -56.083  -0.0470  

neu.stocktwits.com  -0.1446  -0.1530  0.0083  -6.57E-06  8.26E-08  -22.910  -108.970  -23.306  -0.0390  

neg.stocktwits.com  0.3739  0.1063  0.2676  8.69E-06  2.39E-06  55.370  0.3750  -64.899  0.1000  

pos.stocktwits.com  0.3182  0.0785  0.2398  5.58E-06  2.18E-06  59.060  11.541  -70.789  0.0850  

Random   0.1651  0.0019  0.1632  8.69E-06  2.39E-06  43.820  -82.856  -33.715  0.0440  

Table 4. Overall and Partial Effect of Sentiment Indices (Percentage of Cum. Returns)  

The results presented in Table 4 illustrate the overall effect (buy & sell) for each rule along with a 
breakdown into the partial effects of the buy rule and the sell rule, respectively. A closer look at the 
breakdown reveals that sell rules often seem to perform better than buy rules.   

Distributions of returns reveal that there are differences in the skewness between sentiment indices and 
the combined rule (buy & sell), the sell and the buy rules. For instance, with regard to the worst trading 
rule, Random, there is an overall effect of 1% cumulative returns, while the best trading rule, 
neg.stocktwits.com, has an overall effect of 37.39% cumulative returns. Further examination of the 
contribution of buy and sell rules applied to pos.stocktwits.com, shows that the buy rule contributes only 
10%, while the sell rule contributes 27% to the overall returns. A similar pattern can be observed in all 
sentiment indices with positive overall returns (neu.www.forexfactory.com, 
neg.www.forexfactory.com, neu.twitter.com, neg.stocktwits.com, pos.stocktwits.com, Random).   

What is the reason behind the higher overall performance of the sell rule? Considering that the exchange 
rate of EUR/USD drastically fell during the analyzed period of time, a plausible explanation seems to be 
that under conditions of falling prices, selling is more profitable than buying. However, this conjecture 
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is at odds with findings obtained for the Random index. Here, the sell rule is only marginally better than 
the buy rule. But this does not explain the large gains observed in other cases where the sell rule is 
applied (neg.stocktwits.com and pos.stocktwits.com). Obviously, selling at random points in time 
during a phase of declining prices leads to small, but negligible cumulative returns as evidenced by the 
performance of the Random index. The simple strategy to sell at random points is outperformed by 
strategies that apparently have a higher likelihood to identify the right moment for a sell transaction.   

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the sell rule via a histogram of the returns (buy & sell, buy, sell) of the 
best scoring sentiment index neg.stocktwits.com. Along with the added skewness values the figure 
confirms that the overall effect of the sell rule on returns is higher than that of the buy rule. This is echoed 
by higher skewness values of the returns gained with the sell rule when compared to the gains of the buy 
rule.   

  
Figure 4. Histogram of the Returns for the Best Performing Sentiment Index   

It has been mentioned that the buy rule contributes only about a third to the overall effect of high 
performing sentiment indices. But this finding reflects only an overall view as it does not consider 
potential differences in the average return of buy and sell rules. In fact, the average performance of the 
buy rule (buy/mean) is higher than that of a sell rule (sell/mean). Looking at the average performance 
reveals also that neg.stocktwits.com and pos.stocktwits.com stand out from all other sentiment indices 
because their performance is consistently good for both buy and sell rules. All other sentiment indices 
show a poor average performance either in their buy or sell rules or even in both of them.  

Discussion  

By definition, efficient markets swiftly incorporate new market-relevant information into asset prices so 
that the latter “fully reflect” the former (Fama, 1970). This more general rule also applies to 
marketrelevant information obtained from financial online sources. This is the most plausible reason 
why cumulative returns turned out to be highest when a small prediction window m in combination with 
a fixed-size moving window were chosen. Both are geared towards a short memory process where mainly 
recent events have an effect on the movement of the market. The forex market is characterized by high 
trading volume and high volatility. Unlike stock trading, it is not bound to a stock exchange, but 
currencies are traded around the clock, regardless of market hours. Our dataset fits these characteristics 
by having 10-minute units around the clock.  

The main goal of this study was an estimation of the predictive value of different source types for 
purposes of trading in forex markets. As corollary of our findings we could highlight the conditions that 
actually led to higher performance. Comparing our results with a random index showed that the 
observed performance cannot be explained entirely by general market developments. Thus we have a 
strong indication for actual predictive value in the analyzed data and can rule out that positive returns 
were completely caused by external influences like a bear market in EUR/USD. Our results show a clear 
winner: sentiment messages from StockTwits. We can state that Tweets clearly yield superior forecasting 
power, compared to traditional news and forum posts – at least in the case of forex markets and a small 
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prediction window. By analyzing buy and sell signals separately we found that sell signals seem to have 
a higher predictive value for EUR/USD. In addition to these findings we were able to demonstrate that 
methods of forecasting financial developments in stock markets established in previous research can 
successfully be applied to currency trading as well. Future research is necessary to compare the 
performance of Tweets, forum posts and news on longer prediction windows keeping in mind that 
eventually predictive value will dissipate completely because markets swiftly incorporate new 
information into their prices (especially in the case of forex).  

Since our goal was not to achieve a new state-of-the-art return on investment by using sentiment 
indicators, but rather to estimate the predictive value of different kinds of sentiment sources, we proceed 
with discussing the key characteristics of the sources used. The best sentiment indices in our sample 
were gathered from pos.stocktwits.com and neg.stocktwits.com. Both fall into the source class "tweets". 
They clearly outperform twitter.com series from the same source class. While Twitter is a micro-blogging 
platform not concerned with a special topic (yet carrying a huge amount of communication concerned 
with financial markets), StockTwits is solely focused on discussing trading and financial markets. 
Therefore it is plausible to argue that the outperformance of its results can be rationalized with the 
specialisation of its community. StockTwits contributors are "individual, institutional and hedge fund 
managers" as stated by Pierce Crosby of Quantopian in a blog post (Crosby 2015). Their expertise in 
trading could explain why the predictive value of this source ranks highest.  

Having a closer look at the results, we observe that messages which carry sentiment (positive or negative) 
on StockTwits outperform the neutral indicator from the same source. It is reasonable to argue that 
neutral messages have lesser predictive value so this can be considered an expected result. For Twitter, 
however, neutral messages rank highest (compared to messages on Twitter which carry sentiment). Here 
we can only assume that the lesser degree of financial expertise of its users leads to a decreased 
usefulness in forecasting. For example positive Tweets from Twitter (pos.twitter.com) even have a 
negative relationship, which indicates that this information is already reflected into EUR/USD prices. 
This might be due to the fact that there are numerous systems in place which collect tweets from Twitter 
and base trading decisions on it.  

Other kinds of sources could not achieve equal predictive value. Both other classes, “news” and “forum 
posts” represented by MarketWatch and Forexfactory respectively, are characterized by longer textual 
content and less frequency, in comparison with Tweets. Considering characteristics of the forex market, 
it could be reasoned that a lower number of new messages per time has a strong negative impact on the 
predictive value.  

The main contribution of our paper is twofold: By setting up an analytical framework that allows to 
compare the effects of a range of different indices we were able to show that some sentiment indices 
clearly outperformed others. Going beyond a pure effect analysis we could (i) progressively narrow down 
conditions that lead to increased performance which led us to uncover a dual effect of buy and sell 
trading rules and (ii) rule out plausible alternative explanations (general market development). Splitting 
up the overall effect of cumulative returns it became obvious that sell rules account for about two thirds 
while buy rules account for only one third of the overall effect. In contrast to other measures, e.g. 
skewness, returns are an extensive quantity that obeys the rule of additivity, and hence a splitting of the 
overall effects of cumulative returns is possible. Partial return effects were jointly generated by a 
frequent application of a comparatively moderately effective rule (sell) and rare application of a relatively 
effective rule (buy).  

Our models were built for trading the exchange rate EUR/USD. Future research is required to investigate 
whether our finding regarding differential effects hold true for other exchange pairs as well and whether 
the findings of this research also apply to stocks and commodities trading. Based on preliminary analysis 
for other asset classes we assume that our findings can be generalized. More work and further research 
will be necessary to answer this question more profoundly.  
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Appendix  

List of terms used in Naïve Bayes classifier for identifying communication 

about EUR/USD  

EUR/USD, EURUSD, EUR\s*USD (regular expression), $EURUSD (Tweets only), $EUR/USD (Tweets 
only), Euro, US Dollar, ECB, FED, FOMC  



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


